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This is an empirical study of the rationale the lays behind the decisions made to 
refurbish or demolish 20th century social mass-housing. The study is based on four case 
studies located in Edinburgh. From these studies, the decision-making criteria are 
identified. These fall into three broad categories, which are structural integrity, 
sociocultural value, and economic practicality. The analysis of these three categories of 
criteria sheds light on the way in which each is used in justifying the decisions taken. 
The case studies include 1) the demolition of West Granton Housing Scheme-A; 2) the·. 
demolition of Tweedsmuir and Grampian Houses; 3) the demolition of Grampian and 
Cairngorm Houses; and 4) The mixed solution of demolition and refurbishment applied 
to Ebenezer MacRae 's Housing Estates. 
The study analyses the decision-making process according to three criteria: structural 
integrity, economic practicality, and sociocultural value. While structural integrity is a 
precondition for a building's survival and economic viability the fundamental language 
in which the discussion is conducted, sociocultural value is also of critical significance, 
as it most clearly indicates the precise and often complex nature of the problem and its 
solution. The broader context in which these competing agendas operate, however, is 
political, and as this study makes clear, the ultimate decision and justification on why a 
building might be demolished or conserved is political. 
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Rationales behind Changes in Ordinary 20th Century Social Housing 
1.1. Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the rationale behind decision making process applied to 
ordinary 20th century social mass housing. Theoretically, the rationale behind decisions 
applied to natural and man-made environments would appear to be interchangeable, 
however, applications of the rationales can differ considerably in practice. The 
'ecological' rationale and its decision-making criteria stem from a strong basis of 
ecological and biological science.1 To a large extent, the body of knowledge of those 
field of science provides a solid theoretical ground on which conflicting opinions may 
be resolved. On the other hand, Mason also points out that conservation of cultural 
heritage has no such theoretical ground on which to rely. Decisions on changes in the 
physical environment have to be justified on an individual basis because of its diverse 
characteristics. It cannot be assumed that 'cultural' environment can be understood in 
strictly 'ecological' term- or any other single term- rather, as Mason says, "One needs 
to refer to economics, cultural, political, and social theory to understand the ecology of 
heritage and how its conservation operates in the context of society at large". 2 
Accordingly, the rationale behind the decision concerning urban environment is likely 
to derive from a combination of reasoning methods drawing on related fields such as 
engineering and the applied sciences, economics, the arts and history, political and 
social science. Therefore, in order to understand any particular rationale, it is critical 
1 Randall Mason, "Economics and Heritage conservation: Concepts. Values and Agenda for research" in 
the meeting Economic and Heritage Conservation, (Los Angles, Getty Institute, December, 1998), 16. 
2 Ibid., 21. . 
1 
2 
that both the logical mechanism of each line of reasoning and the way in which the 
reasons interrelate within that rationale are understood. 
1.2. Reasoning methods applied to 20th century Social Housing 
1.2.1. Essential requirements 
The first category of reasoning is concerned with the essential requirements of users. 
There is a range of standard or criteria by which housing should satisfy in order to be 
considered 'fit for human habitation'. In Scotland, the Tolerable Standard of the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 198i provides a benchmark for the assessment of housing 
conditions. Recently, it was amended to include the Standard Amenities. The revised 
standard states that a property should be: 
• Structurally stable; 
• Substantially free from rising or penetrating damp; 
• Satisfactory provision for natural and artificial lighting, for ventilation and for heating; 
• Adequate piped supply of wholesome water available within the house; 
• Has a sink provided with a satisfactory supply of both hot and cold water within the 
house; 
• Has toilet facilities available for the exclusive use of the occupants of the house and 
suitably located within the house; 
• Has a fixed bath or shower and a wash-hand basin, each provided with a satisfactory 
supply of both hot and cold water and suitable located within the house; 
• Has an effective system of drainage and disposal of foul and surface water; 
• Has satisfactory facilities for the cooking of food within the house; and 
• Has satisfactory access to all external doors and outbuildings. 
This list of requirements gives a general picture of standard physical-condition to which 
all forms of dwellings should conform. They cover the two main aspects that are 
structural integrity and functional performance of the buildings. Structural integrity is 
the most essential quality of buildings in use. "Structure is fundamental: without 
structure there is no building and therefore no ·commodity'. Without well-designed 
structure there can be no ·delight'". 2 In the decision making process, if the building in 
question has structural problems, options for decision to conserve may involve repair, 
1 The Housing (Scotland) Act 1987, Section 86 and Schedule 18, database online available at: 
http://www .scotland.gov .uk/news/2000/12/se3192.asp, 
2 Angus]. Macdonald, Structure and Architecture, znd ed., (Oxford, Architectural Press, 2001), xi. 
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consolidation or replacement of the decayed parts. A common option of decision on 
building with severe dilapidated structure is demolition. 
In terms of functional performance, requirements of the statutory standard of fitness 
involve issues such as lighting, ventilation, sanitation, modern conveniences and 
building services. In the current trend towards sustainable development, it is suggested 
that energy efficiency should be included in response to environmental issues. All 
housing will require refurbishment, improvement, or rehabilitation at some stage or it 
becomes substandard. These courses of actions aim to maintain a satisfactory standard 
of the building and are generally perceived as part of a building's maintenance. 
According to Weldon 's analysis of BS 3811,1 a variety of terms is used to describe 
different degrees of maintenance. Refurbishment refers to a way in which buildings' 
amenity is upgraded, for examples, new hot and cold water systems, and new bathroom 
and kitchen. "Refurbishment is possibly moc;t important where a building no longer 
complies with statutory standard, or even current expectations 11 • 2 Improvement is used 
to describe a course of action, which may be essential "where the accommodation can 
no longer be used by the occupants, perhaps due to an occupant's disability 11 • 3 Weld on 
seems to reserve the term 'rehabilitation' for generic improvements such as 
improvement of a building group in an area, demolition or rebuilding of groups of 
buildings. The rehabilitation may include extensions and conversions, which are 
practical ways to create additional space because it may be easier than finding other 
suitable accommodation. Although this would appear similar to improvement, 
rehabilitation involves a larger scale of changes. Such courses of actions are bound to 
take place during a building's life-expectancy. In turn, it implies that life expectancy of 
a building depends on the adaptability of its structure and its capacity to accommodate 
changing demands. Low adaptability of a building may lead to its demolition. Weldon 
explains that non-traditional high-rise dwellings were often demolished because of 
rigidity of the building's structure. Additional living space may be obtained by 
1 British Standard, 1984 
2 Paul Balchin and Maureen Rhoden, ed., Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge, 1998), 
191. 
3 Ibid., 192. 
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enclosing balcony's space and making it weatherproof. The degree of adaptability is 
assessed on evaluations of functional performance of the building and its structural 
integrity. The degree of adaptability is therefore an indicator of the value of buildings, 
from the viewpoint of essential requirement. 
1.2.2. Economic practicality 
The second category of reasoning is concerned with economic practicality. Although 
satisfactory conditions of housing may be evaluated by structural stability and 
functional performance of building, the conditions also depends on other factors such as . 
management and maintenance policy, the social-economic environment of the area and 
the expectations of residents. These factors can be assessed by a variety of economic 
analyses, for example, cost-effective analysis, scarcity matter, willingness-to-pay and 
demand-supply of the housings in the market. Cost effectiveness is probably the most 
persuasive standard of judgement about changes in residential buildings today. In the 
open market, standards of satisfactory conditions vary considerably depending on 
targeted residents. Changes in the targeted group could also have impact on the 
standard of 'fit for human habitation'. At the upper-end of the market, the standard may 
be high above the statutory standard, reflected in the higher prices. When local housing 
authorities develop strategies for development and rehabilitation of 20th century social 
housing, their main target households are mainly people in low-income group. Their 
options for housing are constrained by limited financial capacity. Simultaneously, the 
local authorities have to consider the most effective solutions to social problems 
associated with existing housing and around the neighbourhoods, even if they are not 
the cheapest solutions. In conjunction with a constantly high demand for affordable 
housing, decisions concerning substandard buildings are often " ... justified by cost-
benefit analysis, which allow a comparison to be made where there are alternative 
solutions, so the optimum solution can be selected" .1 When the options to conserve/ 
refurbish and to demolish/rebuild are compete, it would often appear that the most cost-
effective options is likely to be taken. 
1 Paul Balchin and Maureen Rhoden, ed., Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge, 1998), 
193. 
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The rule of supply and demand is also applicable to the future of housing. 
Demographic change of a residential area is an indicator by which demand of housing is 
evaluated. Demographic changes have direct impact on the housing market. 0 'Leary 
describes a situation in which large numbers of the pre-1960s houses were demolished 
because of the increase in smaller-household size in UK. Given demographic change 
with more smaller-households, private [small] low-rise flats within commuting distance 
of major employment centre were easily sold on open market. 1 By contrast, a report on 
empty public sector dwellings in Scotland indicates that, in 1992, vacant dwellings were 
of small sizes. The report concludes: 
"In addition to dwelling type, void rates relates to dwelling size. Voids are 
highest in !-apartment dwellings ... certain types of dwelling types and sizes 
attract higher turnover void rates and longer void periods." (Murie, 
Wainwright and Anderson, 1994, 23-24; conclusions 3.23 and 3.24) 
The report did not demonstrate actual causes of the low demand for small flats in public 
sector (void rate). The conclusions of the report and 0' Leary explanation reflect the 
logic of supply and demand. When the supply of any types of flat increases, such flats 
naturally become in excess of demand and resulting in the undesirable ones became 
vacant. The report also demonstrates that when certain groups of housing were subject 
to low demand for a considerable period of time, decisions to demolish were taken as a 
necessary action for the strategic rehabilitation and regeneration of problematic 
residential areas. It points out that in such circumstance, the local authority was usually 
in favour of demolition: 
"It is common for [public sector] landlords to be considering demolition to 
property that is in low demand or without a viable future in its current physical 
state or tenure ... there is little evidence that public sector landlords adopt any 
hard and fast guidelines on when a property falls into having a status of 'non-
viable future' ... " (Murie, Wainwright and Anderson, 1998, 56) 
The report also points out that amongst vacant houses under the ownership of 40 local 
housing authorities in Scotland, the numbers of houses not available for letting was 
4,277 units, of which 1,428 units were being held for sale and 2849 were awaiting 
demolition. Among 2849 housing units, 29% had been vacant for 4-12 months, 30% for 
1 Paul Balchin and Maureen Rhoden, ed., Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge, 1998), 
133. 
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12-24 months, 31% for over 24 months and 10% for shorter than 4 months. 1 The 
authors speculated that the duration of vacancy may be a key criterion by vv'hich 
decisions to demolish had been made. Scarcity of land and limited budget for social 
housing has put local housing authorities under the pressure to maximise the use of the 
land and the budget as well as existing housing stock. Long-term vacancy indicates that 
there is no demand for the housing; therefore, it would be more economical to demolish 
and redevelop the land. 
1.2.3. Sociocultural value 
The third category of reasoning is concerned with sociocultural values of buildings. It 
focuses on the relationships between architectural characteristics of the buildings and 
their environments for example owners and users, cultural context, religions and belief, 
socioeconomic system, urban planning and building regulations. The ways in which 
decision-makers perceive these relationships can have significant influences. As 
discussed in 1.2.2, changes to housing are undertaken in according to characteristics of 
residents such as type of tenures, family sizes, balance of age group, levels of incomes, 
and ownerships. Quantitative aspects of these factors are clearly critical for economic 
analysis. The following discussion focuses on qualitative aspect of social factors as 
well as cultural value. 
There are two groups of study concerning the way which characteristics of buildings 
influence the building's future. The first group studies the relationship between 
architectural design features and social problems relating to housing. The pioneering 
works of Oscar Newman (Defensible Space, 1972) and Alice Coleman (Utopia on Trial, 
1985) are research which focuses on the impact of buildings' characters on changes in 
social structure of residential areas in the United States and the United Kingdom 
respectively. According to the studies, N ewman and Coleman reached a similar 
conclusion pointing out that the architectural design features of modern high-rise 
housing does not allow natural surveillance. This results in space that offers an inviting 
atmosphere for criminals who can escape easily after to committing crimes. The 
1 Alan Murie, Sally Wainwright and Keith Anderson, "Empty public sector dwellings in Scotland" 
(Scottish Executives, 1994, photocopied), 23. 
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atmosphere in high-rise flats prevent a sense of territory and ownership. The 
researchers showed evidence that if a place lacks a clear sense of territory and natural 
surveillance given by residents and passers-by, such a place is likely to suffer from 
misuse of space, vandalism and crime. Low and medium rise housing may host similar 
problems if there are defective design features. Poyner and Webb carried out research 
"to define the physical characteristics of low-rise medium-density housing, which seem 
to minimize the risk of crime". They concluded, "housing layout design is the most 
effective means of controlling crime in residential areas" .1 They also recognised the 
influences of local differences and noted that other patterns of design may prove secure 
in other cultures. For the UK, "Our proposals tend to see the secure threshold and 
boundary around the house to include the house and a secure yard or garden. "2 This 
theory has been applied to improvements of problematic low-rise housing. As a 
consequence of these researches, it is believed that if sense of territory should be 
enhanced in the forms of fences, gates and set -hack of front doors and also surveillance 
should be obtained to increase the sense of security. In doing so, the degree of the 
social problems may be reduced. Therefore, if any buildings are affected by such 
defective design features, it would likely be adapted. In this perspective, the tower 
block is the form of dwellings that has the lowest security. This has resulted in the 
demolitions of tower blocks and other mass housing that were not considered adaptable 
to standards of territory and surveillance. Accordingly, the failure of the Modern 
housing, is to some extent, due to the discrepancy between characteristics of the housing 
and social patterns. 
The second group of studies is concerned with the value of building from the view of 
architectural history. The study associated with conservation of cultural heritage. The 
main body of knowledge stems from a collective experience of UNESCO ICOMOS 
member countries. The 'Why-question' is used to identify sociocultural values of 
building that contribute to options of decision on changes in the buildings in question. 
It is carried out by consciously asking "Why conserve?", "Why demolish?" or "Why 
refurbish?", for example. The why question may have a variety of valid forms insofar 
1Barry Poyner and Barry Webb, Crime free housing (Oxford, Butterworth Architecture, 1991), 116 
2Ibid., 117. 
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as they conform to the decision maker's intentions. The values identified are 
subsequently used in decision-making process. In the literature on conservation, the 
why-question has been developed to serve one particular aim of safeguarding cultural 
heritage, which perceive the architectural and historical value of buildings as being of 
prime importance. Thus its literary form usually appears as Why conserve? which is "at 
the core of each and every Conservation Charter ... " .1 The question may be rephrased 
as "What are the cultural values of the building in question that are worthy of 
conservation?'. Feilden, a leading expert of the field, proposes that there are 3 
categories of hypothetical values with which decision makers should be concerned. 2 
1) Emotional value; a) wonder b)identity c) continuity d) spiritual and symbolic 
2) Cultural value; a) documentary, b) historic, c) archaeological, age and scarcity 
3) Use value; a) functional, b) economic, c) social d) political 
This cultural evaluation-paradigm focuses on the building's characteristics from a 
perspective of architectural history. Outstanding architectural characteristics of 
buildings were perceived as the most critical value for heritage conservation. The 
concept of "Outstanding"3 also enables the practice of heritage conservation. Due to the 
limits of economic practicality, the decision to conserve any architectural heritage has to 
be highly selective. It can only aim to conserve exemplary buildings in order to avoid 
disruption and conflicts with social and economic development. From the second half 
of the 19th century to the late 20th century, the perception of cultural value has gradually 
shifted from architectural grandeur to historical importance, including ordinary and 
contemporary buildings. The expansion has widened the interest in buildings ranging 
from the ancient times to the present day. Large number of I ordinary historic' buildings 
can be rationally protected and conserved in a similar way to the I architectural 
grandeur'. Accordingly, if the values identified represent historical or architectural 
merits, the decision to conserve such buildings is justified. According to Bell, although 
1 Dorothy Bell, The historic Scotland guide to international conservation charters (Edinburgh, Historic 
Scotland, 1997), 6. 
2 Bernard M Feilden, Conservation of Historic Buildings (Suffolk, St Edmundbury Press, 1982). 6 
3 Pearce, D., Conservation Today, (Routledge, London, 1989), 17. 
There are other expressions based on this concept such as 'The best" used by [Macdonald, S., (ed.), 
Modern matter, (Dorset, Donhead Publishing1996, 12.] and "Unique" used by [Barbey Gilles and Clivaz 
Michel, 1994, A possible selection of Criteria_ for safeguarding the 2(Jh Century Built Heritage in the 
third International Conference: (Barcelona, DOCOMOMO International; 16 Sept- 19 Sept 1994, 63.)] 
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why-question is a universal reasoning method, their applications are governed by the 
perception of value. Without the perception of historical value, decisions to conserve 
'ordinary buildings' would appear invalid from the perception of "outstanding value". 
Perception of value is a key mechanism that justifies the use of a particular set of 
criteria for evaluating a building. The perception is the logical mechanism that justifies 
the relevancy of values and the ways in which decision makers formulate why-
questions. Thus, in order to understand sociocultural evaluation of the mainstream 
decision makers, their perception of value has to be clarified. 
1.3. Rationale and the Interplay of Reasons 
In practice, variations of the interplay of reasons would result in a diversity of 
rationales. When dealing with 'outstanding' buildings, the current knowledge is 
capable of explaining the way in which sociocultural reason contributes to the rationale 
and the way in which it interrelates to other re2sons. Nevertheless, the explanation has 
not yet been extended to ordinary 20th century buildings. Empirical study is required so 
as to shed light onto this issue. At present, none of the existing research provides a 
practical explanation of the perception of sociocultural value and how it is applied to 
ordinary 20th century buildings. Nor is there any empirical study of how the three 
reasons contribute to the future of ordinary 20th century buildings in practice. 
Therefore, this thesis aims to carry out empirical research into the rationale behind 
decisions concerning ordinary 20th century buildings. 
CHAPTER 2 
Introduction to Case studies of Decisions making on the future of 
20th century Council Mass-Housing in Edinburgh 
2.1. Aim of the Thesis 
The aim of this thesis is to provide an explanation of the rationale behind decision 
making applied to ordinary 20th century residential buildings. It studies actual decision 
made by the Housing Committee of the City of Edinburgh Council about 20th century 
social mass housing in Edinburgh, Scotland. Edinburgh was chosen as the test -case for 
this study as it possesses a large number of social housing estates built under the 
influence of the modern movement in architecture. Although there was also a variety of 
social housing owned by other public sector and non-profit organisations, the council 
housing made up the largest proportion until the late 1990s when most of it have been 
privatised or transferred to other ownership. The City Council has been dealing with 
problems relating to the council housing1 since the early 20th century. Its collective 
experiences should reflect the rationale of the majority of the people of Edinburgh. 
Such rationale will be used as a ground on which understanding of the way in which the 
mainstreams dealt with 20th century social housing is analysed. Between the 1980 and 
1997, large numbers of 20th century social mass housing have undergone extensive 
improvement programmes including refurbishment and demolition, together with new 
build, in order to solve persistent housing problems. The decision applied to this social 
housing will be used as the basis of this thesis. 
1 In Scotland, social housing owned by the City of Edinburgh Council is known as council housing. 
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An interesting aspect of the decision making is how the Housing Committee, whose 
decisions, presumably, represent the mainstream opinion, dismissed the opinion of a 
pressure group which sought to conserve some of the 20th century council housing. The 
main pressure group is the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland (AHSS), in 
association with the Scottish National Group of DoCoMoMo (the International Working 
Party for Documentation and Conservation of buildings, site, and neighbourhoods of the 
Modern Movement). A common aim of these groups is to promote informed evaluation 
20th century architectural heritage. Both seemed to adopt a reasoning method on 
conservation of buildings from UNESCO ICOMOS, 1 which is the main body of the 
current architectural conservation movement. In 1994, the AHSS attempted to lobby 
against demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses, a twin tower block at Leith 
Fort Housing estate. It argued that these tower blocks were of architectural merit and 
worthy of conservation. There was little support from the public and the authorities for 
the argument for conserving the tower blocks, although the proposal to refurbish the 
tower blocks seemed to be technically and economically plausible. The cultural 
appraisal of ordinary 20th century buildings has resulted in the public now holding a 
sceptical view about relevancy of the conservation concept to contemporary ordinary 
buildings. To an extent, it would appear that the decision to demolish contradicted to 
the reasoning method that the pressure group adopted from UNESCO ICOMOS. This 
thesis also aims to provide an explanation of the conflicting opinions. 
It is critical to be aware of the influence of some other factors affecting decisions, such 
as the agenda of decision makers and stakeholders, together with available options, and 
the regulating system applied to urban development in particular areas. This thesis 
studies the reasoning within a specific context in which both the decision makers and 
the pressure group shared a universal goal that is the well-being of the people in 
Edinburgh in terms of both physical and psychological needs. Due to socioeconomic 
demands and political factors, the City Council has to be concerned with achieving a 
targeted number of affordable houses. Provided that land use policy and the city 
development plan are unchanged, the options for the future of the council housing 
1 International Council on Monuments and Sites is an international, a non-governmental organization 
concerning conservation of the cultural property. 
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involve either (i) the decision to conserve and to refurbish existing houses or (ii) 
demolition and replace with new houses. This well-defined context enables this thesis 
to focus on the relevance of each criterion to the City Council's decisions on the 
refurbishment and on demolition of the redundant housing. The findings will also 
reveal the difference between perceptions of value of the Housing Committee, the 
mainstreams and the pressure group for conservation of zoth century heritage. 
2.2. Ordinary 20th century social mass-housing 
The Edinburgh City Council has long been attempting to deal with problems such as the 
housing shortage, slum clearance, and the improvement of housing standards. Both 
demolition and conservation were employed as a means to solve these problems in inner 
city areas and around dock sites. Slum areas were demolished and new social housing 
was built. After World War II, the scale of house building had increased in accordance 
with social and economic demands, and the political climate. In Scotland, the enormous 
scale of development was the result of a synergy with an enormous impact on urban 
structure and the people life. Many vital factors simultaneously became available such 
as construction technology, the modern movement in architecture, a utopian social 
agenda and acceptable housing standards. The modern movement had a significant 
impact on the forms of housing, the structure of urban residential areas, population 
distribution and city expansion. 
In Edinburgh, the housing shortage during the post-war period was an ongoing problem 
rather than a destructive result of the war. The problem was exacerbated by the 
depression of the 1930s and resources directed to the war effort. There was a desperate 
need for housing improvement. Housing became a key issue in the post-war agenda of 
the political parties. ·Political propaganda promised to improve living conditions for 
Edinburgh people, especially the poor who had been living in substandard housing. 
From 1945 onwards, local government with support from the Central government 
undertook municipal intervention in house building and as a result, around the 1960s, 
becoming the largest house builder. Prototype buildings and Centralised planning were 
launched. House building was used in political campaigns with local politicians 
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promising a certain number of new houses to be built each year. Time scales and 
financial factors become ever more crucial for the municipal house builder if it was to 
keep its promises. In Edinburgh, one prominent figure in the campaign for social 
housing was Councillor Pat Rogan. His aim was to maximise house building by means 
of new technology. Both low-rise and high-rise housing often employed with advance 
methods of construction. An example of his influence is West Granton scheme-A 
which was built using the latest prefabrication system of the time (See chapter 3). 
Glendinning (1994) describes the scale of his political influence on housing building: 
"Edinburgh had the largest 'prefab' estate in the country: 3,616 bungalows 
were demolished and replaced by 9,272 permanent houses, many in high 
blocks, by 1967 ... Accordingly, in his single term of office, ending in 1965, 
Rogan was able to treble the city's programme: dwellings under contract 
seared from 960 to 2,363 by the following year." (Glendinning and Muthesius, 
1994, Tower Blocks, 237) 
Architects of the time were faced with a new building programme, which required new 
standards of design, new industrialised methods of construction and materials. High-
rise building was recognised as a form of housing, which had advantages when 
confronted with key problems such as scarcity of land and restricted costs and 
construction time. It also facilitated exceptionally high target numbers of housing units, 
which the politicians had made in their promises. Although the new high-rise housing 
estate is often associated with problems such as defective building details, and 
insufficient community facilities, it provided enough rooms for each family, hot tap 
water, a kitchen and an inside toilet. None of which they had in the overcrowded slums. 
The high-rise was a symbol of a better future as well as a solution to production targets. 
New construction methods were introduced, such as prefabrication including, prefab-
aluminium houses and 'no-fines' concrete (a type of light weight concrete). They were 
the means to slum clearance on an enormous scale. Modern facilities such as lifts, 
central heating, and central waste-disposal collection introduced modern lifestyles. The 
situation was same throughout small and large burghs in Scotland as the whole housing 
industry was revolutionized. 
An enormous amount of modern social housing was built in Edinburgh. But, resources 
for maintenance and management were incompatible with the scale of housing. The 
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problems were orchestrated by social exclusion and decline of the economy. The social 
housing estates eventually fell into deep decline. Housing problems related to the 
deteriorating conditions of buildings, antisocial residents, drugs abuse and crime and the 
loss of a sense of community. Problems were reported as severe and persistent and 
mostly concentrated in high-rise buildings. Similar problems were however found in 
many medium and low-rise housing estates. In the late 1970s, rejection of the modern 
social housing emerged in the public perception. These buildings were branded as ugly, 
eyesores and troublesome. Attitudes towards living in some social housing estates 
became extremely negative as a result of publicised cases of social problems. In such 
problematic housing estates, large numbers of housing units were unoccupied for a long 
period and eventually had become redundant. There are numerous causes of redundant 
20th century council housing and it is difficult to pinpoint exactly the extent to which 
different factors contribute to the problem. 
Changes in Housing Policy in the UK, to some extent, contributed to the increasing 
number of redundant social mass housing. From 1979, the Conservative government, 
under Margaret Thatcher, reduced public expenditure on social housing. 1 As a result, 
the local housing authorities had to change their role from housing provider to supporter 
of private sector house builders. Instead of building houses, the local authority now 
encouraged and supported private sector investment in house building. The housing 
estates in this study underwent this process of privatisation in which the estates were 
transferred to Housing Associations, 2 and charitable housing organisations. From the 
early 1980s, the number of social housing units was reduced considerably. One 
contributor was the Housing Act 1980 and the Tenant's Right to Buy Act which gave 
council tenant statutory right to buy the freehold of their house or a 125 years lease on 
their flat.3 In Scotland, around 250, 000 social houses were sold by the end of 1991.4 
The outcome of the policy was the change in the type of housing tenure from public 
1 Balchin, I.. and Rhoden, M .. ed .. Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge. 1998). 50. 
2 Housing Association is a non-profit organisation supported by the government but it is managed by 
residents in corporation with local housing authorities. 
3 Balchin, I.. and Rhoden. M .. ed., Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge, 1998), 67. 
4 Murie, Wainwright and Anderson, "Empty public sector dwellings in Scotland" (The Scottish Office, 
1994, photocopied). 7. · 
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sector to owner occupation. Changes in tenure also had impact on social structure of 
the housing estates. Privatised housing estates were managed by resident groups 
incorporation with the local housing authorities. After privatisation, many housing 
estates became accommodation for a certain economic class of tenants, who were able 
to afford to buy the social housing. Some housing associations also had control over the 
admission of new residents. This was to prevent 'problematic people' from living in the 
area. The changes in tenure proved a successful solution in most problematic housing 
estates including Craigmillar Castle Road, Niddrie House, and West Pilton. The 
remaining council housing was but a small proportion of the previous total. For 
example, of the 600 housing units in Niddrie House estate, only 54 refurbished houses 
remained as Council Housing after the rehabilitation project in 1991. This remaining 
council property was meant to aid the most deprived and the homeless. According to 
Balchin and Rhoden, house purchases in the UK declined around the mid 1980s. To 
some extent, it was believed that most of the good quality housing stock had been sold. 
The remaining housing stock was substandard and located in the so-called 'No Go' 
areas, in another word, deprived and unsafe residential areas. 
Although the Edinburgh City Council attempted to refurbish the council housing to 
make it more habitable, the problems persisted. Due to deficit funding for repair and 
maintenance, the City Council did not carry out maintenance for unoccupied houses, 
which resulted in unattractive buildings which 'then become unacceptable by the 
occupants and eventually dangerous and consequently uninhabitable'. 1 In addition, this 
problem was worsened by the extra cost of emergency maintenance stemming from 
persistent vandalism of unoccupied houses. Such situations often occurred in the 'No 
Go' housing estates in which poverty and social problems were concentrated. To some 
extent, the privatisation of housing had contributed to the concentration of low-income 
and problematic residents and, as a result, the remaining council housing fell into a 
vicious circle of social problems. 
1 Balchin, I., and Rhoden, M., ed., Housing: the essential foundation (London, Routledge. 1998), 189 
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Around the end of the 1980s, the City Council began demolition to eradicate housing 
problems. Tweedmuir and Teviotbank were the first twin tower blocks demolished by 
explosives in Edinburgh (detailed in Chapter 4). Generally, the reasons given for 
demolition were; technical defects, defective architectural design features lack of 
facilities, long term vacancy, poor environments and landscape, and economically 
unviable future of the housing. Duration of vacancy was a decisive criterion for making 
housing redundant. This indicator, however, must be considered in conjunction with 
reletting rate (turnover rate) 1 and differing characteristics of tenures. In smaller 
properties, the turnover rates tend to be higher than in others2 because tenants are 
mostly students and young people who only need short-term accommodation. The 
turnover rate for family that are 2, 3 and 4 apartment are expected to be lower, and a 
high rate of turnover would indicate that the properties may be undesirable. According 
to a report on empty public sector dwellings, ages and design were indicators of popular 
demand. Murie, Wainwright and Anderson writes: 
"The most common factors identified with the uneven spread of voids is 
dwelling age and design with reference to flats, including 1960s flats, post war 
high-rise flat, early post war 3/4 storey tenements in peripheral estates, 
interwar tenements and unmodemised 4 in a block flats in peripheral estates." 
(Murie, Wainwright and Anderson, 1994, 18) 
The report indicates that these social hosing, which were situated in poor areas, had 
suffered from lack of repair and maintenance for many years and were eventually made 
redundant. Although some were the subject of regeneration programme, but most are 
awaiting demolition. 
2.3. Method and Objectives of the Study 
The thesis contains four case studies of the demolitions of 20th century council mass-
housing in Edinburgh. The case studies simply address the question " Why the housing 
was demolished?". The 'reasons to demolish' are absent from demolished buildings and 
are thus likely to be 'critical reasons' or 'criteria' for survival of the others. Therefore, 
the examination of the actual demolition-criteria will reveal the way which the City 
1 Turnover rate is the frequency of change of tenants in one property. 
2 Murie, Wainwright and Anderson, Report on Empty public sector dwellings in Scotland, (The Scottish 
Office, 1994, photocopied), 20 
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Council considered three categories of reasons when dealing with ordinary 20th century 
council housing. 
The case studies will identify decision-making criteria and examine them in order to 
pinpoint the decisive criterion and the way other criteria contribute to the decision. As 
discussed, critical reason is the key answers of the why-question. Consequently, it will 
help to provide hindsight into the City Council's perception of value and the way in 
which formulated the why-question. To conclude, the objectives of this study are: 
1) to identify decision-making criteria used by the City of Edinburgh Council, 
2) to formulate a common pattern of the way the City Council considered the 
criteria in order to identify 
a. decisive criteria 
b. categorisation of the criteria identified 
c. the roles of reason in the decision making 
The case studies are undertaken from historical approach. They include data that 
provide insight into public perception of value of the council housing and changes in the 
opinions during the buildings life time. This group of data were collected from the 
Housing Press Cutting Collection, the Edinburgh Room of the Edinburgh Central 
Library. The Edinburgh Room provides an excellent collection of housing press-cutting 
covering the period of the early the 20th century till today. The case studies also 
comprise interviews with accessible people and visual assessment of the current status 
of the housing estates studied. 
The key data is the criteria used by the decision maker, which include various 
Committees of the Edinburgh City Council. This information comes from the minutes 
of the meetings of the Housing Committee, the Planning Committee, and other 
committees responsible for a variety of issues related to social housing. A collection of 
the minutes of the meetings also includes reports by the Director of Housing on the 
issue of housing estates. This crucial group of information provides hard-evidence 
indicating the reasons and factors which lead to final decisions. The evidence was 
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collected from Edinburgh City Archive.1 The resulting data was scrutinised and 
compared in examining line of reasons involved in each case study. The conclusions 
for each case study will be compared and synthesised in the final conclusion. 
2.4. Introduction to the case studies 
The four case studies are chronologically arranged. The sequential events presented in 
the case studies demonstrate a changing social and economic context reflected in 
perception of value and the actual criteria used. The study selected four samples from 
demolished council mass-housing estates, each representative of its type including the 
tenement of the 1930s, the high-rise of the 1950s, the demolition of prefab housing built 
in 1960s and the mixed development of the early 1970s. These periods cover 
significant movements in housing development in Edinburgh. 
The case studies in chapter 3, 4 and 5 are directed by the question "Why was the 
housing demolished?" looking at the relevant criteria in the pattern of decision making. 
Chapter 6 is a comparative analysis of the decision-making criteria, which are 
mentioned in the previous chapters. It illustrates how the criteria were employed to deal 
with the future of two housing estates of almost identical design. 
Chapter 3 examines the decision to demolish low and medium rise social mass housing 
-West Granton Scheme-A. This Modern social housing estate was unique because, in 
Edinburgh, it was the only modern housing complex that had high-level walkway. This 
housing estate was built in 1965 under a package-deal contract. The West Granton 
Scheme-A was demolished in 1995, just 30 years after its completion. The decision-
making process began with initial investigation of housing problems in 1983 with the 
actual demolition undertaken in 1995. The process took 12 years. 
Chapter 4 is a case study of the demolition of Niddrie Marischal Policies, better known 
as Niddrie House. This focuses on the demolition of Teviotbank and Tweedmuir 
Houses, twin tower blocks situated at the centre of Niddrie House Estate. Shortly, after 
1 Edinburgh City Archive is located in the Edinburgh City Chambers 
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the successful redevelopment of the West Granton area, Edinburgh City Council 
approached the housing problems of Niddrie House from a radical perspective. It 
considered a proposal for comprehensive redevelopment of the area. The key element 
of the redevelopment was the demolition of Tweedmuir and Teviotbank. These were 
the first twin tower blocks to be demolished by explosive in Scotland. Ironically, one of 
them refused to collapse when the explosion took place. Low-rise houses underwent 
rehabilitation in the early 1990s. The case study also assesses the result of the 
rehabilitation project in 2001, and attempted to clarify various factors, related to 
problems in social housing. 
Chapter 5 is a case study of the demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses, the 
first twin tower blocks built in Scotland. Grampian and Cairngorm houses were an 
award-winning designs for housing development of 1957, one year after completion of 
the now infamous housing Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, USA. 1 The decision-making process 
began in 1985 when the City Council assigned an engineering company to investigate 
the structural condition of the twin towers. The actual demolition took place in 1997, 
12 years after this process commenced. During the decision making process, there was 
a proposal to refurbish the twin towers as a hotel by a private developer. Architectural 
Heritage Society of Scotland also requested that Historic Scotland should list the twin 
towers as architectural heritage. However, neither the decision to conserve nor the hotel 
proposal was realised and the buildings were demolished. This chapter investigates 
why the City Council decided to demolish the buildings. 
Chapter 6 is a case study of the criteria for the City Council's decisions on two 1930s 
estates. It aims to examine the reasons given for the decision to conserve/refurbish 
social housing designed by Ebenezer ]ames MacRae, Edinburgh chief city architect. 
Two of his low-rise housing estates of the 1930s were selected; Craigmillar Castle Road 
Estate and Piershill Square. These two estates were designed with Modern planning; 
however they were of traditional appearance with pitch roof. The building plans for 
both estates were almost identical. Piershill Square estate was refurbished in 1990-
1 The demolition of Pruitt-Igoe, on March 16th 1972, is considered a landmark event in the rejection of the 
Modern Movement in architecture. 
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1995. Despite its traditional appearance, the City Council decided to demolish 
Craigmillar Castle Road. The demolition programme was still underway progress in 
2002. Comparison of two identical estates, in different conditions and location, may 
shed further light on the criteria on which the decisions were based. 
CHAPTER 3 
The Decision to demolish West Granton Scheme A 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter is a case study aiming to examine the decision about the redevelopment of 
the West Granton housing area, focusing on the demolition of West Granton scheme A. 
West Granton Housing estate was a 'deck-access' mass social housing, built during the 
1960s in the north of Edinburgh. This housing was part of a project to redevelop 
temporary housing in West Pilton. The Housing Committee of the Edinburgh City 
Council aimed to use an industrialised system of building, which was new at that time. 
In order to minimise unknown risks, the Housing Committee divided the redevelopment 
project into schemes A and B. They resolved that the industrialised system was to be 
applied on scheme A. Both schemes had the same architectural design concept, which 
was influenced by sociological idea for modern living. They composed of large open-
spaces. Every flat was laid out to have access to direct sunlight. The flats were 
equipped with modern conveniences such as hot and cold water, inside toilets and 
central heating. A distinctive characteristic of both schemes was a high-level walkway 
which was to facilitate communication between neighbours in the upper floor flats. In 
terms of residential building design, West Granton scheme A was unique within the city 
of Edinburgh as being medium-rise housing estate which had high level walkway 
integrated into its structure. 
It was previously believed that low and medium-rise housing was the least problematic 
form of mass housing, especially when compared to high-rise flats. Both schemes could 
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be classified as medium rise residential buildings, however they had experienced many 
problems similar to high-rise residential buildings, for example, noise pollution, misuse 
of communal areas, and vandalism. These problems persisted for a long period and led 
West Granton into decline. Around the mid 1980s, Edinburgh District Council 
considered possibility for refurbishments of West Granton housing schemes. A 
feasibility study of scheme B suggested economic viability of its refurbishment, 
however, opposite result was reported for scheme A. Consequently, the District 
Council made initial decisions to refurbish scheme B and inclined to make the decision 
to demolish scheme A. Despite its economic viability, scheme B was also demolished 
in 1992.1 The demolition of scheme B was not included in this study because the 
decision was likely to be a result of complex urban regeneration process. At that time, 
the Housing Committee were preparing a proposal for 'North Edinburgh Area Renewal' 
project (NEAR), which was intended for regenerations of North Edinburgh area as a 
whole. This case study aims to identify the criteria by which the initial decision to 
demolish scheme A was made. This particular focus enables the study to examine 
criteria from building perspective rather than those of urban regeneration. 
3.2. Background of the West Granton Housing Schemes 
3.2.1. Redevelopment of the West Pilton Temporary Housing Area 
The West Granton housing scheme was initially called "Redevelopment of West Pilton 
Temporary Housing Area", and was one of various redevelopments of existing housing 
areas mushroomed in Edinburgh during the 1960s. The West Pilton temporary housing 
was built to solve the housing shortage resulting from World War 11. At that time, 
building construction industry had great problems with the labour shortage and lack of 
conventional housing materials such as timber, brick and copper. 2 Hollow pre-cast 
concrete was a substitute for timber. All piping used only steel as finishing due to the 
lack of copper. Despite all these difficulties, this temporary housing area was 
successful. Dr. Van Rood, a visiting housing director who worked for the Netherlands 
Government, said that the experience of Edinburgh in this particular scheme could 
1 Houses number 1-54 at West Granton View were demolished on 8th May 1992 
2 Evening News and Dispatch (Edinburgh), undated, Edinburgh Central City Library. 
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provide a template for rebuilding houses for Dutch people. 1 Until the 1960, the West 
Pi! ton temporary housing had been a satisfactory residential area. 
In 1962, the Housing Committee and the Housing Corporation for Edinburgh (later 
Scottish Homes) had an aim of replacing temporary housing areas with permanent 
houses of better performance and to relieve the huge demand for social housing. High 
density residential area was a common solution employed during that period in order to 
cope with the scarcity of land for residential. In practice, house builders - both local 
government and private sectors- became adept in identifying under-used or vacant sites 
within urban area for housing development.2 The redevelopment of West Pilton 
temporary housing area seems to stem of this development trend. 
£1liuimrgh. lillr Sotllllibt•r 1962.-.\t a meeting o( the 
~1 ... ~1;1) Sub-Committee on Housing J>olicy o( the Housing Com-
mittee. 
Present :-Counc1llor Rogan ; Bailie Morgan; Councillors 
Thcur~:r. \Yallucc and Swun:sou. 
1. With reference to item 1 of minute of the Sub-Committee Rcdl',.d.,I)-
11 :?5th September l!lli:?, there was submitted report, .dated 2nd :::'~~r 
~ovcmbcr JUG'.!, bv the Depute City Ar"hitcct for Housmg regard- hou..iog 
mg a\ten1ative m'ethods of tendering for the rcdeHlopmcnt 0~ •l'f'N· 
\\CJ.t f'ilton, ~luirhousc South (previously referred .to as Drylad 
Mains ~orth) and Suu,hton Alains temporary houstng :;:as J: 
i1l~gc,ting that th~ a;rangcments now proposed for. ev tt 
~tnt of further tcmpornry housing si~es l!houl? also mclude 
\1lt. at SouthJielrl (~.U acres) and Cohnton lrlains ...... -.,.., .....,.....~ 
The City An·hitcct.. waf. allO heard. 
Figure 3. 1 Various existing housing sites were being redeveloped to make 
way for 'permanent housing· [3-ll 
1 Evening News and Dispatch (Edinburgh). undated. Edinburgh Central City Library. 
2 Balchin, P. and Rhoden. M .. ed .. Housing the essential foundation (London. Routledge. 1998). 133. 
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During the 1960s in Edinburgh, it is obvious that local politician had a great influence 
on the development of social housing. The redevelopment of the West Pi! ton temporary 
housing was under the political influence of Pat Rogan, chairman of the Housing 
Committee at that time. Councillor Rogan 's aspiration was to solve problems related to 
slums and the serious housing shortage in Edinburgh. He was an influential figure and 
was enthusiastic about the application of modern construction methods to house-
building.1 With many new industrialised system of building available, Councillor 
Rogan and the Housing Committee were searching for the most cost effective and 
timesaving construction method. In 1962, the Housing Committee resolved that the 
redevelopment of the West Pilton temporary housing was to be built with an 
industrialised construction system and that a feasibility study of the system be carried 
out. 
Figure 3. 2 Housing Committee approved in principle of prefabrication 
system for redevelopment if the West Pilton temporary housing [3-2) 
1 Glendinning, Miles and Stefan Muthesius, Tower Blocks. (London. Yale University Press. 1994). 237. 
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Edinburgh Housing Corporation had discovered that the proposed industrialised system 
might have had disadvantages because Birmingham Housing Corporation had 
previously cancelled the use of this system on one of its housing projects. In the 1960s, 
Birmingham Housing Corporation was at the forefront of house building and had 
extensive experience using both full and semi-industrialised system. The Housing 
Committee assigned the deputy city architect and the appointed architect of the West 
Pilton redevelopment project, to visit Birmingham in order to investigate the reasons for 
the cancellation of their prefabrication housing project. According to the minute of 
meeting of the housing committee held on June 17th 1963, the architects reported that no 
precise information had been obtained as being concerned with price and the overall 
time of construction and design. Without there being explicit reasons, the Housing 
Committee decided to experiment with the system. However. they rescinded their 
decision on substantial scale of the industrialised housing investment. The final 
programme for redevelopment of the West Pilton tomporary housing area was to use the 
industrialised system of building on scheme A and to use conventional construction 
process for scheme B. Scheme A was assigned to W. Loudon & Son Itd., an 
architectural firm and Hart Brothers Builders Itd. as contractor. Scheme B was assigned 
to Mr. Eric W. Hall. an architectural firm. 
Figure 3. 3 the minute of the meeting of the Housing Committee held on 
June 17th 1963 [3-31 
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The Housing Committee also prepared to use a 'Package Deal' contract for the 
redevelopment of West Pilton Temporary Housing area. The package deal was a form 
of negotiated contract practiced widely during the 1960s among local housing 
authorities. The contractor carried out all the process of house-building - that is from 
design to construction process. One aspect of the contract was to ensure that a 
contractor would carry out the entire job up to the completion of the last phase. 
Glendinning and Muthesius note that private house builders moved out of municipal 
work into more profitable industrial or commercial buildings.1 Such a contract had 
come to be considered by local housing authorities since the forties and early fifties 
when the authorities often received no reply to their invitation of tender because the 
invitations were excessively demanding while labour and construction material was still 
in short supply. 'Package deal' offered the contractors the full authority in decision 
making on the process of house building, including architectural and engineering design 
and construction process. In this way, the contractor had a control over cost and time 
scale of housing building by using in-house staff. In turn, they may make profits from 
working for local housing authorities. Viewed in this way, the package deal contract 
seemed to be sensible solution but some housing authorities adopted the package deal 
contract as an aid to achieve high production targets. If the contractors were 
incompetent, quality of the housing can be severely compromised. 
The architects of both schemes were approached by the Housing Committee to consider 
the acceptance of a package deal contract. W. Loudon & Son Ltd agreed to the 
proposal. On the contrary, the proposal was rejected by Mr Eric Hall. In the minute of 
the meeting held on July 16th 1963, Mr Eric Hall explained his reasons for the rejection 
saying that the subordination of the planning and design function was contrary to 
accepted good professional practice and to the client's own best interest (see figure 3.4). 
He insisted on a rigorous standard of professional practice for scheme B regardless of 
whether the scheme B was to be built with the industrialised or traditional system. The 
Housing Committee accepted the reasons and resolved that the scheme B would 
1 Glendinning, M. and Muthesius S .. Tower Blocks. (London, Yale University Press. 1994) 
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proceed under an appropriate contractual arrangement in consultation with the city 
architect. 
1. 'With reference to item 8 (a) of minute of the Committee 
of Oth July 1908, the Sub-Committee had under consideration a 
letter (which had been circulated), dated 5th July 1968, from 
)[es. rs Eric Hall & Partners, Architects, intimating, in con-
nection with the Corporation's proposals for the redevelopment 
of West Pilton temporary housing area by negotiated contr9:ct 
that? whit? they welcomed ncgoti!lted contracts and. close d1s-
cus~1ons w1th contractors at the des1gn stage, they consi?ered that 
a position in which the planning and design functwns were 
subordinated to the contractor's was contrary to accepted good 
professional practice and to the client's own best interest. They 
~ad understood, on their appointment as architects for 
}ect, that, while they were limited meantime to uA.~;;ucu. 
l~yout, a " package deal " was not intended and ·.u."'· ... ~·~:. 
Circumstances, they. would act as architects for 
S<:
1
·heme whether built by industrialised or more .~·~~~~~'11·;~tt,~tM:~~I 
hey had, in fact, set aside senior staff for 
tccruited additional qualified n ist nts who 
lor the work Unless their appointment cou c 
way ~hey bad indicated to be necessary for .go?d 
J>tae:l!ce they were unable to t the commtsswn. 
Figure 3. 4 shows ~1r Eric W Hall's reasons for rejecting package deal contract for scheme B 
f3-4l 
The redevelopment of the West Pilton Temporary Housing began in 1964. The 
Housing Committee decided to rename the new housing estates West Granton because 
West Pilton had been extensively used and often caused confusion. Hence the 
redevelopment schemes A and B become known as West Granton housing estate, 
scheme A and B. 
3.2.2. The West Granton Housing Schemes 
The design of West Granton scheme A was approved and building construction was 
granted on lOth November 1964.1 The scheme was completed in 1967. Scheme A 
comprised West Granton Terrace, -Row, -Drive, -Green, -Place and -Crescent. The 
West Granton housing area was adjunct to West Granton Road, from which the name of 
1 Minute of Meeting of Housing committee. {Edinburgh City Archive). 13 November 1964 
the schemes derived. On the south side of the schemes was West Pilton Circus. 
Pennywell Road was on the west. West Granton schemes were of mixed tenures such 
as elderly people. single residents and families with children. Most of large flats were 
maisonettes. Due to the occurrence of social problems in many modern housing estates. 
Edinburgh Housing Corporation had a heightened awareness of how design influences 
the quality of people's lives. The design concept for West Granton was to encourage 
personal health and strong community. This concept emphasized the relationships 
between the residents. hygienic conditions, maximum daylight. large open space. and 
density suitable to the urban area. Attention was also paid to the basic demands, such as 
laundries, waste disposal. neighbourhood and recreational area. Ramps were provided 
so that the first floor could accommodate the elderly and people with disabilities. The 
high-level walkway linked the buildings together. offering opportunities for the 
neighbour on the upper floor to become acquainted with each other. 
Figure 3. 5 An aerial view of West Granton housing estates and West Pilton Circus in early 
1991 [3-5) 
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3.2.3. West Granton Scheme A 
West Granton scheme A was a complex of five-storey deck-access buildings with flat 
roofs. A striking characteristic of the scheme was the vertical cubiform. The cubiform 
had different heights and different window compositions. The repetition of the long 
horizontal main building created a rhythmic pattern against the skyline. The scheme 
was regarded as unique within Edinburgh since it was the only housing estate built with 
integrated high level walkways. The layout of West Granton scheme A resembled one 
complex building but each wing of the complex was structurally separate. The high-
level walkway was integrated into the buildings which gave Scheme A its unique 
appearance. The upper floor flats were set back to accommodate walkways on the first 
and second level. The external and internal loadbearing walls were calculated 
brickworks. The actual structure of scheme suggests that the buildings were not built 
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Figure 3.6 Cross section West Granton scheme-A [3-6) 
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The finish to the internalloadbearing wall was 3/8" plasterboard joints filled & taped. 
The external Non-loadbearing walls were 3 112" IThermalite' with galvanised metal tied 
to 3" x 2" ITanalised' timber frame. The outer face of the frame had foil-backed 
buildings paper sheathing. The finish to the external load bearing wall was 3/8" 
insulated plasterboard. The finish to the external non-loadbearing wall was 3/8" 
insulated plasterboard with joints and taped. The external finish composed of 2 coats of 
rendering. The 151 coat was 1:1:6 (cement/lime/sand) and 2nd coat was 1:1:6 
('Snow cum' /lime/sand) and then finished with dry dash I Ruff decarock', which was 
also applied to all external wall surfaces. Partitions were made of 2-112" Paramount 
plaster panels. The public stair was I Bison' Precast concrete. The domestic stair was of 
timber. The windows and doors were of timber. The balcony was 5-112" I Bison' 
cantilever unit. Ground floors were 13/16" T&G (tongue & groove) timber boards on 
5" x 1 112" joists at 18" held by 4" x 1" wall plates. Double sided paper reinforced 
aluminium foil was used under joists and under boarding. The upper floors were 13/16" 
T&G timber boards on 8" x 1 112" joists with 8" x 7" dwangs. Double joists were used 
under partitions. Roof finish was I Alcan Snap rib· sheet on bituminous felt on 1" water 
repellent insulating board. 
The sizes of three-, four- and five-, apartment flats were are shown as follows. 
Living Dining and Kitchen 279- 305 sq.ft. /25.11 - 27.45 sq.m 
Bedroom 125- 137 sq.ft. /11.25- 12.33 sq.m 
Bathroom 40 sq.ft. /3.6 sqm 




Larder and Dry goods 
Overall House Area for 3 Apartment 
Overall House Area for 4 Apartment 




736 sq.ft I 66.24 sq.m 
844 sq.ft I 75.96 sq.m 
987 sq.ft I 88.83 sq.m 
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There were 515 houses composed of 134 two-apartment, 291 three-apartment, 85 four-
apartment and 5 five-apartment flats. Most of two-apartment flats were located on 
ground floor and first floor to accommodate the elderly, single tenant or young couples. 
On the third-floor, four and five apartment flats had a balcony on the rear side. Five of 
five-apartment flats were two-storey freestanding buildings which were located on West 
Granton Row. These were flats for families with children. The architect artempted to 
separate large families from other groups, anticipating foreseeable problems such as 
noise pollution and playground needs. 
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Living Room Kitchen 
Typical plan of 3 and 4 
~ . 
8 , Apartment Flat 
~ t West Granton Scheme-A 
- t 
Figure 3.7 Typical floor plan of 3-and 4-apartment flats, West Granton scheme-.-\ [3-7] 
.... ·- 2A.F .. .... ... Bedroom Living Room 
Second floor Plan: 2 Apartment Flat 
ped~trian deck 
Figure 3.8 Typical plan of2-apartment fla l (3-8] 
Figure 3. 9 shows walkways on the upper floors, v1ewed from the courtyard o f West 
Granton Crescent (3-9] 
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Fourth Floor Plan: 4 Apartment 5 Person 
~ • .. - ... .. . 
Balcony 
4A,N I. A.M 
Dining Living Room 
• • 
1,. _!_ __ ff----- ~ • _ _ 
Third Floor Plan: 4 Apartment 5 Person 
Figure 3.11 Typical plan of 4-apartment flats on third and fourth floor plans, West 
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Figure 3.13 T}'Ptcallayout o f2- and 4-apartmcnt flats on 2"<1, 3n1 and 4'h floor level [3-13] 
Figure 3. 14, above, shows vtews ofWesr Granton Crescent from 1ts courrya.cd m the early 1990s [3-
141 Figure 3. 15, below, shows the south s1de of West Granron scheme-A, which had balcomes on 
the znd floor m !995 dunng ItS demolitioo.(3·15] 
\ 
Figure 3. 16 La)'OUt ofWesr Granron Scheme·.\ [3 16) 
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3.2.4. West Granton Scheme B 
West Granton Scheme-B was built on a more traditional method. The buildings of 
scheme B were arranged in an irregular pattern to create open courtyards. The buildings 
had reinforced concrete foundations. On the ground floor, interior floors were of tongue 
and groove (T &G) timber flooring laid on timber joints. The floors of storage and 
drying areas were concrete, with asphalt as insulation. The floors between flats were 
made of precast reinforced concrete slabs laid over by fiberglass quilt and tongue & 
groove timber flooring. Mezzanine floor of the marionette was tongue & groove 
flooring. Asbestos sheeting was used on some part of the walls. Common stair was in-
situ reinforced concrete. The building had pitch roof with parapet. The wall and cross 
wall consisted of brick and light weight concrete blocks. All the windows were airtight 
aluminum sliding sashes in timber sub frame. High-level walkways was attached to all 
the buildings rather than 
integrated into the building 
structure. The walkway was 
made of reinforced concrete 
slabs and reinforced concrete 
columns. 
Figure 3. 17 West Granton 
Scheme-B. above,rhe ramp for 
residents with disabilites was 
anached ro the buildings and 
below views of one of the 
courtyards from West Granron 
Road [3-17] 
Cross Sectrons:buildings of 
West Granton scheme B 
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Figure 3. 18 shows high-level walkways connecting flat buildings in West Granton schcmc-B (3-18) 
3.2.5. The Decline of West Gran ton Scheme A 
During the 1970s, West Granton Scheme A began to have problems related to its 
structure and building service system. In 1971 , five years after the scheme's 
completion, the City Architect reported that certain houses suffered from water 
penetration. Condensation and dampness were also one of serious problems within the 
Figure 3. 19 Water penetration in certain houses of scheme-A was 
reported since 1971 (3-19) 
estate. This resulted from 
the movement of structural 
components. Early sign of 
this problem were cracks 
on the external panels all 
over the buildings, 
especially at the corners of windows and balconies on the rear side. Although the 
movement did not cause serious structural instability, it caused problems related to 
water penetration and dampness. When West Pilton Dampness Action Group requested 
£35,000 to solve the condensation problem, but the Housing Committee granted only 
£25,000 which would cover only 100 problematic houses out of a total of 137.1 The 
Housing Committee did not anticipate any extra costs for repair and maintenance in the 
1 Evening News {Edinburgh) 28 January 1978 
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early period of use. Without sufficient repair and maintenance funds the problems 
persisted throughout the buildings' life. Figure 3.20 illustrates a sign of water 
penetration in a Oat of scheme A in the early 1 990s. 
Figure 3. 20 A stgn of water pener.ration io West 
Granton scheme-A m the early 1990s [3-20] 
In 1976, the City Architect undertook an 
investigation of dry rot in West Granton 
housing estate. 1 It had been discovered 
that gas flues located between the 
dividing walls of the Oats were 
improperly installed. The Oues were not 
jointed properly, gas fumes leaked into 
the gap between the flats. These flues 
ran through at least two houses before 
reaching the roof, as a result, one 
defective joint affected many houses. The leaks caused condensation and led to dry rot, 
which infected the structure of timber floors all over the estate. Figure 3.21 illustrates 
the problems and cost in detail. 
Figure 3. 21, lcft,shows a broken gas flue causmg condensaoon and, nghr, dry ror spreadtng duough 
rhe floor structure 13 21] 
1 Dtrector of Housmg, • Repon on Flues for gas heating and apphances', 15 June 1976. 
During investigations into a report of dry rot in this area it was 
revealed that the flues from the various houses had been impr operly 
ins t aD.cd and in many cases "''ere l eaking i nto the gap between the 
brich·ork. and the dry lini ng plast er board. 
These flues are built into and fonn part of the dividing walls of. 
the houses and in many cases run through at least two houses and 
sometimes three before reaching the roof. In all cases which 
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have been exposed it has been foWld that they were not properly 
jointed and in some cases not lined up correctly. The fumes had 
then leaked into the gap described above causing condensation, with 
the result that the wood work has rotted and affected the whole of ,~, 
the lining. Photographs are available of some of the problems Which 
have occurred. To remedy these f aults ha s involved a lot of work 
and CA~ense in that the f ramework and the plaster board linings of 
t he .... ~lls and ceilings in at l east t\o.~ houses per flue have had to ': 
be cut out and an internal lining of gas ventilator tubing installed 
t ogether with purpose made stainless st eel jointing collars . After 
the installation had been smoke tested the walls had to be faced up 
with cement render, the walls and ceilings replaced and the rooms 
redecorated to the standard required in each house. --;~. 
Up to the moment, five flues have had to be repdired in this way and 
the total eA~ense is now £2, 000 . Investigati ons are continuing as 
there are 170 houses of the same type i n the same area and they could 
all be affcct:cd in a similar manner . I f it was found necessary to 
repair them all, the cost: could amount eventually to £62,000. 
F ig lll'e 3. 22, above, A detailed description of the gas flue problem in WesGranton scheme-A and, 
below, estimated cost of repair [3-22] 
West Granton Scheme A was infamous for its undesirable living environment. 
Although there was a community group working towards improvement of the housing, 
this group was outnumbered by problematic residents. Multiple problems reoccurred 
and tended to persist. As seen in figure 3.24, vandalism was of serious concern. The 
parking space was unsafe. Burnt cars were left in the area for long period. There was 
graffiti everywhere, mostly in the staircases. The staircases and corridors were painted 
in 1973. By 1976 it was vandalised and had already fallen into a deplorable state, 
which residents would have to tolerate until 1981, when maintenance fund would 
become available. In a report by Director of Housing, dated June 15th 1976, it was 
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stated that the courtyards lacked necessary maintenance and being unusable. 1 Mothers 
would not allow their young children to play freely on these areas, because they were 
unsafe and also had dangerous items such as sharp materials, broken glasses, broken 
aluminium cans and faeces. Drying areas were located at the ground floor and clothes 
had often been stolen or damaged. Similar to other estates, the resident stopped using 
the areas because of the vandals and thieves. There was no community centre in the 
estate. The nearest centre was Craigroyston Community Centre, situated at the junction 
of Pennywell Road and Ferry Road. The Housing Committee was aware of these 
problems but seemed unable to rectify them. West Granton was also perceived as one 
of the worst places to bring up children. The residents, especially the elderly, were 
frightened to stay out after dark. Vandalism and petty crimes worsened and appeared to 
be increasingly serious. 
1 Main Access Stairs 
The main access stairs are used by the te!Wlts not only to 
gain access to and from their particular flats but to obtain 
access along the high level walkways to other parts of the 
blocks. This applies to some extent also to members of the 
public moving from one point of the estate to another. 
stairs are subjected to vandalism and gaffiti. !hq 
Figure 3. 23 Report by the Direct of Housing and Cleansing, dated June t S•h 1976 [3-23] 
At the beginning. the Housing Committee was unaware that deck-access low-rise 
housing could be very difficult to manage. The Housing and Cleansing Department had 
difficulty with the maintenance of the walkways and staircases. A report by the 
Director of the Cleansing Department stated that the walkway demanded a degree of 
maintenance similar to the high-rise corridor and the current schedule for cleaning the 
stairs and high-level walkways was insufficient. Some of residents ignored their turns 
1 Joint-report by Director of Housing and Director of Cleansing, "West Granton estate - Multi Storey 
Street". IS June 1976. 
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to clean the walkway at the front of their flats. Waste was left near the chute or bin 
which caused a disturbing smell. It was reported that some residents used the high-level 
walkways as a shortcut to other parts of the estate.1 In some areas, the walkways were 
being used all the time. Many residents with flats situated near such areas complained 
about noise at night-time and especially during the weekend. 
THIS is the face of '"nlo lhre.a t of v:.ndll ll:nn b IUC:b 
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Fig ure 3. 24 
A Evening Nws, 16 June 
1993, report on social 
problems 10 West 
Granron scheme-A and 
opinions supporting irs 
demolition [3-24] 
Edinburgh public perceived West Granton as a socially deprived area. Large numbers 
of flats in these housing schemes were unoccupied. Ken Smart, a reporter for the 
Evening News, wrote that West Granton had long been in serious decline. Both 
schemes A and B had problems related to vandalism, drug-abuse, thieves and petty 
crimes. Vandalism was persistent and became intolerable, particularly in scheme B. 
1 joint-repon by Director of Housing and Director of Cleansing. "West Granton estate - Multi Storey 
Street". 15 June 1976. 
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Scheme A also had problems related to structural problems and functional perfo rmance 
of the building.
1 
There is no report concerning the structural problems of scheme B. 
Figure 3. 25 shows 
children playing around a 
burnt car in \'{,'est 
Granron Crescent 
(scheme A) reported in 
Evening ews,June 16•h 
1993 [3-25] 
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Figure3. 26 shows that the demol.J.cion process was carried our with uncertainty and did not 
gJVe prioryty ro the present community. (3-26] 
1
Evening News (Edinburgh), 16 June 1993 
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3.3. The Decision Making on the Demolition of Scheme A 
In 1989, the Housing Committee was inclined to demolish West Granton scheme A and 
to redevelop the vacant land. It seems that the Housing Committee did not consider the 
possibility of refurbishment scheme A because the initial decision to demolish scheme 
A was taken without consultation with residents. According to Evening News 
September l s' 1993, the residents were informed in 1993 and at first understood that 
new housing would be built for them. They were disappointed when further 
information confirmed that they would be relocated to other areas but would have to 
wait up to 2 years before the housing reallocation programme began. In 1994, the 
Housing Committee of the Edinburgh District Council made a swift decision to 
demolish West Granton scheme A in order to include the vacant site in the West Pilton 
redevelopment plan, which was an ongoing project at that time. Although it is obvious 
that the decision to demolish scheme A was a radical solution to its persistent social 
problems. the Housing committee did not applied the same solution to scheme B, whose 
social problems were, in fact, worse than scheme A. To understand the reasons by 
which the decision to demolish scheme A was made, the following discussion examine 
the overall picture of the decision making and relevant factors which were involved in 
the redevelopment of the West Pilton and West Granton areas in the 1980s. 
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Figure 3. 27 Counctllor \X'augh opinions supporting 
rhe demolition plan [3-27] 
During the 1980s, the Housing 
Committee was concerned particularly 
about the housing problem in the 
northern part of Edinburgh. Many 
housing estates were in substandard 
condition, for example West Pilton 
Circus, Muirhouse. and West Granton 
schemes A and B. The Housing 
Committee, under the chairmanship of 
Conservative local government put 
forward the radical solution of 
demolishing the problematic housing 
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and redeveloping the vacant land for new houses. The Housing Committee believed 
that new buildings would require less maintenance as well as would attract more 
residents to live in the area. In 1981, the Housing Committee announced a proposal for 
the demolition of 200 houses in West Pilton area. The initial stage of the proposal 
would involve the demolition of West Pilton Circus, West Pilton Grove and West Pi! ton 
Gardens. The Housing Committee was confident that the redevelopment would be the 
best solution for the housing in West Pilton area. 
Doom Over 200 Homes in City 
I!WIIifta Newt 16 ScpcaDbcr 1981 
.... -~----
Controversial plaaa f~. tile demolition of more than 200 
houses in West Plltc. 'lla•e been approved by Edinburgh 
Tory councillors. 
Figu re 3. 28 Housing Committee dec1sion to demolish problematice houses in 
West Pilton area was initially approved in September 1981 [3-28] 
Residents of West Pi! ton established ·Pi! ton Action Group· to protest against the 
demolition proposal. The Group emphasised their desire to remain living in the area 
and pleaded with the Housing Committee to reconsider its decision. The Pilton Action 
Group also submitted a report on the feasibility of the rehabilitation of West Pilton. 
This was undertaken in consultation with Robert H. Soper and Company. chartered 
quantity surveyors. representing Link Ltd. , a development firm. According to Mr. 
Galloway. chairman of the Pilton group. rehabilitation of West Pilton would be viable 
and the company would be interested in redeveloping the area. The Housing 
Committee agreed on the proposed rehabilitation project but emphasised that it would 
be necessary to involve the private sector due to the lack of initiative funding for such a 
large scale project. The Housing Committee's position was that the problematic 
housing required comprehensive redevelopment rather than partial repair work. 
However. comprehensive redevelopment would require large amount of funding which 
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was beyond Housing Committee's financial capability. The Housing Committee 
developed the proposal in consultation with the Pilton Action Group and developers, 
which were Barrett, Wimpey and Millers. 1 After the refurbishment, the housing was to 
be transferred to the ownership of Housing Association. The final proposal was 
approved in July 1983. 
arc 
of tbe oiDioo thal Wes: 
Pilton Circus IS capable of 
a viable improvement pro-
rramme, and that this 
would be one of the site$ 
in which tbey are mtcr-
~" said Mr Galloway 
· Be added: ""If'a private 
can say tt is 
moderaile the 
wlJisltaot~ 
~-- dil&ric:t COWl-...... 
Redevelopment of West Pilton was a joint-venture between 
the private sector and the Housing Committee which was one 
of the earliest privatisation of 20th century social housing. 
The project was partly funded by Edinburgh District Council 
via an improvement grant. 2 According to the Scotsman, 
dated April 25th 1984. the improvement grant was designed 
to help individual owner occupiers who lived in the houses in 
need of repair. The reallocation of the improvement grants 
to private developers would directly affect a large number of 
residents, who had applied for the grant. These residents 
would not benefit from the improvement grant, at least not 
until 1985. The privatisation of West Pilton raised a political 
argument over the way in which Conservative Housing 
Committee was managing public money. The 
"Conservative" Housing Committee was criticised by Labour 
local politicians for using the improvement grant to support 
investment of public sectors and for the privatisation of 
social housing. According to Councillor Eleanor 
McLaughlin of the Labour opposition, the rule on 
Figure 3. 29 the third 
party opinio n on viability 
of redevelopment of West 
Puron [3-29) improvement grants was bent to allow developers to make 
healthy profit. It was reported that Barratt Scotland received 
£5,200 for each house for which they sold at £22,950.3 On the other hand, Councillor 
Ralph Brereton. leader of the Conservative administration, argued that the best way to 
spend public money on housing problems was to concentrate on the comprehensive 
1 
Scotsman (Edinburgh) 25 April 1984, reported by Simon Bain 
2 Scotsman (Edinburgh) 25 April. 1984 reported by Melanie Reid 
3 Scotsman (Edinburgh). 25 Aprill 984 reported by Simon Bain 
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redevelopment of each area in turn. Distributing the money to individuals would not 
have a long term impact. Figure 3.30 details a debate for and against the decision to 
allocate improvement grants to developer. 
Figure 3.30 Reasons for and against the imporvcmenr grant for Wesr Pilton rcdevclopmcnr [3-30) 
By 1987 many phases of the redevelopment in West Pilton had been completed. As 
seen in figure 3.31, the Evening News dated August 29th 1987, reported that residents 
were satisfied with their new houses. The redevelopment was hailed as an example of 
very successful cooperation between the private and public sectors in solving housing 
problems. The Housing Committee hoped to repeat the joint investment approach 
towards housing problems in Niddrie (See Chapter 4) and Craigmillar, as well as in 
other deprived council housing estates. 1 The success of West Pilton redevelopment led 
the Housing Committee to initiate a similar redevelopment programme for West 
Granton housing estate. 
1 Scotsman (Edinburgh), 25 April l984 reported by Simon Bain 
Figure 3. 31 The mitial 
decision to improve 
houses in West Granton 
Crescent (3-31] 
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The Housing Committee began considering the feasibility of an improvement 
programme for West Granton scheme A and B in 1983. The initial programme was 
intended to carry out remedial actions for problems relating to dampness in West 
Gran ton Crescent. 1 This housing area also required improvements to the children's play 
area2 and security of the house for elderll. As seen above, in scheme A, vandalism and 
petty crime were very serious, however, this improvement programme did not directly 
address the problems. 
Figure 3. 32 The mitial decision to improve houses in West Granton Crescent 
(3-32) 
1 
The minute of the meeting of Housing Committee, 22 November 1983, West Granton 
2 The minute of the meeting of Housing Commitlee. 12 July 1983, West Granton 
3 The minute of the meeting of Housing Committee, 16 June 1983, West Granton 
Figure 3. 33 the minute of the of meeting Housing Commmee, General Purpose Sub-
committee, held on February 28•h 1984 [3-33] 
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Housing improvement programme addressed characteristics of buildings that may be 
causes of housing problems. In West Granton housing area, the Housing Department 
proposed a pilot project experimenting with the removal of high-level walkways. The 
Housing Committee resolved that the pilot project would be carried out at West Granton 
View in scheme B. The project had generated a satisfactory result. The Housing 
Committee therefore decided to undertake similar improvement programme for all 
buildings in West Granton housing schemes. 
Figure 3. 34 shows 
llousmg 
Committee's initial 
dec1s1on to unprove 
\'\'est Granton 
scheme-B and A 
[3-34] 
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In 1988, the Housing Committee obtained feasibility studies of improvements for 
schemes A and B on which the decision making was based. Wann, McLaren and 
Partners submitted the report on Scheme B, the result of which indicated the viability of 
improvement. The improvement programme focused on the general refurbishment of 
houses and the alteration of the high level walkway. The programme was also a joint-
venture redevelopment between the public and the private sectors. 
A feasibility study of scheme A was carried out by Sir Frederick Snow and Partners. 
The study showed that buildings in scheme A had structural problem which included 
widespread cracking, spalling roughcast, inadequate floor support, water penetration, 
poor insulation and defective windows. 
adjoinillq Weat Granton 'B' 1a the 'A' ~ U.e the ~it.~~ 
.C011Uau of a siailar n\JIIber of bouses (515) • CODt:.a!DecJ wl1thiD:·~t4 
;. i.JltaE--l.inJ~ . and predoainantly 5 storey cSecJc-accees blOCiks. 
Figure 3. 35 Summary of the feasibility study of West Gran ton scheme-:\ (3-35) 
The study concluded that the estimated cost of full improvement would exceed £15 
million. This would cover eliminating structural and physical defects, improving 
access, refuse disposal system and the surrounding in general. The result would be 260 
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improved houses and 140 new houses built in the open area. The Housing Committee 
resolved that further consultation with funding agencies was required. It also 
considered the possibility of initiating a comprehensive redevelopment of scheme A that 
is total demolition and rebuild new houses. 
Figure 3. 36 shows thar rhe Wesr Granron scheme-A had structural problems; wide spread cracks 
were a sign of structural distress [3-36) 
In 1989, Scottish Homes (previously the Housing Corporation) and Scottish 
Development Agency agreed in principle to support the redevelopment of West Granton 
housing area. As the project developed, it was extended to cover the north-western area 
of the city. A report by the Director of Housing, dated September 12th 1989 indicated 
that housing problems in the Muirhouse and Pilton wards including West Granton were 
the result of poverty and unemployment within the area. The problems would require 
'expenditure probably exceeding £100 million'. The redevelopment had now focused 
on the problems related not only to buildings but also to socioeconomic structure of 
urban area. 
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Figure 3.36 shows details and conditions on which the agreement was made. Strategic 
plan for urban renewal was carried out. Figure 3.37 shows the aim of the strategy. By 
September 1989, North Edinburgh Area Renewal, a comprehensive redevelopment, was 
instigated. 
West Grenton Tenants' Association - deputation - Reference was made to ltorn 2 ol minute ol 
meeting of the Housing Committee of 21 March 1989 Instructing the Director of HouslnQ 10 
conYBne an early meeting !Mth representatives of the West Granton Housing Co-q>eratfw and West 
Gr~W~ton TenW!ts! Association to update them on progress ot plans fOf setting up a hOusing 
development progranme Wllch would Include the West Gran ton area and to report. 
There was submitted report dated 6 .4cril 1989 by the Director of Housing regardng the meeting 
at v.t1lch the residents had been ad\Ued of progress on the matter. 
The Scoulsh Development Agency and Scottish Homes had Indicated support. In principle to the 
redevelopment of the West Granton area but were unable to make a specific commitment unt~ the 
District Council had determined Its strategy for renewal of the area The Tenants" Association 
and the Housing Co-operative were to register Y'oith Scottish Homes Y'oith the purpose of ~~ng 
for fundinp This would require a commitment by the Council to agree. In principle. to the 
trCW'Isfer o housing stock. West GrCW'Iton Grove and LOCW'I had been Identified as possible sites 
for a new-build housing co-operative follov.~ng demolition of the existing. la-gely vacant. 
properties. Scottish Homes had indicated that they were prepared to match Council funding to 
assist the Group In Its efforts up to a maldmum of £5,000. 
that a report outlining a strategy for the comprehensive upgrading of the north-west a-ea 
of the City be presented to Commit tee in due course. 
Figure 3. 37 Report on the initial stage of redevelopment of West Granton area (3-37] 
Figure 3. 38 1\:orth 
Ed~nburgh Area 
Renewal auned to 
uproot the 
socioeconorruc 
problems of the area 
(3-38] 
~or~· 
aeport by tJie Dlreoto~ of _,"' 
_,.IO~AUA~ 
,.. attACM<I npoct t>.a _, prodllce4 u p&n of tbe a...u '• -..u, 
otrateqy ror tile Priori~ Arua. It .,.,.,.,.. the llorUo -& of Ml p ..... 
panleuurlr ia relaUoo to toe•t Cranto11 AIICI IIUlr'-••· It outUn .. a -.~~.., 
•U•t.e9Y· t;Nt aleo rec:oqniMa Wt • hoo•in9 atrat.eqy alon. cunot eol'We t.be 
ar.a •• probleu. lt thttrefore ahould M '"" •• p.rt. of a ~ebea-.lY• 








Vhy a St~atear ia Needed 
The houeing etock of Ku1rhouee and P11ton varde, 1ncl~ing Weet Cranton, 
require• expenditure probably cxeccdi"' £100 •tllion to e~cate acceptable 
conditione. ~The eaae ar~a (at June, 1989) contained 1191 reghtuod une•ploycd 
people and •any others vho vould be glad of c•ploy.eot. Thie st~ategy •ate out 
prtnctplee to juatlfy and guide the enor~oue lnveet•ent 1n physical and hu•ao 
reeourcee required to tackle cuch proble~•· Prosrue vill not be 1-diate 1o 
all areae, but by integrating the approachee of all the 1ntereated orsanisat1one 
a greater •a.ontu. of change can be achieved. 
Figure 3.39 Reasons given for the requirement ofNonh Edinburgh Area Renewal 
Strategy [3.39] 
West Granton 'A" Scheme : Demolition of Flats and Ancillary Worb - ._....._ - \Wi 
reference to item 3 of minute of meeting of the Convnittee of 15 June 1993 lhefe was.., 
submitted joint report dated 26 September 1994 by the Executive Otrectors of Hous.ng and 1 
Property Services on the tenders received for the demolition of a number of the flats l'orrnllng 
part of the West Granton 'A' Scheme. ""..7-1 
The Corrmiltee resolved - 11 O!:tobc:t 1994 Uousina Committee 
(a) to authorise acceplance of the lowest tender submil1ed being that br Sc:oldem ~ 
in the sum of £544,164.60 to which there required to be added £108,835.40 for fees 
and salaries giving a total project cost of £653,000; and 
Figure 3. 40 Housing committee resolved that demolition of scheme-1\ was accepted (3-40] 
schemes A and B became a part of this strategy redevelopment, and were priority areas 
requiring immediate courses of action. As a result, the initial decision to refurbish West 
Granton scheme B was revoked and the housing was demolished to make land available 
for new houses in May 1992. The Housing Committee decided to demolish scheme A 
in October 1994 at the total cost of £653,000. The main reason was that refurbishment 
of scheme A would be economical unviable. 
From resident's viewpoints, majority of them seemed to agree with the demolition of 
scheme A. Nonetheless, the Evening News reported that many of former tenants were 
emotionally attached to their previous home when they saw scheme A being 
demolished. 1 Margaret Ramsay, chairperson of West Pilton Housing Co-operative and 
was a former tenant of scheme A, said "I'm glad to see them go and I know it's all for 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 24 January 1995 
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the best, but H is sad because I did live in that house for five years." Despite reportedly 
appalling conditions of scheme A. it seems that residents, somehow, manage to 
establish a sense of home and community. In other case studies of this study, impact of 
the sense of community appears to be an influential factor in the decision making. 
Scheme A was demolished in 1995. In 2000, the site of West Granton scheme A had 
not yet been redeveloped. 
Figure 3. 41 previous 
residents were 
emotionally artached 
to rhe housing despite 
some bad experiences 
(3-41) 
3.4. Reasons involved in decision-making process 
3.4.1. Structural integrity 
West Granton scheme A had shown serious signs of structural distress which caused by 
considerable movement of the structure components. The movement resulled in 
widespread cracks, spalling roughcast and water penetration. It was reported that the 
timber floor support was structurally inadequate. These structural problems would 
require comprehensive refurbishment. In general, structural integrity of scheme A was 
substandard. 
3.4.2. Defective design features and Adaptability 
Scheme A required the alteration of high-level walkway which in the past had caused 
problems related to antisocial behaviour, costly maintenance and noise pollution. As 
seen, the high level walkways were and integral part of the building's structure. It was 
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not possible to remove the walkway without large scale alteration of the building's 
structure. This leads to the third criterion that is cost of refurbishment. 
3.4.3. Cost of redevelopment 
The estimated cost of the West Granton rehabilitation project was £15 million. This 
amount of money was beyond the financial capacity of the Housing Committee. In 
terms of cost-effectiveness, there would have been only 260 improved houses and 140 
new houses in the area. As seen in figure 4.24, the Housing Committee spent around £4 
million on improvement grants for the West Pilton redevelopment covering around 700 
houses. The Housing Committee found that there was no private developer showing an 
interest to refurbish scheme A. Therefore it would appear that the Housing Committee 
considered the decision to demolish scheme A and redevelop the vacant land as the 
most reasonable solution. 
3.5. Summary and Conclusions 
The decision on the demolition of West Pilton scheme A was one stage of decision-
making process for the improvement of the West Granton housing estate. Initially, the 
decisions on the future of West Granton Schemes A and B included various options 
which aimed to improve the quality of the schemes. The improvement began in 1983 
when the Housing Committee carried out a pilot project for alteration to the high-level 
walkways of West Granton scheme B. At that time, the Housing Committee was 
considering general improvement to scheme A which included security for elderly flats, 
improving children's play areas and prevention of condensation and dampness. In the 
early 1980s, West Granton schemes A and B had become undesirable housing and 
being prepared for redevelopment. As the decision making proceeded, new information 
was presented to the Housing Committee and resulting in changes in nature of the 
problem. 
In 1987, the success of the West Piltonjoint-redevelopment project had given rise to the 
comprehensive redevelopment of deprived housing areas where housing problems had 
been in an intolerable state. The comprehensive redevelopment often included the 
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demolition of 'uninhabitable houses' and rebuilding new houses. In the past, this type 
of redevelopment was beyond the financial capacity of the Housing Committee. In 
collaboration with private and other public sector institutions, such comprehensive 
redevelopments became feasible. Notwithstanding, an incentive for private developers 
to invest in these problematic social housing estates was probably public open space 
such as that of West Pilton Circus. Private developers were allowed to build new 
houses on such area which seem to have been a free gift to them. 
The limit of financial capacity was one reason that led the Housing committee to 
employ 'joint-redevelopment' approach towards housing problems in West Granton 
hosing area. This approach is a driving force that turned housing redevelopment for 
West Pilton and West Granton areas into 'North Edinburgh Area Renewal' project, one 
of the largest urban regenerations in Scotland aiming to solve both socioeconomic and 
housing problems. Around the mid 1990s, the Housing Committee had encountered a 
situation in which it could not find joint -developers for redevelopment of scheme A. 
The decision on the future of the redundant scheme A had to be considered in regard to 
the aims of North Edinburgh Area Renewal. It would appear that the site of scheme A 
was incompatible with the master plan of the regeneration project. 
To conclude, the decisive criterion by which the initial decision to demolish West 
Gran ton scheme A was made was low adaptability of its structure. Architectural design 
of West Granton housing schemes, which is high-level walkways, contributed to social 
problems. The case study has also shown that if such design characters cannot be 
altered, it is likely that the buildings will be demolished, particularly in case of mass 
social housing. Considering the decision on the future of redundant zoth century 
buildings, the case study also shows that contemporary buildings are expected to meet 
basic demands of residents and society. The basic demand is that the housing should 
have structural stability and perform well as a dwelling. In terms of the socioeconomic 
problems of an urban area, if the buildings can not contribute to socioeconomic 
development or having tendency to obstruct the development, such buildings are likely 
to be demolished. 
CHAPTER4 
The Demolition of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses 
4.1. Introduction 
This is a case study examining the decision on the rehabilitation of Niddrie Marischal 
Policies, a housing estate in Edinburgh, better known as Niddrie House. Niddrie House 
was a mixed development of the late 1960s. It had an interesting layout which 
emphasised on a high proportion of open space and communal courtyards. The housing 
composed of Sstorey tenements and twin tower blocks, Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank 
Houses. During the 1970s- 1980s, persistent vandalism and antisocial behaviour caused 
the rapid decline of this housing estate. Vandals caused damage to the buildings and 
psychological distress to the residents, particularly to those who lived in the tower 
blocks. Many residents were compelled by this intolerable problem to leave the estate. 
The rest decided to pressure Edinburgh District Council to solve the problems. The 
Housing Committee of Edinburgh District Council launched Niddrie Houses 
Improvement Project in 1989. This included the refurbishment of the tenements. Phase 
3 of the project was the demolition of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses, which took 
place in 1991 in order to building new low-rise houses. It was believed that the 
demolition would eradicate the incidence of crime and vandalism within the estate. 
When the project was completed, social problems were lowered considerably and in this 
respect, it was successful. This case study aims to identify the reasons for the decision 
to demolish the twin tower blocks and for the decision to refurbish tenements. 
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4.2. Background of Niddrie Marischal Policies 
4.2.1. Niddrie Marischal Policies 
In 1966, Edinburgh District Council proposed a development plan for a public amenity 
open space located near Niddrie Marischal to create residential and recreational areas. 
The development plan allocated 72.27 acres for open space and 27.27 acres for 
housing, 1 which was named Niddrie Marischal Policies. This housing estate was 
surrounded by other housing estates, existing recreation areas and farmland. The estate 
was situated on the northeast of the Craigmillar area, and on the south side of Niddrie 
Mains Road, adjacent to Jack Kane Park on the east. The basic layout of Niddrie House 
was prepared by Messrs Morris and Steedman Architects.2 The development was 
undertaken under a negotiated contract with Messrs Hart Brothers (Builders) Ltd. The 
construction began at the end of 1969 and took two and a half years to complete 
Figu.re 4. 1 An aerial view of iddne l\Iarischal Policies viz. iddcie House and its 
ne1ghbou.ring a.reas, 1991 [4-1] 
1 The minute of the meeting of the Education. Civic Amenities. Housing and Planning Committee 
~Edinburgh City Archive). 14 January 1966. 
The minute of the meeting of the Housing Committee (Edinburgh City Archive). 13 December 1966. 
Note: in this minute of the meeting. the architectural firm was addressed as Messrs Mattis & Steed man. 
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The estate consisted mainly of 5 storey tenements with two tower blocks as a landmark. 
Greendykes primary school was on the west side. jack Kane Centre, a community 
centre, provided indoor recreational facilities such as fitness, party rooms and game 
rooms. Nearby, Hunter Hall Public Park consisted of one rugby pitch and eleven 
football fields. There were only two shops designated in the initial housing layout. 
There were three separated main roads accessing the estate. 'Niddrie House Drive' 
entered from the north, 'Niddrie House Avenue' linked to Greendykes estate on the 
west and 'Niddrie House Park' linked to Niddrie Marischal Place on the northwest. 
Niddrie House Park Road gave access to Niddrie House Park and Niddrie House Square 
but did not link through the rest of the estate. The roads had footpaths and speed 
reduction features such as bumpers and different road patterns. The area of Niddrie 
House Garden, -Grove, -Square and -Park had cul-de-sac roads accessing their car 
parking space. The design was intended to reduce the number of cars passing through 
the areas and endangering children. Between the rear side of Niddrie House Grove and 
Niddrie House Square, residents could walk through to a bus stop. The area was 
Figure 4. 2 Layout of Niddrie House showing sub-divided courtyards (4-2) 
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The programme of Niddrie House was intended to recreate the balance of a natural 
growth community. Niddrie House was planned to accommodate the mixed age group 
of the residents, this was reflected in four types of 600 dwelling units. They were 
divided into 152 units of 2-apartment flat for elderly or single people, 310 units of 3-
apartment flat for couples, 124 units of 4-apartment flat for small families and 14 units 
of 5-apartment flats for large families with children. The density of the estate was of 
3.25 persons per acre. Open space was mainly used for car parking which was 
accounted 6.5 acre or 25% of total site area. There were a total of 519 parking spaces 
with 40 lock-up garages. 1 
A noticeable feature of Niddrie House's layout was subdivided courtyards. The 
courtyards were in an irregular shape and acted as a communal space for each 
subdivided group of residents. The design was intended to provide a better chance for 
the residents to make acquaintances within their group and, at the same time, to achieve 
a sense of identity within each courtyard. Each courtyard could be accessed through 
gaps between buildings, which also provided pedestrian access to main roads and small 
parks situated in the area. The courtyards had concrete surface with some grassed areas. 
Each one was surrounded by a row of houses providing surveillance of strangers 
entering the area. Niddrie House Drive comprised 2 open squares lined along the street 
of Niddrie House Drive. The squares were enclosed by a row of terrace houses 
arranged in a U-shape. There was pedestrian access to Hunter Hall Public Park at the 
rear of Niddrie House Drive. This unique layout was an outstanding characteristic of 
Niddrie House, especially from an aerial view. 
4.2.2. Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses 
Teviotbank and Tweedsmuir Houses were twin tower blocks situated near Niddrie 
House Drive and Niddrie House Square. The blocks were 15 storeys high and 
comprised 2- and 3-apartment flats, which aimed to accommodate couples, elderly and 
single person. They were built with prefabrication system - the typical 'Bison Wall' 
Frame for high-rise. The external load-bearing walls were 6-inches thick pre-cast 
1 City Architect, Edinburgh, (Architectural drawing of layout of Niddrie House), 1969, Edinburgh City 
Archive. 
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concrete with polystyrene as insulation and cladded with 3-inches facing concrete. The 
internal structure was of precast-concrete floors and walls wilhout columns and beams. 
The ground floor plan comprised a community room. a meeting area, a lounge and 
laundry. lifts and service rooms. A typical floor plan had 4 units of flats with the lift 
shaft and service duct at the centre of the building. All ducts. lift shafts and staircase 
were pre-cast concrete. 
Figure 4. 3 Qefr,) 
Tev10rbank 
House: v1ew 
from lluntcr I !all 
Park. (right) view 
from above w1th 
:-..iddrie llousc 
Drive [4-3) 
Ground Hoor plo.n, I wccdrnu1r& I C\ 1otbank IIOlL.<C l; ppcr Floor l..a)OUI 
Figure 4.4 Ground tloor and upper tloor layour ofTweedsmu1r and Tev1otbank House [4 4] 
4.2.3. 
Figure 4. 5 Tweedmuir (fronr) and Teviotbank (far back) I louses, viewed from 
tddrie House Drive Road looking north. On rhe front left ts the sub power stauon 
(4-5] 
Tenements in Niddrie House 
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The tenements of Niddrie House were built with the Orlit construction system. This 
Figure 4. 6 aeoal view of Niddrie 
House [4-6] 
system is a prefabricated system using hollow 
block walls with fairly thin reinforced concrete 
outer panels. 1 The houses were built in 2 to 5 
storeys and contained 2-. 3- and 4-apartment flats. 
Each courtyard had mixed types of flats. Flats fo r 
the elderly were usually on the ground floor. The 
5-apartment flats were designed as two-storey 
terrace houses to accommodate large families with 
children. The tenements were in geometrical form. 
Each row of houses was composed of buildings of 
various heights to create interesting rhythmic 
skyline. 
1http://www.greenwich.gov.uklschoolspropertyinfo/propertydata/schoolslhalstow/condition%20surveysl 
HALSTOW%20CS.doc. accessed June, 2004 
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Figure 4. 7 shows 2- and 3- storey houses in Niddrie House Garden tn 1989 [4-7] 
Figure 4. 8 shows 5-storey houses in iddrie House Grove in 1989 (4-8] 
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In 1972, Niddrie House received the Housing Design Award from the Saltire Society. 
The society was an independent group of people whose interest was in Scottish 
tradition, culture and art. The Housing Design award was established in 1937 to 
identify and encourage high quality housing development. The Saltire Society 
commented: "despite its size, it has succeeded in achieving a sense of identity in each of 
the irregular 'courts' and lives up to some of the better traditions of Edinburgh 
housing' .
1 
Despite its modern appearance, Niddrie House still carried with it a 
traditional form of the Scottish tenement. The tenement is an economical form of 
housing. This form of urban housing had long been in use for residential buildings in 
Scotland. The Housing Corporation for Edinburgh also built this form of housing when 
faced with a housing shortage or economic recession.2 In this respect, Niddrie House 
reflected the integration of the Scottish urban tradition and modern social housing in its 
design. 
Niddrie House, as a new housing estate, appealed to a number of prospective residents, 
but its location appeared to be a drawback to living in the area. The housing was 
situated within the Craigmillar housing area which had a bad reputation. In the 
beginning the name of the housing and its neighbouring area affected the letting of 
Niddrie House. Although the estate was highly praised, in contrast with the older parts 
of Craigmillar area, some prospective residents were reluctant to move into the area. 
Many of the residents did not like the modern geometrical form of the houses. 
Nonetheless, the newness of Niddrie House seemed to give a new hope for the people 
who had been having housing problems. After visiting the estate, many of them were 
satisfied and decided to move in to the estate. Mr Robert Frail, chairman of Niddrie 
Marischal Policies' Tenants Association in 1972, expressed his opinion: "The award is 
weJJ justified. I've stayed there for just over a year, and personally I know I wouldn't 
move anywhere else. It's just tremendous. "3 The city council and present residents 
believed that the awarded project would encourage Craigmillar to develop into a more 
pleasant area as well as attract more good residents. 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 1 November 1972 
2 Worsdall, 1989, 11-12 
3 Evening News, 1 November 1972 
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4.2.4. Decline of Niddrie House 
A few years afler of completion, Niddrie House experienced various problems which 
eventually led the estate into decline. The problems were related to technical defects in 
building services. inadequate insulation causing high energy consumption and poor 
ventilation causing condensation and dampness in the tenements. The area had 
insufficient facilities such as shops and laundries. In October 1982. a technical failure 
in a high-voltage cable caused power disruption in Teviotbank and Tweedsmuir Houses. 
The Evening News dated October 131h 1982. reported that the failure occurred on one 
Saturday when electricity failed for 4 hours. On the next Sunday, residents claimed that 
the blackout continued and lasted for 5 hours and continued for a short period on the 
next Monday. The tower blocks depended greatly on electricity to operate lifts, corridor 
lighting. ventilation, and water supply. 1 As a result. electric water pumps in the tower 
blocks and lifts were not operating. The windowless staircase was dark and very 
Figure 4. 9 Electrical failure was one of the tower 
blocks technical problems. [4-9) 
1 Scotsman (Edinburgh). 13 October 1982 
difficult to use. During the incident, 
some residents had to use lighted 
newspapers and candles to find their 
way up. Mrs. Carol Page. of 13/2 
Teviotbank House. who had just 
returned from hospital with her six-
days-old daughter, had to walk up 
stairs to her 13L11 floor flat. Repair 
took several days. The power 
disruption seemed to disturb residents 
of the tower blocks considerably. 
The residents of the two tower blocks 
made a complaint about the incident. 
The incident forced the City Council 
to consider immediate action for the 
installation of an emergency 
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generator in all the City Council's high-rise flats. Residents had to endure a series of 
problems. Thieves stole plumbing flxtures, which damaged water pipe and caused 
flooding. Flats' doors were often vandalised. Vandals set fire on screens in drying area 
and abandoned furniture in the area around the estate. 
Vandalism and petty crimes were the most severe and persistent problem in Niddrie 
House. The problem was concentrated in Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses and their 
adjacent areas. The Housing Committee had been aware of this problem since the late 
1970s. In 1978, seven years after the estate was completed. Residents submitted a 
petition to complain about various problems caused by vandals and teenagers with 
antisocial behaviour. 
Figure 4. 10 Vandalism and anu-social behaviour reach a serious level by 1978 [4-10) 
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Mra Urquhafl -"'we ,....,. lhe 111*-
P-' .... ripped ovl. 
Figure 4. 11 Evening ews reporred on vandlaism problems in Twccdmuir & Tcviot bank 
ffouses (4-11) 
In 1985, vandals set off at least 10 fues in the buildings, which cost the City Council 
£17,000 in damage repairs. The vandals were able to gain access to the buildings 
without surveillance and caused damage to residents' property. In 1984, new lifts 
costing £60,000 had to be installed for the two tower blocks, only twelve years after 
they were built. Margaret Harker of the Evening News reported that within one year, 
maintenance and repair of the new lifts had cost £13,000 because of vandalism.1 An 
entry phone system was used to control entrance to the buildings but it was soon out of 
order because the intercom panel, at the main entrance, was stolen. Remedial actions 
had been taken to solve the problems but the results were only sustained over a short 
period before the problem reoccurred. Such incidents brought the name 'Niddrie' into 
disrepute and this affected residents' everyday life. According to an article in the 
1 
Evening News (Edinburgh) 11 June 1985 
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Evening News, dated June 111h 1985, Mrs Leslie Thomas, one of the first residents of 
Tweedsmuir House, experienced difficulty in getting insurance for her property because 
she lived in a high-risk area. In June 1985, Mrs. Patricia Urquhart and other residents 
established a resident association called Niddrie House Rehabilitation and Planning 
Group (NHRPG). The group determined to improve their living standard and requested 
the refurbishment of the tower blocks. The group invited the Housing Committee to 
visit the housing estate in June 1985. 
A. dramatic rise ru~ --problems ·-of - vandnli):nt , 
·dampness, poor D.\11lntenance ~4~d cr1~o over tb.o p:~:;t 
six m.olltbs has made a Nldtltte tp'W~ b)oek tbo wor:;t 
· \n the counclllon wero t.O,ld today. 
Mr Mtl W~ ..,.-~Utmost half tho fll 
are empty -:'-.~·~ remallllng tenant$ f!'a t 
. ~· -· 
bu ~ ~ fli:.t lo~r \lock in lh~ city to 
llltoll&botll tbe lllebL 
Figure 4. U Evening News reported vandalism problems in Tweedmuir & Teviotbank I louses in 
June 1985 [4-12] 
After the visit, The Housing Committee decided to take an immediate action in order to 
prevent the further decline of Niddrie House. It proposed a £59,000 repair programmes 
for the next financial year. Councillor Daphne Sleigh, chairperson of the Housing 
Committee, said: "We are horrified to hear of the kind of damage that has taken place. 
This was a multi-storey block that was not considered to be top priority nor difflcult to 
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manage." 1 Councillor Sleigh made a promise to the resident group that the programme 
would start as soon as funding was available. The next section will focus on in detail 
decision-making process regarding the rehabilitation project of Niddrie House, 
including the decision to demolish Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank House and the 
refurbishment of the tenements. 
4.3. The Rehabilitation of Niddrie Houses 
A visit of the Housing Committee to Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses initiated the 
rehabilitation of Niddrie House. After the visit, the Housing Committee had designated 
the housing estate as a top priority for remedial actions. However, the actual project did 
not begin until 1989. Robert Thompson of the Evening News reported in 1988 that 
almost 80% of flats in the tower blocks were unoccupied. Local Councillor David 
Brown commented that no-one wanted to live in Niddrie House because of vandalism 
and social problems.2 During that time, the Housing Committee arranged security 
guards at the cost of £768 per week to patrol the area between 16.30 and 08.00 because 
caretakers were unable to provide adequate surveillance for the tower blocks. The 
temporary security measures improved the situation slightly while the Housing 
Committee considered long-term solutions. The delay caused frustration to the 
residents and allowed the estate to go further into decline. 
Figure 4. 13 shows a 
postcard sent to the 
Prime Minister 
protesttng about the 
delay m action to tackle 




1 Evening News (Edinburgh} 11 June 1985, reported by Margaret Harker. 
2 Evening News (Edinburgh} 11 January 1988 
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In 1986, Mrs Heather Burnett, a tenant of Teviotbank Houses, demonstrated her anguish 
by sending a sarcastic postcard to Mrs Margaret Thatcher, the Prime Minister. Sandy 
Braid reported on the content of the postcard as; 
"It's an invitation to the Prime Minister to spend a holiday in Niddrie ... Free 
board and lodging for a fortnight. .. The special features of Tweedsmuir House. 
Edinburgh's Tower of Fears, and neighbouring Teviotbank House are listed as 
follows; Indoor swimming pool-burst pipe, damp walls; Easy access to your 
accommodation-no door entry system, infrequent care taking; Lively 
nightlife-regular break-in; Lifts-when working. Take your pick from our 
apartments-half of them are unoccupied. A holiday of a life time? 'Wish 
You Were Here". (Evening News (Edinburgh), 23 April 1986) 
Such publications brought Niddrie House into deeper disrepute. In 1988, the Housing 
Committee resolved that Niddrie House was to undergo a comprehensive rehabilitation. 
As seen in chapter 3 on West Granton, by the end of the 1980s building refurbishment 
was considered an ineffectual solution for housing estates with severe social problems. 
The Housing Committee granted a total budget of £5 million for multi-phase 
improvements to Niddrie House. The rehabilitation scheme was said to be one of the 
largest projects in Scotland.1 The plan for comprehensive rehabilitation was prepared 
by Percy Johnson-Marshall and Partners in consultation with the resident group 
'NHPRG'. 
The Housing Corporation consulted with the Housing Committee regarding a proposal 
to create a ·community-based housing association for Niddrie House. This was a 
grassroots-approach that would, it was hoped, eradicate social problems. It involved 
residents in managing and sustaining the housing estate. As a result, the Housing 
Corporation registered NHRPG as Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative. The Housing 
Co-operative was to take an important role in the rehabilitation as well as the 
management of Niddrie House in the future. The objectives of the Housing Co-
operative were to have an influence on the design where rehabilitation and development 
were taking place. In addition, there were 4 long-term objectives: 
• Control over an organisation working on a more manageable scale 
• Control of rent levels and lettings 
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Figure 4. 14 The Evening News reported on the comprehensive improvement project for 
iddric House in 1988 f4-14l 
The rehabilitation was undertaken with Grant for Rent and Ownership (GRO) .1 It was 
the first time that GRO was introduced into housing development in Scotland. The 
rehabilitation of Niddrie House included the modernisation of interior spaces such as 
living rooms. kitchens and bathrooms. The external appearance of the tenements was to 
be transformed from a geometrical form into a more traditional type of dwelling. 
1 GRO grant or Grant for Rent and Ownership was introduced in 1989 and was designed to bring more 
housing choice for local people. particularly in urban housing estates. The grant has mainly concentrated 
on home ownership projects, where Scottish Homes would award grant funding of around 25 %of total 
cost to private developers to build affordable homes for sale in area where they would otherwise not 
operate. 
Figure 4. 15 The 
Scotsman dared 14 
November 1989, 
reporred on the 
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Figure 4. 16 The Scotsman dated 14 'ovember 1989: objectives of the housmg Co-operaove [4-16] 
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The most critical phase of the rehabilitation was the demolition of Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank Houses. The subsequently vacated land was to be redeveloped for new low-
rise housing. The Housing Corporation indicated that it did not consider the 
rehabilitation of the tower blocks to be the best value for its money. In July 1988. the 
NHPRG submitted a feasibility report on refurbishment of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank. 
The report demonstrated the residents' belief that their proposal for refurbishment and 
management of the tower blocks would overcome the problems which had made the 
buildings unpopular in the past. 1 Residents of Niddrie House argued that the demolition 
of the tower blocks would not be appropriate given current and anticipated future 
demand of small housing units in the area. Figure 4.17 shows the summary of the 
NHPRG report, which indicated reasons for which decision to demolish the tower 
blocks should be reconsidered. 
Tbt rdibilitltioa proposals woulcl require su bstlntial 
capilli ilrfatma\ IDtoMDc fiJIIDc:ial blckizlc In~~~~ 
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SciuaR. Td: 857 3531. 
1\ \cedmuir and Tcviotbank !louses 
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3 
Summar) ofNiddric House Planning and Rehabilitation Gro.up 
July 1988 
Figure 4. 17 Summary of rhe NI JPRG proposal, demonsrratin~ the residents: confidence in 
the rehabilmtion ofTweedmuir and Teviotbank House, proVJding that suffioent 
management could be arranged by the resident group (4-17] 
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Figure 4. 18 Reason given by the 
NHPRG for refurbishment of tower 
blocks (4-18] 
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The residents believed that refurbished multi-
storey flats would benefit Niddrie Houses in the 
future. The NHPRG proposal outlined three key 
reasons for refurbishment of the tower blocks. 
Firstly, Niddrie House had established a sufficient 
number of large and medium low-rise houses 
within the area and an additional number of such 
houses would not facilitate flexibility in meeting 
housing needs of local people. Secondly, 
estimated cost of the rehabilitation was within the 
Housing Corporation 's financial guideline. 
Thirdly, within 5-l 0 years demand for smaller 
sized accommodation would increase in the 
Niddrie area according to Edinburgh District 
Council's demographic forecasts. At the end of 
the summary, the resident group expressed its 
opinion that a community-based housing 
association was the most appropriate way in which 
the problems of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank could 
be tackled. Therefore, the NHPRG requested the Housing Corporation and Edinburgh 
Housing Committee to reconsider the decision to demolish the tower blocks. 
The rtpOI'l rec:ommtnds lhal the lloluint Corporatioll mie-r ils decis)co, and lbal m IS30Claticll 'Will~ lht 
District Council il adopls the proposals u a baSIS lor lac!dinr the prcblems ollbe lwo Nocb. ·ll is lelllhal 
the ide~ li a communily based bousinc usociation is lbe most approplialt &S this -wouJd protide lbt best 
opportunilJ I or lbe a.spinlions aod wishes of lenanl..s lobe mel 
Suao11111Y cl fcuibllirv i1Udy ol Twoccloouir A Tniacbo* """"" "11PilG PkOf'OSALS. 19U 
Figure 4. 19 shows conclusion of IIPRG proposal, 1988 (4-19] 
fn reply to the NHPRG proposal, Mr. Andrew Leslie, Assistant Director-Scotland of the 
Housing Corporation sent a letter dated August 11 th 1988, to Mr Eric McGovern, Esq. 
chairman of the NHPRG, explaining reasons for the viewpoint of the Housing 
Corporation towards the redevelopment of multi-storey buildings. Mr Leslie explained 
that tower blocks were owned by Edinburgh District Council. and therefore that the 
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future of the tower blocks was ultimately for the District Council to decide upon. The 
letter emphasised the right of the Housing Corporation to make independent investment 
decisions on redevelopment of housing. For Niddrie House, the Corporation had 
already made a commitment to make a £5 million investment in the estate. Secondly, 
refurbishment of the Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank was estimated at £2.8 million. The 
Housing Corporation considered that the investment would be unjustified for a place 
where most people do not wish to live. Finally, Mr. Leslie confirmed that a priority of 
the Housing Corporation was to support 'uprooting' solutions for housing problems. 
Concerning these two tower blocks, demolition was the preferred solution (See Figure 
4.2la and 4.21b) . 
In a meeting of the Housing Committee, held on September 201h 1988, the Committee 
resolved that refurbishment of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank was not possible because of 
the Housing Corporation's investment policy and that demolition of the tower blocks 
would be undertaken in order to redevelop the site for new low-rise housing. (See 
Figure 4.20) However, mirror image of Niddrie House redevelopment was created in 
Greendykes housing estate. (See location in figure 4.1) Low and medium rise houses in 
Greendykes were demolished and the high rise were refurbished. This was probably 
resulted from a housing policy that was intended to allocate Greendykes housing area 
for single and elderly tenants and small family and Niddrie House for family with 
children. 
af'ter considering a report by the Director 
~~:~~-~~f. 1;he above t>oe multi-storey blocks in Nldc1rie ·-;--,., ...... , , 
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Figure 4. 20 The l\lmure of the meeting of the Edinburgh llousing 
Committee held on 20 September 1988 [4-20] 
Eric HcCovorn Esq 
Chairaan 
Niddrle House Planning and 
Rehabilitation Group 
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TEVIOTBANK AND TWEEDSHUIR BOOSE REPORBISBHENT 
Thank you for your letter of 7th July 1988 which I have discussed 
vith John Richards vho has asked me to send this reply on his 
behalf . As you kno"ot the Housing Corporation is co-itted to 
assisting the District Council and local residents vith the 
overall regeneration of the Niddrie House Estate and fully 
recognises the key role the residents are playing in the 
foraulation and implementation of strategies for tackling the 
problems of the Estate. The Corporation's commitment in terms of 
investment into the Estate already stands at over £5 million in 
respect of the Hunter's Hall Co- operative where the residents 
will have full control over the shaping of plans for their 
houses. 
With regard to the two multi-storey blocks I want to u..ke the 
obvious point that they are owned by Edinburgh District Council 
and ultimately it i s for the District Council to decide upon the 
most appropriate course o! action for its houses and its 
remaining tenants. The Corporation agreed to consider the 
options for the t"oto blocks but this agreement seeaa to have been 
translated by the Group into a fir~ commitment to fund a locally 
based Housing Association to purchase and refurbish the blocka. 
Only recently were the esti~ated costa of refurbia~nt .. de 
available to the Corporation. I should say here that the 
refurbiahaent coats were not aaaesaed agalnat the RIC alnce tbt• 
la clearly an inappropriate yardstick. .ancS....waa ·deYh~-to 
the viability of coaprehenalve i~'l"OhMnt • . 
traditional 19th Century t.eneaenta. You£"- 4alwlattona 
about hov the aoheae ahould be regarded ·an.. .nlaUOf'l to t"• 
•r• inappropriate. What we d ld cons ide~- .wae -,het her or not 
Rousing Corporation should invest over £24,000 per unit ~ 
refurbish two high rise blocks vhich are al-oat eapty and vhere 
110st people obviously do not wish to live. Ultiaately lt vaa 
our opinion that invest~ent of approx £2.8 a could not be 
justified on this project. 
Figure 4. 21a Lcrrer dated 11 August 1988 from Housing Corporation to iddne House 
Planrung and Rehabilitation Group [4-21a] 
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~ra~sno :Onti~ere1 d the possible alternative of providing tinane• h seoc at on to acquire, demollah and build repl•ce .. nt 
ous1~ on the cleared slu and came to the conclusion t.hat for 
approdutely the saa1e costs as refurblah•ent, ao .. 45 low rise 
houses could be provided. This seemed to us a far better long-
tera solution considering the overall objective o( regenenting 
Niddrle House, but this option is only there as a last resort lf 
the District Council does not wish to proceed itself wlth the 
refurbishaent of the blocks, or does not wieh to or cannot Mll 
to • private developer. In these circumstances 4e would wish to 
discuss with the District Council and Niddrie House residents how 
the option of demolition and newbuild might be progressed, and 
whether it would be something for Hunter's Ball Co-op to 
undertake or for another Association to take on. As with the Co-
op, local residents would have a major say in how the cleared 
site would be redeveloped so I confirm that the Corporat1on's 
attitude to the bottom-up approach is unchanged. This should 
not be confused however with the Corporation 's ri9ht to make 
independent investment decisions as we have done in this case by 
declining to provide the necessary finance for the refurbishment 
of the multi-storey blocks. --
I would say in conclusion that knowing our views on 
refurbishlftent, Edinburgh District Council now needs to aake a 
decision on the future of the two blocks after which we will, if 
appropriate, be pleased to enter into further discussions with 
the Co:.:ncil and Niddrie House residents. I have copied this 




Figwe 4. 21b Lette r dated 11 August 1988 from Housing Corporation to Niddne I louse 
Planning and Rehabilitation Group f4-20b] 
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In 1989, the Housing Corporation became Scottish Homes. As a national housing 
agency for Scotland, Scottish Homes continued to encourage the privatisation of social 
housing in conjunction with the idea of community-based housing-associations. 
Scottish Homes and the Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative reached an agreement that 
the rehabilitation of Niddrie House was to proceed with the demolition of Tweedsmuir 
and Teviotbank Houses. The vacant land was to be redeveloped for new low-rise flats 
for small families and single residents. The Housing Committee agreed with this 
proposal and resolved that the tower blocks would be transferred to Hunter Hall 
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Housing Co-operative for further action. The demolition was however delayed by 
financial problems. In May 1989, the Scottish Office valuated Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank Houses at minus £200.000. The use of the 'negative valuation power' 
caused financial difficulties in transferring the tower block, because the City council 
had to pay £200,000 to transfer the tower block to Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative 
merely for demolition. This put the City Council into an uncomfortable situation. 
Finally, in 1991 , Scottish Homes offered funding for the demolition so that the 
rehabilitation could proceed. The demolition of the tower blocks took place on 
September 8th 1991. The residents were very cheerful and delighted with the 
demolition. Children prepared to collect rubbles from the two tower blocks to sell at the 
opening party for the community centre. lain Rorke, Housing Co-ordinator, said "it 
might not be the Berlin Wall, but the effect of those flats coming down brought the same 
sense of freedom to people. The Edinburgh public was expecting a spectacular scene, 
since Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank were the first high-rise buildings to be demolished 
by explosive. Two thousand pounds of explosive charges were set onto the two tower 
blocks but Tweedsmuir House did not collapse after the explosion. Charles Moran, 
managing director of the controlled demolition group explained to Evening News 
" ... the centre of the blocks has blown up but they are being held up by their wall. .. " 1 
The demolition team had to break the ground floor wall to trigger the building to 
collapse. 
Figure 4. 22 The 
Scotsman, 9 
September 1991 
shows Ectinburgh firsr 
cxplostve demolmon 
which failed to tear 
down Tevtorbank 
I louse (4-22] 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 9 September 1991 
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4.4. Niddrie Houses after the Rehabilitation Project 
The main concept of the Niddrie House rehabilitation conformed to "security conscious 
design". Entry control system was installed at all buildings so that better security would 
be achieved. Fences were introduced to the buildings in order to create a clear sense of 
tenitory. The rehabilitation also gave the housing a new appearance. Concrete open-
space was transformed into softer landscape with grass and plants. Small gardens were 
introduced in front of each building. The Hunter Hall Co-operative also prepared to 
encourage small business to set up in the area. Shops and a post office were opened 
after the project was completed. It also provided an apprenticeship scheme for local 
people to provide skilled labour in the area, in connection with the Hart Builders. The 
City Council retained 54 houses at Niddrie House Drive as social housing. The council-
owned housing was treated with the same rehabilitation programme as that of the 
Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative. Edinburgh District Council continued to provide 
consultation for administration system, management and arranging transfer of 
properties. Niddrie House became a large housing estate providing multi types of 
tenure. 
Figure 4. 23 sbows refurbished houses m liddae House Dnve wluch were under Lhe 
management of Hunter Hall Housmg Co-operanve, 2001 (4-23) 
Figtue 4. 24 
shows 








The layout of Niddrie House was changed considerably. Most of the original 
characteristics were replaced by a more traditional style in terms of both buildings 
design and planning. The two tower blocks which was the landmark for the estate had 
been removed. Subdivided courtyards were filled with new houses. Tree and grass 
areas were introduced into the area to replace hard landscape of concrete parking 
spaces. Each house had its own clear territory instead of communal space that had 
existed previously. 
In 2001, 10 years after the rehabilitation project, Niddrie House had two different areas 
which could visually be distinguished. One of these was council-owned houses and the 
other was privately owned houses. The physical conditions of the two areas were 
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totally different. In one area, the houses under the management of Hunter Hall Housing 
co-operative and other housing associations were in good condition. All of the houses 
were occupied. Waste disposal and other services were up to the satisfactory standard. 
By contrast, the council housing in Niddrie House Park and Niddrie House Square was 
in a deprived condition. The residents did not form residents' group. Gardens and the 
landscape were not maintained. According to Stuart Avinau. a housing officer.' the 
City Maintenance Unit allocated this area in low priority for maintenance due to the 
large number of unoccupied houses. The children's playing area was not in use because 
there were broken glasses, needles and dangerous items all over the area. 




garden Qeft) and 
rear side of the 
Oats (4-25] 
Niddrie House Park was in a severely dilapidating condition. Large numbers of houses 
were vacant. It was evident of drugs abuse as drug addicts left needles on staircases. 
Entrance control system was damage in most of the buildings. Mr Avinau commented 
that vandalism was still the most serious problem. As often as every fortnight, a group 
of vandals with a suspected age of between 14 and 25. collected inflammable materials 
from vacant houses and left-furniture on the street, to make a bonfire. Residents did not 
take any domestic responsibility in order to retain the property in an acceptable sanitary 
1 Interview in October 2001 
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condition.' The decline of Niddrie House Park was the result of antisocial behaviour 
and also irresponsible residents. 
Figure 4. 26 Niddne House Park. rhe build1ng w:~s almosr unoccupied and lack of 
mainrenance was vtsually noocable 14 26] 
As seen. the demolition of Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses appeared to be a key 
factor facilitating the successful rehabilitation of Niddrie House. These tower blocks 
were related to many housing problems and may have been unsuitable for Niddrie 
House, however it seems that the buildings were not the entire cause of the problems. 
The next section will discuss the factors involved in the decisions on the improvement 
of Niddrie House and the demolition of the tower blocks. 
4.5. The Factors involved in the Decision-Making Process 
4.5.1. Economic consideration 
The total budget for the improvement of Niddrie House housing estate was estimated at 
£5 million. This amount of funding covered the full refurbishment of 500 units of low-
rise housing. According to the Assistance Director-Scotland of the Housing 
Corporation, the estimated cost of full refurbishment of the tower blocks was £ 2.8 
1 Visual observation by the researcher when visiting the estate in October 2001 
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million which would have provided 112 high-rise flats. As seen, the cost of 
refurbishing the tower blocks was considerably higher than that of the tenements. 
Therefore, the Housing Committee considered that the refurbishment of Tweedsmuir 
and Teviotbank Houses was not a cost-effective investment. 
In this case study, cost-effectiveness appears as a critical factor in the decision to 
demolish the tower blocks in Niddrie housing area, nevertheless, this conclusion 
becomes inconsistent when applied to the situation in Greendykes, which was located 
next to Niddrie House. (Cf. p76) Economic consideration is therefore a critical criterion 
in the decision making insofar as the decisions are considered within the framework of 
the housing policy 
4.5.2. Image of housing 
The rehabilitation of Niddrie House was intended not only to improve physical 
environment but also to regain the confidence of residents and also the public. In the 
public eye, Niddrie House, with Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank House, projected an 
extremely negative image of housing. Throughout the 20 years of its existence, Niddrie 
House had been condemned as one of the most depressed housing areas of Edinburgh. 
Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank House were condemned as monstrosities and as the cause 
of depressive environment. Many of the residents however believed that there was a 
strong sense of community within the area. They had expressed their intention to 
remain living in the area. Nonetheless, housing conditions had to be improved and 
afterwards to be adequately maintained. There was a considerable change in the image 
of Niddrie House when its rehabilitation was completed. Niddrie House became a low-
rise housing estate. In addition, the large open expanses of concrete, which were much 
disliked by most residents, were used as the sites for new, infill housing. A consensus 
opinion was that the changes had improved the quality of life. The rehabilitation and 
the demolition of the tower blocks were perceived as a milestone of the area's 
improvement, from which Niddrie House's community could develop. On the other 
hand, the image and appearance of the area could be perceived as psychological issues. 
As seen, social problems reoccurred in Niddrie House Park, a council-owned housing, 
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regardless of the new appearance of the housing. Changes of appearance and image in 
the area can the regain confidence of residents who have been living in declined area, 
but, responsibility and sufficient management are still required in order to sustain the 
quality of the housing. 
4.5.3. Functional Performance of Building 
The case study has demonstrated some advantages of tenements over high-rise flats, 
which justify Scottish Homes decision to support demolition of Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank Houses. First, these tower blocks had appalling records of technical 
problems. Although the tower blocks had sound structural stability, they had problems 
related to dampness and condensation and the break down of electricity and lifts. 
Negative history of the buildings undermined the confidence of the public, prospective 
residents and Scottish Homes. 
4. 5.4. Demographics and sizes of dwellings 
Demand for a smaller size of housing was a reason for which Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank should have been reused. Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative considered 
that accommodation for family had been sufficiently provided but, at the time, the 
number of smaller flats seemed inadequate. According to the Edinburgh District 
Council's demographic forecast, smaller -size household were likely to increase in the 
next 5-10 years from 1989. This household type included the elderly, single people, 
young couples. As a result, the Hunter Hall Co-operative considered that the tower 
blocks would serve such increasing demand in the future. It considered that the area 
should have accommodations which were suitable for these people. Considering this 
issue in a bigger picture, it seems reasonable for the Housing Committee to demolish 
these tower blocks because it had already provided accommodation for small size 
household in Greendykes. Niddrie House was to be a housing area for larger family. 
According to the Housing Committee experience, it believed that separation of different 
groups of resident may help to reduce conflicts of interest within that housing area. 
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4.5.5. The Form of the Dwelling and Its Operational Environment 
Each form of dwelling performs well in a particular operational environment. In 
practice, high-rise residential buildings are suitable to specific life styles and seem to 
require a complicated system of operation in order to perform well. As seen in this case 
study, the factors that had an impact on the functional performance of Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank Houses were the type of residents, the maintenance policy and the building 
management system. High-rise housing is prone to antisocial behaviour. According to 
the theory of Newman (1973), Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses did not have 
adequate natural surveillance on the upper floors or in the area around the buildings. 
There was no surveillance of the entrances to the buildings because the tower blocks 
were also separated from the main road. The corridors and foyer were not in use most 
of the time. This made the tower blocks vulnerable to vandals and thieves, especially 
during the day-time. The pedestrian subway near the tower blocks was also dangerous 
to use at night-time. There were few everyday activities taking place around the tower 
blocks to provide natural surveillance. It was also impossible to rely on the police force 
for 24 hour patrols. If the tower blocks had been located in an inner city area, 
surveillance would have been provided by passers-by and shop-keepers, resulting in a 
safer environment. 
High-rise flats are most suitable to the lifestyle of new couples, professionals and 
people who spend most of their time outside their houses, because it is easier to look 
after one apartment than a house. Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses would have 
been attractive to these target groups if they had been located near high density urban 
areas with sufficient facilities and services such as grocery shops, launderette, or a 
supermarket. Secondly, living in tower blocks demands more responsibility and 
discipline. High rise housing also demands a higher operation cost than tenements due 
to necessary facilities such as lifts, fire-exits, lobbies, corridors, and machine rooms. It 
needs 24-hour caretaking for entry control and facility management. These elements 
require extra maintenance cost which should be the shared responsibility of the 
residents. 
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Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank House were located in an operational environment 
unsuitable for high-rise buildings, and were built as 'affordable social housing' for low-
income residents. These people were unable to cope with the extra pressure of living in 
high-rise due to their social and economic disadvantages. Many were in serious 
economic difficulty. Many also had problems relating to drug abuse, antisocial 
behaviour, and family breakdown. A few problematic families are sufficient to cause 
social disintegration within any housing estate. This group of people need 
accommodation with special care. The evidence of this study shows that they have 
difficulties regardless of the type of housing or the management of it. With the benefit 
of hindsight, the City Council did not prepare adequate resources to operate and 
maintain high-rise mass-housing. Accordingly, the decline of Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank was, to a large extent, caused by the mismanagement policy of the 
Edinburgh Housing Committee. High-rise buildings seem to be incompatible with 
management policy of social mass-housing for low-income residents in Edinburgh. 
4.6. Summary and Conclusions 
Niddrie House housing estate, particularly Tweedsmuir and Teviotbank Houses, 
experienced serious vandalism and social problems. In 1985, the problems in the tower 
blocks had become intolerable, resulting in a large number of unoccupied flats in the 
area. Edinburgh Housing Committee decided to undertake the comprehensive 
rehabilitation of Niddrie House, including the demolition of Tweedsmuir and 
Teviotbank Houses. The demolition was perceived as a milestone of housing 
improvement in this area. The reasons given for the demolition are as follows. 
• Economic considerations 
• The image of the housing 
• Functional performance of the buildings 
• Compatibility of dwelling form and its environment 
CHAPTER 5 
The Demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
5.1. Introduction 
This case study examines reasons behinds the decision on the demolition of Grampian 
and Cairngorm Houses, twin tower blocks which were built as part of the Leith Fort 
housing estate in Edinburgh. The twin tower blocks had undergone housing problems 
related to structural defects, substandard building performance and residents with 
antisocial behaviours. The tower blocks eventually declined into an uninhabitable state 
and were faced with demolition. The decision to demolish these tower blocks was a 
long process involving multiple factors which the case study aims to identify. 
The demolition of the tower blocks was probably the most publicised case in Edinburgh 
because of the controversy over their cultural value. It attracted public interest and 
generated public debates in national and local newspapers. On the one hand, residents 
of Leith Fort and the public strongly supported the decision to demolish. On the other 
hand, a pressure group sought to obtain a legal protection for the tower blocks from 
Historic Scotland so as to reverse the decision to demolish. This group believed that the 
tower blocks were of high architectural value and should have been classified as 
category-A listed building which was the statutory status of historic buildings of 
national and international importance. Concerning socioeconomic value, there was a 
proposal for the refurbishment of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses so as to reuse them 
as an internationally-franchised hotel. The attempt to conserve and reuse the twin tower 
blocks did not, however, succeed. Edinburgh City Council had considered all the 
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proposed possibilities and finally concluded that the proposal was financially unviable 
and proceeded with the demolition' plan. The decision to demolish the twin tower 
blocks involved reasons which are both implicitly and explicitly stated. This case study 
aims to identify these reasons and the way in which each reason was considered in the 
decision-making process. 
5.2. Background of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
5.2.1. Leith Fort Housing design competition 
The original design of the Leith Fort housing estate was an award-winning project in a 
housing design competition held by the Edinburgh Corporation in 1957. Leith Fort was 
eagerly anticipated as an example of high standard housing design despite the prevailing 
practice of negotiated contracts, or 'package deals'. Around the 1960s, an enormous 
numbers of social housing-units were built under such contracts in Scotland and the 
United Kingdom in general. High-rise building was a form of modern dwelling which 
stemmed from the concept of Utopia, aiming to provide a healthy decent home for 
everyone, especially people on low income. This idea was applied extensively, in 
conjunction with knowledge in sociological science of habitation, in order to 
revolutionise people's living standards. Housing design and construction were guided 
by economic factors and the functional requirements which underlay the values and 
characteristics of the buildings themselves rather than their aesthetic aspect. To a 
certain extent, these modern housing development programmes appeared ambitious. 
Architects and builders often had to work with demanding functional requirements. For 
Edinburgh, the ideas were employed to solve the slum problems of the inner city and 
the dock-site areas. Social mass-housing developments mushroomed, especially, in 
Glasgow and Edinburgh. The possibilities of this Utopia becoming a reality were 
envisaged as being in line with the Government housing policy and also with the 
economic practicality of new construction technology. Leith Fort Housing exemplified 
revolutionary reform in Scotland's social housing. 
The Leith Fort Housing design competition seems to have derived from a political 
decision to demonstrate that architectural practice in Edinburgh did not depend entirely 
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upon political and financial factors. Around the end of the 1950s, the Edinburgh 
Corporation had made initial moves towards negotiated contracts for the house-building 
on various sites around Edinburgh.
1 
However, the Edinburgh Architectural Association 
raised an objection argument over the way in which architectural practice was being 
carried out by the local government. Glendinning described the event: 
"Some of these (14 tower blocks) were built, but there was a big row, 
orchestrated by the EAA (Edinburgh Architectural Association) with the 
support of Government architects and RIAS (The Royal Incorporation of 
Architects in Scotland), etc. In recompense, the EAA successfully pressed the 
programme administrator to agree to allocate one prominent site in the prestige 
Leith redevelopment area to a national architectural competition, 'to show that 
the City was not so philistine after all'. The site that was settled on was Leith 
Fort, thus Leith Fort is in a sense significant as a major case of bucking a big 
trend" (Glendinning, Miles, Lecture on Leith Fort, 19 November 1992) 
Although the Leith Fort housing design competition emerged from political pressure, it 
was nevertheless accredited as being of a high standard, with as many as twenty-eight 
competitors presenting housing schemes. Professor Leslie Martin, the assessor of the 
competition, was a former architect of the London County Council and was himself 
held in high esteem. Participants included some highly qualified architects such as the 
established firm of Robert Matthew and Johnson Marshall (RMJM) whose design won 
second prize. The RMJM design was reused for Hutchesontown B, a housing 
development in Glasgow, in the following year.2 
The winner of the Leith Fort housing development and of the premium of 750 guineas 
was John E.A Baikie, A.R.I.B.A., A.R.I.A.S. and Associates. This group of young 
architects were John Baikie, Michael Shaw Stewart and Frank Perry. The group did not 
yet have an office when they won the competition in January 1958. Subsequently, John 
Baikie and Michael Shaw Stewart left their present employment and established a 
partnership which was soon joined by Frank Perry. The frrst stage of the project was 
Cairngorm and Grampian Houses. The original designs of the second and third phrases 
were extensively altered.3 These tower blocks were of 21-storeys high, and linked 
1 Ibid. 
2 Glendinning. M .. "a lecture note on Leith Fort", the speaker's personal collection. 19 November 1992. 
3 The initial aim of the Housing Committee was to abandon the second and third phrases. The minute of 
the meeting of Housing Committee, Improvement Sub-Committee, 28 February 1965, 219 
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together at the podium. The top floor of the podium was claimed to have a view across 
the Fife of Forth. The construction took around two years and Grampian and 
Cairngorm Houses were opened in 1962. 
5.2.2. A Building Description 
The Edinburgh Housing Corporation acquired the site of Leith Fort from the War 
Office, when the latter was relocated elsewhere in the mid 1950s. The site contained 
old military stone- buildings - the ruin of an 18th century stone fort. The available site 
was in awkward shape but provided a reasonable area of land within the vicinity of the 
City. The Builder described the site as 15 acres situated in the west part of Leith close 
to the shores of the Forth. The site was well elevated, commanding a wide view over the 
Firth, with the Fife coast five miles to the North. 1 
The ground floor comprised car parking spaces, three shops and service rooms. The first 
floor or podium level included a lift hall, a laundrette, a caretaker's office and a 
toddler's play area. Each typical floor-plan of the tower contained 4 units of flats with a 
communal area. The flats were both single-bedroom and two-bedrooms. The architects 
arranged two types of floor-plans: type a) 2 single and 2 two-bedroom flats and type b) 
4 two-bedroom flats. The arrangements were designed to accommodate various age 
groups on each floor. The aim was to recreate a balance of age groups as in any natural 
growing community. Each flat had a fire exit through one of its bedrooms. The interior 
designs of the flats were equipped with hot and cold water, kitchen, bathroom and built-
in furniture. 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were well planned from both the architectural and 
sociological viewpoints of that time. The tower blocks were designed with a semi-
prefabrication construction system for which the components had to be specifically 
tailored. Cairngorm and Grampian House were built with in-situ concrete frames, clad 
with light grey pre-cast concrete panels. The concrete panels were specifically designed 
with the Le Corbusier's module system, which reflected on the pattern of the fa~ade. 
1 Special representatives, Leith Fort Housing Competition, (Edinburgh The Builder. 7 February 1958) 261 
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The site of the panels was- 8ft.l/2 inch, in overall height, with vertical joints occurring 
at 4ft. 7in., 6ft. and 7ft. Sin.. The inner-leaves of the external wall and partitions were 
made of light weight cellular concrete. (See 5.4.1 structural integrity) 
Figure 5. 1 ,<\erial view of Leith Fort llousing Estate in 1991 [5- l] 
NrFJ 
Two types of floorplan of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 






Figure 5. 3 Ground floor and podium floor-plan [S-3] 
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Figure 5. 4 Interior A) Ltving room B) Bedroom with fire exit on left door, C) Kitchen (5-4) 
Abo1 c. E.\temal panels \\ere of 
vanous modules 1\ uh the anfluencc 
of I c Corhu~acr 
Lcfl· Vic11 ofGrampaan nnd 
Cairngorm l lo~-s from Lind:.a) 
Street 
Figure 5. 5 External views of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses [5-5) 
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5.2.3. Image of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
This was the first time in Scotland that tower blocks were constructed with 1.25-ton pre-
cast concrete panels, assembled by high-cranes without scaffolding. During the 
construction, the buildings were reported as having problems with high wind and mist. 
Figure 5. 6 Cairngorm Houses under consuuction 
during 1960-62 [5-6] 
"Hoisting heavy blocks over 180 feet in 
the air and placing them delicately in 
position was a skilled and complicated 
task in ideal weather conditions. Rain, 
wind and sea fog made it impossible" .1 
Lack of experience in such new methods 
slowed down the construction process 
and also resulted in poor craftsmanship 
and defective construction details. 
The architect:>' comparative lack of 
experience was of considerable concern. 
The Edinburgh Corporation did not 
expect this remarkable project to be won by a group of young architects. Practically, 
the original design had to be adjusted a considerable amount because of construction 
costs and technological capacity of Scottish construction industry at the time. 
Alexander Steele. the City Architect, made extra effort to develop the design. He "tried 
to hedge round the three by giving them his chief housing architect, Harry Corner, 
almost as a chaperone. "2 A number of specialists had to be assigned to work on various 
areas of the building's construction. For example, Messrs. Shaw Stewart, Baikie & 
Perry recommended that Mr Jorgen V arming of Denmark be appointed as a consultant 
for the preparation of the heating systems. Mr V arming was one of the foremost experts 
in Europe, having wide experience in all types of heating systems.3 Alterations to the 
design of the tower blocks took almost 2 years to complete. Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses had always had the image of controversial buildings and were always receiving 
1 Evening News and Dispatch (Edinburgh), 9 April 1965. 
2 Glendinning. M., "a lecture n01e on Leith Fort ", the speaker's personal collection, 19 November 1992. 
3 The minutes of the meeting of the Housing Committee. Improvement sub-committee, I 0 June 1958. 
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attention from the public. With such a high level of architectural design, it is not 
surprising that the Edinburgh Corporation and the public had high expectations for the 
Leith Fort housing. 
Throughout the 30 years of their existence, the tower blocks received both praise and 
criticism. On the one hand, the Architects' Journal praised the tower blocks as the work 
. __ ... -:-. ...... , 
LEITH FORT PROJECT 
THE WORK OF 
'TRUE PIONEERS' .,...,.,_ . . ................ 
::--·~·.:s 
=~-· 
'~·'\:\'t=l .... .. ... _. ............. ,.. __ 
Figure 5. 7 Leith Forr was praised as pioneering 
work in Evening News 9 April1965 [5-7) 
of true pioneers . The journal gave its 
professional verdict thus. "Testing the 
result on the basis of workability and 
servicing. cost and construction 
techniques. consumer opinion and also 
aesthetics produces a credit balance on 
almost every count." 1 Gillian Clark of the 
Scotsman reported on July 10 1965, that 
the tower blocks performed well as a 
dwelling. Residents seemed to be satisfied 
with the interior design and floor-plan, 
which conformed to the sociological science of modern habitat. Most of the residents 
were also satisfied with services in the buildings, such as the under-floor heating, the 
refuse disposal system. Nonetheless, one of the drawbacks of the tower blocks was 
external appearance. The residents and the majority of the Edinburgh people had 
negative opinions on external concrete panels. In an edition of the Evening News, dated 
April 1 t 11 1963, a Labour councillor criticised the tower blocks as ·a grey uninspiring 
uninviting monstrosity'. The criticism provoked an immediate response from the 
architects, who claimed that the criticism was unjustified and would damage their 
reputation. They claimed that such criticism was a political rather than an architectural 
issue. Finally, the Housing Committee had to announce through the press that the 
criticism was a personal opinion and not a reflection on the architect reputation. 
Nevertheless, the Evening News reported that a number of councillors expressed 
negative opinions towards these modern tower blocks. 
1 "Leith Fort", Architects ' }ournallnformationLibrary. (7 Aprill965): 838 
F ig ure 5. 8 The 
appearance o f 
Grampian and 
Cairngorm is at the 
centre of a 
polemical debate 
Evening News 17 
April 1963 (5-8) 
ARCHITECTS Gl¥ N 
ASSURANCE ON DE 
5.2.4. The decline of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
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Grampian and Cairngorm Houses received greater criticism when they came into fully 
use. Within 18 months of opening, the tower blocks were facing serious problems from 
vandalism. lt was reported that "the vandals, majnly non-resjdents, '"play hell " with the 
lifts, break glass and have been known to set fire to the lift motor room" .1 Caretakers 
were employed but they were unable to provide the surveillance necessary to many 
areas of the buildings. Vandalism was persistent throughout the buildings' life. 
Complaints also included inadequate craftsmanship and construction details. The 
residents pointed out that their flats were leaked when there was heavy rain, especially 
on the north side facing the Firth of Forth. The Evening News reported that the tower 
blocks received insufficient maintenance and were being poorly managed. The report 
included a complaint about maintenance of the surroundings. Young boys were 
·walking ljke trapeze a rUsts balanced on nearby crumbling slum walls; "fall-out" jn 
open heated cellars beneath the tower block: and a plan to bujld a public convenience 
jn full view of tenants· wjndows. '2 Residents of Leith Fort felt that their houses were 
not treated with consideration. Such incidences were psychologically disturbing for the 
residents and brought a bad reputation to the area. 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) . 9 April 1963 
2 Evening News (Edinburgh) 25 September 1969 
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Residents of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses usually had difficulties in using facilities 
and basic services. The cause of the problems seemed to be insufficient management 
rather than technical issues. To begin with, the density of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses was 140 people per acre, which was unusually high. With only 3 shops within 
the tower blocks, residents had to rely on a limited number of shops in the 
neighbourhood. Secondly, lifts and laundry facilities often broke down. The services 
were usually disrupted as a consequence of continuous overuse, as well as misuse 
caused by the lack of appropriate supervision for these machines. There was no 
information available for residents about how to operate the under-floor heating 





A £300,000, 17·rtorty okyscraper block of flat• at the hurt 
of , Leith could beco"'t • al-. nyo a tenanta ' leader, if 
Edinlllurch Corporati'ft are ..ot forced Into ac.tlon. 
Youna boys wall inc "llko trapeze •rti•ts" bol>nc:ed "" 
nearby crumblinc slum walls : " foll-outs " In open-huted 
cellors be~th the tower block : •ne! • plan to build a public 
con~~enlence in full view of tenont$' windows. 
~---... -
..a-u - · "' ... _..._ __ ., 
1\lrqolt "'- • ...---.. 
~.,~ ... 
Action pledge to 
tenants 
Figure 5. 9 Leith Fort experienced serious shortly after 
its completion, Evening News 25 September 1969 [5-9] 
equipment constantly breaking 
down, with no immediate repair 
being carried out. The demands for 
repair and maintenance were higher 
than the arrangement made for 
maintenance by the supplier. 
Thirdly, problems seemed to include 
the installation of incompatible 
machines. Edinburgh City Council 
and the machine suppliers held each 
other responsible for maintenance 
and its costs. This led residents to 
become concerned that Leith Fort 
would eventually become a slum 
area if Edinburgh City Council were not forced into action. 1 
In 1989, the residents of the tower blocks invited journalists, councillors and consulting 
engineers to visit Grampian and Cairngorm Houses in the hope that the appalling 
impression of these problematic buildings would accelerate the decision-making 
process. The highlighted area on Figure 4.10 shows a description of the intolerable 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 25 September 1969 
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conditions of the tower blocks and opinions of Nannctte Donaldson, a resident, and 
Councillor Carol Benn. There was however no further action undertaken to improve 
problems of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. This was despite the fact that already in 
the mid 1980s, Edinburgh Housing Department, under the Housing Committee, 
commissioned Ove Arup & Partners Scotland to investigate the condition of the 
external panels and their fixings. The report, submitted in May 1986, revealed 
problems related to the severe decay of the panels and fixing. Although, officially, the 
problems had been recognised by the City Council, the decisions on the improvement of 
the tower blocks were not made until October 1990. 
Figu re 5. 10 Housing 
problems at Grampian and 
Cairngorm Houses were at 
the worst stage [5- 10] 
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hou5UI& c:ommatl«'; (OU!)Callor Burnen 
CIMIClllor Carol l)(onn. uld tJJe ~IS ~ be 
fonse"auve !pokn· blow"n up and b«'&Wr 
woman 011 lM women's ~ bWlt ID lhear 
, •'mmau.c-e: AltSt.ur ~ But the lack of 
~ah. of t"On.<ultm~ landllll made U&at am· 
,.,~a nf't'r.> o-. .. O.rup :lr·! (J)OS5ible aDd tM nut 
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~~.a bwktle& ~urveyor •• 1 think it would be 
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Evening News 14 September 1989 The whole thang should 
be demolished · 
5.3. The Decision to demolish Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
The decision-making process on the demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
began in 1985 when the Housing Committee of Edinburgh City Council assigned Ove 
Arup & Partners Scotland to carry out a structural survey of the tower blocks. In 1986, 
the flrm submitted a report on ·Investigation into conditions of external panels and their 
fixings'. According to the report, the structural frame of the tower blocks was in sound 
condition but the external panels were deteriorating severely. The result of the survey 
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led to 4 options for the future of the tower blocks. Figure 5.11 shows the minutes of the 
meeting of the Housing Committee held on October znct 1990, describing details of the 




Cairngorm and Grampian Houses • 'Mth reference to Item 2 of minute of meeting of the Housing 
Committee of 6 FebruarY. 1990 there was submitted report dated 19 September 1990 by the Director 
of Housing detalllng th8 results ol a structural IIUr\l8y ot Q!lmgorm and Grarnplen Houaa by lhe 
Consultanta. Ove Arup std Pwtnera 
The external and Internal condillon or the properties had been II$S(t$$ed together YAth the 
Insulation qualities, roof conditions and life expectaricles of lhe structural franes. 
The Consultants had recommended two schemes o! remedlal/lmpro\llllllent measures v.tlh the !inal 
cost !or each estimated as follows-
Schcme1 
Scheme2 
(Seal and paint)£3.200.000 
(Overcladding)£4.200.000 





ceasing all Investment in these multi-storeys and undertaking planned 
demolition v.ith the sale of vacant land. resulting In an OV(l(all loss 01 152 
llats. 
obtaining altarnatlve proposals or seGI<ing partnerships .,.,;th other agencies 
such as Scottish Homes or private developers. 
undertaking mlnlrnal structural repairs and Installing a door entry system at 
an approldmate cost of £350,000 per block (£4.000 per house). 
undertaJdng a full refurbishment programma (Scheme 2) at an ~pro»mate cost 
of £2.100.000 per bloci< (£27.000 par house) as detailed in the report. 




that consideration of the matter be continued for two cycles of meetings lor 
the olfidals to report further on the nnancf~. tfmesc~e and lettinQ 
Implications of options 1. 2 <11d 4 abOve: 
that no further action be taken on Option 3 (mlnlmDJ structural repairs etc): 
and 
that the Director of Housing be Instructed to have further detaileu 
consultations v.\th local residents on the matter. 
Figure 5. 11 Minute of meeting of Housing Committee, Edinburgh City Council, held on 
2 October 1990 [5-11] 
According to the minute of meeting, an initial decision made by the Housing Committee 
was to cease all investments in Grampian and Cairngorm Houses and to consider a 
demolition plan with a view to redeveloping the land. The Housing Committee agreed 
that a minimal repair programme at an estimated cost of £350,000 per block would not 
be an effective solution and it was dismissed. In consultation with Edinburgh Housing 
Department, the Housing Committee resolved that further considerations was to be 
given to 3 alternative strategies which were 1) demolition and sale of vacant land, 2) 
obtaining alternative proposal or seeking partnership with other agencies; 3) full 
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refurbishment programme at an estimated cost of £2.100,000 per block. The Housing 
committee made a request that the Housing Department cany out further consultation 
with residents of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses on a rehousing programme, since the 
buildings were likely to be made redundant and demolished. 
Although the decisions on the demolition had not been finalised. the Housing 
Department began the process of rehousing the current residents of Cairngorm House. 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses began to be vacated by the outgoing tenants as of 
November 11 th 1990. By late 1991, the tower blocks became mostly unoccupied. On 
November 13th 1991, thieves broke into one of the vacant flats in Cairngorm House in 
an attempt to steal bathroom and kitchen fittings. The thieves damaged the pipeline and 
caused flooding in which 28 households were affected. 1 Most of the residents whose 
houses were affected accepted permanent transfer to other council houses. The rest of 
the residents of the tower blocks were gradually relocated to other area. It was during 
the period of housing reallocation that residents and building~ were most vulnerable to 
vandalism and crime. 
HOMELESSIIUS olh .. ,. 
,,.., £dlr>burgh Oktrl<l 
Cavncif •11«-Aitd aH•tnalln 
eccommod•tioft to• vkhmt of 
lho!loOd. 
Occupaolt oponl lodoy 
t••r\ng up uluttltd earr-t• 
ood pKI<IOt dry bol0f'9•0<1• 
lnto boxel ,.tdJ lo lu~• 
ROOT CAUSf: - d.,.,"'l"d pipeo in t>oit bO!tvon<" ood....,..., i1oocJ<oo9 
Figure 5. 12 Residents 
suffered from the ininal 
decision ro demolish the 
rwoer blocks [5-12) 
1 Report by Director of Housing, 1991 , Cairngorm House Flooding: Tenants' delegation, 3 December 
1991 
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In 1992, the Housing Committee gathered further information on all the available 
options. At this stage the full refurbishment programme seems to have been discarded. 
The Housing Committee approved the option of demolishing and selling the property, 
and resolved that its alternative redevelopment was to be advertised. The details are 
shown in figure 5. 13. 
!iousirg SUb Cormrittee 
~1 January 1992 
Report by tile Director of Hoysi,oo 
~~lliN ljOOSE 
'Illc ~ous.ing camuttee ~ 7 May _1991 had urder consideration a report which 
deta~lcd the various opt1ons ava1lable for the future t.reatncnt of thooe two 
r.t.tlti-storey blocks. One of these options was the der.olition of the blocks 
which it was estimated woold have a net cost to the COllnCll of £1.617m. ~ 
Ct::rnmi.ttee resolved:-
"to arorove the options for further COil§ideration of eit.her dcnplition 
or sa.le of the propertj es" 
and 
"that the opportunity for alternative developnent be advertised and that 
firm financial information be ootainod in regard to any sul::Jnissions 
which were received as a result." 
In view of the substantial net CXlSts which are anticipated if the Council were 
to proceed with denolition, ~ were taken to ascertain whether there was 
any Pros~ the flats be.ing brought back. .i,nto effective. ~.: A brief was 
prepared invit.ing developers to consider proposals for rofurb~t to 
provide dwellings for sale, shared ownership or rent by Housing Associations. 
Follo.vin:] advertisexrent of the project the brief was issued to fiw 
developers, who returned sul::Jnissions: 
Figure 5. 13 Report on approval of the demolition and disposal of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses, by Director of Housing on 21 January 1992 [5-13] 
The above figure shows that the estimated total cost of demolition was £1.6 million, 
which the Housing Committee considered to be a substantial amount of budget. If the 
decision to demolish Grampian and Cairngorm houses was to be made, all possible 
alternative options which may have brought the tower blocks back into effective use 
have to be thoroughly scrutinised. As seen in the figure, there were five developers 
submitting proposals for redevelopment of the tower blocks and their site. A company 
proposed the demolition and comprehensive redevelopment of the site which was 
discouraged. Three companies proposed the refurbishment of the tower blocks for low-
income housing which required deficit funding. The Housing Committee concluded 
that the economic viability of these proposals was to be considered in consultation with 
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Scottish Homes. The fifth proposal, from Muirfield Glen Ltd., was to refurbish the 
tower blocks as student accommodation. 
In the same report dated January 21st 1991, Scottish Homes confirmed that it would not 
be interested in funding any refurbishment project for the tower blocks. Thereby three 
proposals for refurbishment of the tower blocks as low-income housing had to be 
dismissed. Scottish Homes was probably the most resourceful agency for housing 
development, making its opinion a highly influential factor. 
In the briefing instructions, developers were to ascertain the requested 
availability of financial assistance fran Scottish Hares . '!he subnissions fran 
Lcxigeday, Norwest Holst and cruden Hanes all rely on sul::stantial levels of 
deficit furx:l.ing. Qiscussions have therefore taken place with SCOttish Hgres 
and QQQieli! Qf th!il submi§§iOM were l1'llde available. 
Confirmation has TY:1tl been received of SCOttish Hanes reservati ons in respect 
of deficit fun:iirq for refw:bishment. '!hey do not have confidence in thr 
market for owner~tion in ~~§ tvoe Qf orovi~iQD 1.\D;i l~tion, and ha:~~1 
serious_d@ts !:\§ to whether rehabilitation of the blocks is a value for lt'One:;( 
orooosition. 
Since deficit furx:ling for refurbishment of blocks is unlikely to be 
forthc:anirg fran SCOttish Hares, the pt:"q)OSals a::; submitted by I..cx:lgeday 1 
Norwest Holst and Cruden Hanes are unlikely to be viable. 
Figure 5. 14 Viewpoint given by Scottish I fomes indicating financial unviability as a reason 
that proposals for refurbishments of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were rejected lS-14) 
M.lirfield Glen Ltd have prcposed a ~ whidl does not involve deficit 
f\JOOi..n;l fran Scottish HaDes rut is funded thrc:u:lh &lsiness E?q?ansion Scheme 
arrangenerrt:s. nus is a two stage proposal whereby the fiats are initially 
used (8 years) !or stulent let:t:irg, am thereafter are offered for sale with 
the District Q:luncil participatirg in a profit sharin;J sdleme. Because of the 
novelty of this scheme further detailed ~raisal will be recpired of the 
financial ~ts. -= 
,-
'Ihe proposal by Jotlirfield Glen Ltd does not rely oo subsidy fraa Scottish 
Hanes b.lt may be worthy of further o:xlSideration upon clarification of the 
p~ fun:ling ~ts. It WOlld be prudent however to investigate 
further ~ons for redevelcpcent rather than refurbishnv:mt. 
Figure 5. 15 Report by Dtrector of Housing dared 21 january 1991, showing that without 
funding from Scortish homes, the economic viability of the proposal became questionable 
(5 15) 
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Also in the report shown in Figure 5.15, the proposal of Muirfield Glen Ltd. to reuse the 
tower blocks as student accommodation was. in principle, the only viable option 
because it did not require deficit funding from Scottish Homes. Nevertheless, the 
Housing Committee was highly concerned with the feasibility of this scheme and 
inclined to consider the other available option, namely, demolition and new-build. 
Scottish Homes recommended that the demolition of the tower blocks and new-build 
would be a positive factor generating more attractive investment opportunities. Also 
considered that demolition of Leith Fort low-rise housing would provide a ·suitable 
land package' for housing redevelopment. The reason given for demolition of the 
adjacent low-rise housing was that the site of the tower blocks would probably be 
devalued by the image of the low-rise housing. Figure 5.16 demonstrates that finance 
was a dominant issue when considering the future of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
from the viewpoint of Scottish Homes. 
SCOttish Hanes have also in:licated their view that derrolition am new-wild 
\tiW]_d repre:;ent better value for money, blt that it my be ne::essaz:y to 
incllrle tbe asDacent lgw-rise hoosim in order to asseghle a suitable lon;i 
oackage, qai so avQid negative valuation in ~ of the multi-storeys site 
Figure 5. 16 Scottish Homes standpoint which against the continuation of Grampian and Cairngorm 
I louses; Report by Director of Housing dated 21 january 1991 [5-16) 
The Housing Committee undertook further consultation with residents of Leith Fort on 
the proposal to demolish the low-rise housing. News of 





RESIOE:-ITS or ~lb's 
fort housing est.'lte rear 
their homes w.ll be 
demohshed lO make way 
for d<'velopers. 
t:chnb...-&b Olllrkt Counc•l 
•ant 10 tear dowa IM est.llt • 
no<or-s bl&ll-rlie flaiS - bul 
peopl• •n nearby R~m•lton 
and eannoa Wynd suspecl tht 
.a me fate aw&JIS 111em 
community in Leith Fort. Figure 5.17 shows that the 
residents would be strongly discontented if their homes 
were demolished and they were relocated to new areas. 
The residents expressed their disagreement with Scottish 
Homes ' recommendation and informed the Housing 
Committee about their intention to remain in the area. 
Figwe 5. 17 Rumour of demolition 
clisturbed the residenrs of the low-rise 
housing in Leith Fort [5-17) 
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Finally, the committee resolved that demolition of 48 low-rise houses in Hamilton 
Wynd and Cannon Wynd would be abandoned and consideration on redevelopment of 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses would focus on the remaining proposals which were 
1) demolition and 2) the refurbishment proposal by Muirfield Glen Ltd. 
In October, Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland (AHSS) requested Historic 
Scotland to list Grampian and Cairngorm Houses because of the buildings' cultural and 
architectural values. Dr. Stefan Muthesius sent a letter to David Walker, Chief 
Inspector of Historic Buildings, Historic Scotland, expressing his opinion for 
conservation of the tower backs. 
SchOOl Of At1 HiSIOry and MUSIC 
SMINC 
Deer Sir, 
Unlveratty of Eaat Ang .. 
Norwich NR4 7T J England 
Telephone NorwiCh (0603) !>6 161 
FAX (0603) 58553 Telex 975197 
9th October, 1991 
Further to ~yJ lotter concerning the listing of Cumbernauld, Hutcheson 
Town/Gorbols, and Leith Fort, I wish to state with regard to: 
Leith Fort Estate, Edinburgh 
1 understand that there ore proposals to de•oliah the towers and that they ore 
already empty of tenants. 1 want to underline again the importance of the 








D. Stefon Huthesius 
Figure 5. 18 A letter dated 9 October 1991, from Dr. Stefan Muthesius to the Chief Inspector of 
Histone Butldmgs, Htstooc Scotland rquesting the statutory listing of Leith Fort Housing estate 
[5-18] 
If Leith Fort housing estate was listed as a group of buildings of architectural merit, 
theoretically Grampian and Cairngorm Houses could have been listed as category-A 
listed buildings. As a result, the listed tower blocks would have had legal protection 
and the decision to demolish would have to be reconsidered, unless the Housing 
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Committee could prove that all possible measures for conservation of the tower blocks 
had been exhausted. In its attempts to conserve the tower blocks, the pressure group 
sent multiple requests to the Chief Inspector of Historic Buildings, Historic Scotland, in 
order to press its case for withdrawn the decision to demolish. There had been no reply 
from Historic Scotland. On January 1992, the Architectural Heritage Society of 
Scotland resent another letter to Historic Scotland requesting the listing of the tower 
blocks. On this occasion, the Chief Inspector of Historic Buildings, replied to both Dr. 
Stefan Muthesius and the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland. The letter to Dr 
Muthesius is shown in Figure 5.19 (see overleaf). The Chief Inspector explained that 
Historic Scotland lacked the financial capacity to support refurbishment. Therefore it 
could not respond to the request for statutory listing status of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses. Furthermore, the Chief Inspector also commented that nothing would have 
been gained from listing the tower blocks. He considered that spot-listing of the tower 
blocks would have resulted in the loss of 'local authority goodwilf. If funding became 
available, Historic Scotland would spend it to support other groups of special buildings, 
rather than the tower blocks that were an unpopular form of residential building. 
The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland decided to publish their viewpoint on 
the value of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses and anticipated public support that would 
have assisted the protection of the tower blocks. The publication of 'the conservation of 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses' provoked furious criticism from the Fort Forum, a 
local resident association in Leith Fort Housing Estate. The argument became a public 
debate in national and local newspapers. An officer of Architectural Heritage Society of 
Scotland was publicly condemned as a blockhead for trying to preserve the tower 
blocks. Nanette Donaldson, a tenant since the tower blocks were opened and the leader 
of the resident association, said: 
"Hogwash. They are superb example of a living nightmare. Perhaps Miss 
Crawford would like to do a swap. Only 20 of 152 flats are still occupied. The 
other tenants have been moved out. Some have been moved to other run down 
estates but they are delighted - because they are out of here! I know nothing 
about architecture but a blind man could see these blocks are an eyesore. The 
sooner they're razed to the ground, the better." (Sunday Mail (Edinburgh) 16 
February 1992 reported by John Finlayson) 
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LEITH FORT, EDINBURGH 
4 February 1992 
Good to hear from you again; it is too long since last we met. 
I am fully in agreement that the recent past has to be taken seriously 
and indeed read a paper on the subject at E1lropa Nostra's Heidelberg 
conference in September 1988. I presume that the material you previously 
sent is the paper Miles Horsey sent us in 1989 with photocopies of articles 
from the Architectural Review. 
There are in Scotland quite a number of schemes of this type in Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen, Perth and even small places like 
Kincardine-on-Forth None is pol)ula"!" !lS housin~ and in every case there 
are acute problems of keeping them tenanted and in repair. At Leith Fort 
the Housing Committee has decided to withdraw its tenants and attempts 
to secure private interest have failed. Any interest has been on the basis 
of retaining the remains of the 18th century fort and just possibly also 
one Shaw Stewart block, Fort House. Rehabilitation costs for the two 
point blocks alone are currently between £6m and £8m and even if that 
money could be found, finding tenants would still be a problem. 
Edinburgh District Council is not prepared to put any further money in it 
and is only interested in maximum site value to recover some of the 
outstanclin&r debt ns the development is only halfway through its loan 
charge period. Scottish Homes has refused to consider funding any 
rehabilitation there and at the moment we are unable to finance the 
restoration of several buildings of United Kingdom rather than Scottish 
interest wh.ich would have fairly universal support and there is simply no 
prospect of being able to m"'ke any contribution to the r estoration of 
Leith Fort, or, frankly, of securin~ Ministerial approval for the sums 
likely to be involved even if we had. Even if Wt" could have contributed, 
without the involvement of Scottish Homes, nothing could be achieved 
o.nyway. Against that background there is nothing to be gained, and only 
local authority goodwill to be lost by spot-listing the Leith Fort complex. 
On a more positive note, as part of our thematic survey programme, we 
will be looking at all the better housing developments of this vintage in a 
systematic way with a view to what should be Usted. If by some mirecle 
Leith Fort survives, its listing wW be easier to present in the context of 
a reasoned paper setting out the historic significance and relative 
importance of the examples considered. 
Figure 5. 19 A lerrer dared 4 February 1992, from the Director of lltstoric Scotland to Dr. 
Stefan Muthcsius e..xplaining reasons for declining the statutory listing of Leith Fort housing 
estate (5-19] 
Figure 5. 20 the group of conservationists was 
condemned by the resident group (5.20) 
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Mrs. Donaldson 's expression is an 
example of the generally negative public 
opinions towards Grampian and 
Cairngorm Houses. Such an opinion was 
held particularly by former residents. 
The public debate continued until the 
final letter concerning the issue from 
Architectural Heritage Society of 
Scotland was published in the Scotsman 
on 25 February 1992. Since there was 
no support from the public and Historic Scotland. the Architectural Heritage Society 
considered that it further debate would be futile. Emma Crawford, a development 
officer, with Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland, wrote at the end of her letter: 
" ... The society is pleased with the demonstrable interest in the architecture 
raised by this particular case, and hopes that the built environment will continue 
to attract this level of critical appraisal. and that proposals and plans for new 
buildings will likewise be examined carefully to ensure the highest quality built 
environment for the future ." {The Scotsman {Edinburgh) 25 February 1992) 
The decision to demolish Grampian and Cairngorm Houses had been postponed since 
1991 because no funding for the demolition had yet become available. Meantime, the 
Housing Committee was focusing on the feasibility of the proposal of Muirfield Glen 
Ltd., which required approval regarding financial viability. In September 1993, Leith 
Forum sent a letter to the Housing Committee in regard to the demolition of Grampian 
and Cairngorm Houses. This was the second letter reaffirming the Leith Fort residents· 
viewpoint which fu lly supported the decision to demolish the tower blocks. The 
residents considered that demolition was the most cost-effective decision. They asked 
the Housing Committee to approach the Scottish Office for funding of the demolition, 
so as to accelerate the decision making. Concerned with the time scale of the decision-
making, the residents also emphasised that the final decision needed to be made as soon 
as possible because the tower blocks had become a rubbish dumping ground, which 
caused health hazard and great inconvenience to nearby residents. Figure 5.21 shows 
content of the report by Fort Local Forum dated September 14th 1993. 
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3.1 /4J lla m"tlng a1 8 s.pltmbtr t Sl83. Fat 1.oc:11 FOI\IIft 'tloet echfMd of 
the Housing Commltttt'a decllkltl of 1 7 ~guat 1 ~ to noce the 
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3.2 H!Mng t..d a member of lhe Houelng ~t on the current 
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(b) to ·~ concern at the :'tth o1 time !liken by lht eot.d 
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CUTtnlly loolctd • lhougJI the matttt COUld "dreg on• lor 
bthet OOMidtllblt lime; . 
(c) to request that. becaJse of the dumping of rubbish on the 
site causing flte and health hazards and geat Inconvenience 
to neattly residents. lntertm measures be tal<an to Improve 
security ~Wound the blocl<s, such as: 
Figure 5. 21 A Report (I) a hl~o-eted In' fence. aay 15 feet. aunounding 
concerning the f-ort Local ltle and/Of 
Forum's letter, dated 14 (I) alodcld galaiMth 8CCia$ for gttagtus.s: and 
September 1993 [5-21) (d) that a further report tom the Oltector of Houtlng on the 
mantr be pr~~tr~ttd to the next m"ting ol the FONm. 
In 1994, the Housing Committee received from Muirfield Glen Ltd. an alternative 
proposal which aimed to reuse the tower blocks as a hotel complex. The company 
planned to carry out substantial refurbishment of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses for 
subsequent conversion into a 250-room hotel. The hotel would be franchised from and 
managed by Choice Hotel International. The Committee agreed to pursue the proposal 
for hotel use which would be viable both economically and socially. The proposal 
Hotel plan for 
'Terror Towers' 
£, enins News I 0 Seplen1b(r 1994 
by lan Swenaon 
would generate jobs in the 
local area. It was generally 
agreed that positive use of 
the tower blocks would be a 
better way forward instead 
of having to spend £1 
million for the demolition. 
Figure 5. 22 Evening News 
10 September 1994 on the 
hotel redevelopment plan for 
Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses [5-22) 
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At the same time, the Housing Committee had also accepted the lowest tender 
submitted by W J and D (Contracting) Limited at a total cost of £944,000 for the 
demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses prior to the expiry date of 12 February 
1995. The Housing Committee had to decide whether to proceed with the 
refurbishment of the tower blocks because it appeared that they would have to deal with 
the additional cost of securing the demolition tender. However, there was still no 
financial provision available for demolition in the Housing Plan Annual Policy 
Statement 1995-1999. If the demolition were to proceeded, additional finance would 
have to be sought. If the committee was to decide to proceed with the refurbishment 
proposal, it had to be a condition that Muirfield Glen Ltd. could provide a performance 
bond of £500,000. The bond was required to ensure that if the hotel proposal was 
unsuccessful, the City Council would not have to risk an increasing cost of demolishing 
the tower blocks. Finally, Muirfield Glen Ltd failed to meet the financial condition and 
the Housing Committee decided to demolish Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. The 
demolition actually began in November 1997 
5.4. The reasons involved in the decision-making 
5.4.1. Structural integrity 
The structural integrity of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was the first information 
which Edinburgh Housing Committee sought out. In 1986, the Housing Department 
assigned Ove Arup & Partners Scotland to carry out an investigation into structural 
condition of the tower blocks. The investigation revealed that the skeleton structure of 
the buildings was in satisfactory condition. The problems were concentrated on 
external panels and their fixings. The investigation revealed that the external panels 
suffered from concrete corrosion and failures of cladding panel ftxings. Firstly, the 
manganese-bronze bolt which held the external panel had strength failure. The bolts 
suffered from corrosion stress as well as being under the stress caused by misalignments 
of the external panels. According to the final report by Ove Arup & Partners Scotland1, 
manganese-bronze loses its strength, if it is in an atmosphere that is moist, containing 
1 Ove Arup & Partners Scotland, "Test on fiXings and concrete Cairngorm and Grampian Houses" 
(Edinburgh. Housing Department.1986, photocopied) 
Ill 
ammonia, and if it is under stress. The gaps 
between the external and internal panels of 
the tower blocks were in such an 
atmosphere. It was suspected that the 
ammonia originated from fertilizer plants in 
the nearby Leith area. 
Figure 5. 23 Cross-section of external panels 
and details of fiXing failure (5-23] 
The report also pointed out that the external panels were affected by excessive corrosion 
and spalling of concrete or, to use the engineering term, carbonation of concrete. It was 
believed that the nature of the external panel, which was exposed precast-concrete, was 
a causal factor. The carbonation of concrete increases its hardness, causing irreversible 
shrinkage and reducing the concrete's alkalinity (thickness of cover of the concrete) 
allowing the steel reinforcement to be exposed to the outside environment and begin to 
corrode. It was reported that, for a number of the panels, the cover reinforcement was 
as low as 0-5 mm, while acceptable figures are 30-40 mm. Laboratory results estimated 
that within 10-15 years, the carbonation would progress at 7.5-10 mm, putting 
additional reinforcements at risk. 
Although the failures of the external panels and the fixings could have been repaired, 
the available solutions appeared to be expensive and were considered economically 
unviable. After refurbishment, the repaired external panels would have lasted for only 
10-15 years. Therefore the Housing Committee resolved that the decision on the repair 
of the external panels was to be dismissed. Nevertheless, the skeleton structure of 
Grampian and Cairngorm houses was in a good condition. This increased the 
possibility of reusing the tower blocks, although new methods of cladding would be 
required. 
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5.4.2. Financial and Economic factors 
As seen, the Housing Committee of Edinburgh City Council had a limited financial 
capacity for dealing with the problems of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. According 
to its priority objective, the Housing Committee aimed to uproot all the problems 
related to Grampian and Cairngorm Houses, and so the decision to demolish the tower 
blocks was a preferential option. The Housing Committee stated clearly that it had no 
intention to continue any further investment in the tower blocks because it was 
considered to be a waste of public funds. Despite such a clearly stated objective. the 
Housing Committee did not make the actual decision to demolish the tower blocks in 
1992 and not even in 1995. because there was no funding available. The City Council's 
decisions on the future of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses depended upon financial 
availab ility in the Housing Plan Annual Policy Statement or other sources of finance. 
Figure 5. 27 shows that it was probably not until 1996 that funding for demolition 
would be available. The decision-making process was not straightforward because of 
the intricate process of obtaining the demolition cost of £1.6 million. Viewed in this 
way, the option of repairing the tower blocks was dismissed without further discussion 
due mainly to the cost of the repairs which was beyond the financial capacity of the 
Housing Committee. 
6 . 1.2 No specific provision is contained within the Council Approved 
1994/ 95 or 1995/96 HRA capital Programme. If the demolition 
option is chosen, to achieve the required expenditure, will 
involve 4ltering the current 1994/95 HRA Capital Programme and 
the 1995/96 HRA Capital Programme as stated in the Housing Plan. 
This will obviously delay the priorities at present. 
Repon dated 13 September 1994 by the Executive Director ofHusing: Caimgonn and Grampian Houses 
Figure 5. 24 A report indicated that there was no funding for the demolition of Grampian and 
Cairngorm Houses available before 1995/ 1996. Housing Rehabilitation ;\rea (HRA) programme. 
[5-24) 
A solution to financial capacity is private sector investment. There was a proposal for 
reuse of the tower blocks as hotel. The Housing Committee, under a consultation with 
Financial and Economic Development, realised that the refurbishment for hotel use 
would generate a positive socioeconomic impact within the Leith area. The reuse would 
also help the City Council saving the demolition cost. Nevertheless, it would appear 
that the Housing Committee did not give priority to maximise the use of the tower 
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blocks. The case study suggests that the Housing Committee decided to pursue the 
refurbishment options because it had not yet obtained funding for demolition and also 
partially because political obligation to pursue this possible solutions proposed at the 
beginning of the decision-making process. 
5.4.3. Management policy and Functional Performance of Buildings 
According to the Housing Committee of the Edinburgh City Council. the inilial decision 
on the problems of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was to cease all investments in 
these two tower blocks. 1 A reason given for the decision was the low efficiency in 
functional performance of the buildings. The functional performance efficiency was a 
measurement of the tower blocks' performance under an environment condilioned by 
the Edinburgh Housing Management Policy. Regarding the expectation of the Housing 
Committee on the performance of its housing, Grampian and Cairngorm Houses had 
been substandard; for example, poor acoustic and heat insulations, water penetration 
during heavy rain, social problems and vandalism. Although it seemed logical to cease 
using the buildings because of performance inefficiency. these problems were the result 
of both the inferior quality of the buildings and ineffectual management policy of the 
Housing Committee. The following discussion will examine the extent to which the 
Other Rrlevanees raised 
included late- nlebt noise 
from people Jeavilu~ the 
commtmitY ceotre bv a 
door oo to the toWer block'S 
p t a z z a ; baolintr doOrs 
caused bT wind iMide the 
buUdin.g : ball and stair 
windows which children 
easily ~ed : tenants' 
ladt of lnstructiOM on how 
to work cenltlll beatinJ": 
car l)UIUDJ; de:relict pro· 
-perty nearby; warte~J"ound; 
and uneafe hoerdiags. 
l\cmng '-C\" 25 <;eptcmbcr 1969 
Don·t Jet our home~ turn to ~Jum~· 
Figure 5. 25 Ltst of 
compl:unts on livmg in 
Grampian&Cairngorm 
I louse (5-25) 
Housing Committee justified its decision with the 
performance inefficiency. 
The functional performances of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses were affected by their intrinsic faults such as flawed 
construction details and defective design features. Due to 
the fact that Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were the first 
twin tower blocks in Scotland, such problems were likely to 
occur. The efficient performance of the tower blocks also 
depended on an advanced building system, for examples, 
lifts, plumbing and electricity systems and central waste 
disposal. The building contractors and architects were 
1 the minute of the meetjng of the Housing Committee held on znd October 1990 
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inexperienced in many areas of construction problems. It was likely that defective 
construction details had occurred during the construction period and many problems 
became known only after the tower blocks were in full operation. One example is 
lighting in the hallway of the bed sitting room for pensioners. It was reported that the 
pensioners had inconvenient access because the hallway was very narrow and had little 
daylight without electric lighting. When electricity failure occurred, the disruption was, 
reportedly, rather unbearable. The tower blocks also had problems with severe 
condensation because the ventilation system was inadequate for a concrete building in 
Scottish weather. There were often reports of the breakdowns of lift and other facilities 
caused by overuse as well as by misuse (See 5.2.4). These problems persisted and 
caused considerable anxiety to the residents. 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were always known as one of the most deprived 
housing estates in Edinburgh. The tower blocks always suffered from social problems, 
petty crime and vandalism. It was believed that defective design features of the tower 
blocks contributed greatly to such antisocial behaviour, the loss of sense of community, 
drug abuse, crime, and litter. The problems with building designs and crimes were 
detailed in a research carried out by Oscar Newman (Defensible Space, 1972) in, 
repeated as a UK wide study over a decade later by Alice Coleman (Utopia on Trial, 
1985) (See chapter 1). The research evidence demonstrated that if a place lacks natural 
surveillance by the residents and a clear sense of 'territory', such a place is prone to 
crime and vandalism. According to the explanation, Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
suffered severely from vandalism because in many areas of the buildings there was no 
surveillance by caretakers or residents. For example, anyone could gain access to the 
service rooms on the ground floor directly from the street. Caretakers, whose office was 
in the lobby hall on the first floor, were unable to provide surveillance for that area. As 
a result, the garages and service rooms on the ground floor were often vandalised. The 
lift machine room was set on fire many times. Thieves stole plumbing fixtures from a 
vacant flat and the resulting damage caused floods in the buildings.1 There were 
evidence that the staircase were used by drug addicts and some people having sex on the 
1 Report by Director of Housing. Cairngorm House Flooding: Tenant's delegation, 3 December 1991, 
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staircase.' There was also a lack of surveillance in the toddler's play area. Young 
children were oflen bullied or trapped inside by older children.2 Similar explanations 
can be applied to damages occurring to the lift machine room and other vandal-prone 
areas 
Figure 5. 26 The toddler's play area with a high wall was turned to an area for bullies Qeft), 
E ntrance to garage and serv1ce room on the ground floor (right) [5-26] 
On the other hand, housing mismanagement could also have been a key factor 
contributing greatly to substandard performance of the high-rise housing. Although the 
City Council concluded that the defective design of the tower blocks was a key factor 
leading to their demolition, residents and the pressure group for conservation of the 
tower blocks dismissed this conclusion. Miles Glendinning, a representative of 
DoCoMoMo, argued that management problems were a result of the incompetence of 
the Housing Committee. He believed that Grampian and Cairngorm Houses could be 
decent housing provided that adequate management was arranged, and therefore, the 
Housing Committee should not be allowed to spend another £1.6 million of public 
money to demolish 152 houses and resulted in empty site. This view was shared by 
residents of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. The residents argued that "Il 's not the 
design that's the problem. Safety-wise the towers are very well designed; the real 
problem has been the Council, which is now threatening to demolish them. "3 There was 
a lack of routine maintenance on the buildings. For example, 70 families, who lived in 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 7 March 1992 
2 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 10 July 1965 
3 The Scotsman (Edinburgh), 25 February 1992 
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Grampian House. had to share eight domestic washing machines. No immediate repair 
was carried out, which resulted in serious damage to the building material. As Charles 
Maas of Muirfield Glen Ltd commented "These high-rises don't work anywhere in the 
Extract from: 
Miles Glcndinning, Scotsman 
25 February 1992 Points of View P, I 0 
But th1s turns on 1t's h~ad the real 
issue: whether a municipal 
authority, havins itsdf run down 
expensive public assets, should then 
be allowed to spend another £1.6 
million of the people's money just 
to destroy 200 houses and produce 
an empty sit..:! 
Edinburgh District Council's 
housing chairman, Councillor J 
Ournett, tells us blandly (Points of 
View, today) that "management 
problems" made Leith Fort "diffi-
cult to let'' and Jefi it in need of 
re_p:~irs. The counc1l, having imp:~r­
tially monitor~J their pcrfonn~ncc, 
could then pronounce them a 
failure. 
For lhc first 20 years, the blocks 
were properly managed, and wdl 
looked afier by their tenants. By 
1982, car~taking h:ad be.:ome inter-
mittent, and, as a result. vand3lism 
(from outside) sr:~rted. Uy 1988, a 
vicious ctrcle was set: a new, lax let-
ting policy, mu5hrooming 
v3nd:llism (from within), 
despondency and d~:parture or the 
older tenants. 
Figure 5. 27 A criticism on the 
decision on demolition of the 
rower blocks [5-27] 
world when they're run by the public sector. These 
officials have too many functions to satisfy over and 
above managing the building." 1 As a result, the 
washing machines were often inoperative due to 
overuse. Grampian and Cairngorm Houses would have 
been a decent housing if the City Council had a 
effective management policy. Viewed in this way. the 
performance inefficiency of the tower blocks does not 
give sufficient reason to cease the use of the buildings. 
The evidence in this case study suggests that it is more 
likely that both inferior quality and mismanagement 
contributed to the performance inefficiency. 
Nonetheless, the performance inefficiency of 
Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was a valid reason 
to cease their use because the Housing Committee 
considered that financial requirements of the tower 
blocks, in the future , could not be managed by the 
budget given by Housing Management Policy. The delays in repair and maintenance 
were usually a result of limited resources including funding, staff, and technical 
knowledge. Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were programmed for low-income 
people for whom low rent was set. Consequently, the maintenance budget which came 
directly from the rent was not enough to cope with the requirements of the tower blocks. 
Councillor Jimmy Burnett commented on the budget that "Our housing plan 
demonstrates a need for the investment of £450 million and the capital programme is 
only in the region of £30 million. "2 Although this may appear exaggerated, a large 
proportion of social housings in Edinburgh did require enormous amounts of funding in 
1 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 19 September 1994 
2 Evening News (Edinburgh) 30 may 1989 
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order to provide adequate functional performance. In the past, the Housing Committee 
had learnt that the high-rise housing tended to cause extra problems than other types of 
housing. To conclude, the decision to cease all investment in the tower blocks was 
justified with regard to the long-term goals of financial considerations and housing 
management. 
5.4.4. Social value 
Social value represents the residents' desire to live in and sustain a housing estate. This 
is a key factor influencing decisions about the future of social housing. While Scottish 
Homes justified options of decision from economic and financial viewpoints. the 
Housing Committee considered social value to be as important as economic viability. 
In terms of investment, Scottish Homes proposed that the demolition plan should 
include 48 houses in Hamilton Wynd and Cannon Wynd so as to create an attractive 
land package for new housing development. If the Housing Committee had proceeded 
with Scottish Homes ' proposal, the demolition of the tower blocks would have been 
achieved in a shorter period, because Scottish Homes would be able to provide funding 
for the demolition. Housing development in Leith Fort would have been carried out 
with firm financial viability. 
SUMMARY 
It is a}:Pal:'eilt that SCOttish Hanes are not favoorably disposed Wrmds 
ref'Urbishment of the pt:qJert.i.es arrl would prefer to direct their furd~ 
resources t.owards a solution "Which involved delrolition of the blocks arrl 
redevelopnent of the site, including additional larrl to provide new ho.JSi.rq. 
Such a proposal would have considerable inplications for the 48 properties at 
Hamilton wynd and Cannon Wyrxi, arrl it would firstly be necessary to un::iertake 
full tenant consultation, if the Ccmni.ttee was tni.rded to exterd the potential 
development site. 
Figure 5. 28 Report dated 21 January 1992, by the Director of Housing summarises Scottish Homes' 
recomrnendauon on the demolition of Low-rise housing o f Leith Fort [5-28] 
However, the consultation with resident of Leith Fort resulted in strong disagreement on 
the demolition of low-rise housing in Hamilton and Cannon Wynd. Residents of Leith 
Fort had demonstrated that they wanted to remain living in the low-rise housing, in 
which a strong sense of community had been established. The residents desire to live in 
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the area may be described as the social bond which forms between the people and the 
place. Demolition of the low-rise would have destroyed the social value and 
subsequently the community. Residents would have to be reallocated to other social 
housing and that would affect their life. Therefore, it would appear that the Housing 
Committee considered that the comprehensive redevelopment of Leith Fort Housing 
was socially unjustified. 
5.4.5. Change of Appearance 
Social image and public opinion both had an impact on decisions on the future of the 
tower blocks. In the past, most of the residents had always objected to the appearance 
Figure 5. 29 proposed 
appearance of the 
tower blocks [5-29] 
of the tower blocks. Many described them as 'prison-like' 
buildings. On the contrary, the majority of the residents of the 
low and medium-rise houses were content with the appearance 
of their houses. The low-rise houses were partially built with 
stone and timber. The choice of paving material, setts and 
cobbles, assisted in creating a romantic quality which seemed to 
be easier to appreciate than the strictly technological aesthetic 
of the high-rise. 1 Councillor Derick Wilson, representative of 
the Leith area, expressed his opinion on the tower blocks " They 
were unpopular with the people who live there and I cannot see 
them becoming popular with anyone else" 2 Such opinions are 
not only held by the local politicians and the residents but also 
by the local authority, the public and architects generally. 
In practice, the appearance of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was of prime concern if 
the tower blocks were to be reused. There was concern that the original ·exposed 
precast concrete panels' of the tower blocks would discourage prospective residents, 
who already appeared to be diminishing in number. In 1994, the Executive Director of 
Finance and Economic Development also considered that changes in the appearance of 
1 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 10 July 1965 
2 Evening News (Edinburgh) 25September, 1992 
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the tower blocks · were one of the advantages that could be gained from the 
refurbishment programme. 
3.4 Based on the above it ia considered that the hotel option contained 





5 September 1994 
The physical appearance or the blocks '-1111 be elgniticAntly 
improved and enhanced. 
The potential employment generated by auch a ~ropoaal. 
In recognition of the TKS COnJultanta report on •Exploiting the 
Potential of Day Trip and l~ort Term Break Touri,. in ldinburgh 
January 1993• and advice received fraa tbe lxecutive Director of 
lconomic Develos--nt and latatea, there is a condder&ble JDUket 
for tbil type of developa~tnt in Edinburgh. · · 
Figure 5. 30 Report dated 13 September 1994 by the Executive Director of Housing, indicating an 
opmion in favour of change of appearance of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. [5-30] 
DEPARTliEST or PI.A.'iSISG 
I COC!\BllR~ STREET, EDI~'BL'RGH, EHI IBJ 
T£LEPHOSE 031 ·225 2~~4. TELEX 727143, f'AX 031·220 6626 




For anenlion ol Cherle Yeo 
21 Apt~ 1993 
IS/ MP/AF 
Dear Sirs 
THE CITY OF EDINBURGH DISTRICT<X>Ut\CIL 
CAIRNGORM AND GRAMPIAN HOUSE. LEITH FORT EDINBURGH 
In response to your request I confum my support fOl the principle of relurblshment ol the residential 
lower blocks. Cairngorm House and Grampian House. As long as you do not Increase the number ol 
residential unhs you will not require planning consent IOl the re-use ot the buildings. You will however 
require consent in respect o1 a malarial change to the appearance ol the blocks. lt will also bt 
necessary to have legally confirmed !het residents wUI enjoy permanent rights to use tho car parking 
spaces thal were prOIIIousty avalable to the local authority tenants of the houses. 
I understand you are aware o1 the arch~eclural history ol these bvldlngs and thal they remain the 
subject ol some inltrtSI. In thelr currenl cond~lon though they are an eyesore and their re-use in an 
unahered stale Is problematic. A change in thalr appearance therefore la to be expected. I commend 
your wor1c so far in this respect and I see h as an accep!able basis for proceeding. Design development 
howtlltf wll have to bt responsrve to public comment and my further consideration In depth. I look 




Figure 5. 31 A letter dated 21 April 1993 from Direcror of Planning ro ~fuirfield Glen 
suggesting that change of Grampian and Crumgorm Houses was to be expected (5-31) 
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There was a letter from the director of the Planning Department to Charles Maas, of 
Muirfield Glen Ltd, which suggested that the change in appearance was a key factor, 
should the hotel proposal be granted. He said "In their current condition though they 
are an eyesore and their re-use in an unaltered state is problematic. A change in their 
appearance therefore is to be expected. I commend your work so far in this respect and 
I see it as an acceptable basis for proceeding'. Figure 5.31 shows the full content of 
the letter. The local authority believed that changes in the appearance would contribute 
to the successful refurbishment of the tower blocks, regardless of the new functional 
requirement 
5. 4. 6. Negative Image 
The image of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses had long been negative in the public 
perception. The negative image stemmed from the magnitude of problems of this award 
winning development regardless of actual causes of the problems. An article in the 
Evening News, dated March 7th 1992, carried selective opinions of the residents and the 
City Council, the owner (See figure 5.32). Councillor Cardownie, a local politician of 
the Leith area, regarded the tower blocks as 'two monstrosities', 'a blight on Leith' and 
commented that nobody wanted to live in these buildings. Newspapers often 
emphasised social problems of the tower blocks, which to a large extent contributed to 
the negative image and led to public rejection. From the local authority viewpoint, the 
Housing Committee and Housing Department had experienced problems in 
management of the tower blocks, with which they did not want further involvement. 
The hostile perception of the buildings was also extended to the pressure group who 
tried to conserve them. The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland was strongly 
criticised for attempting to conserve the tower blocks. Due to the negative image, the 
existence of the tower blocks was believed to jeopardise future developments which 
would benefit the economic profile of Leith Fort Housing Estate and the neighbouring 
area. The tower blocks had discouraged Scottish Homes from investing in and 
developing the area. 
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THE GROUP fight-
ing to save two Leith 
tower blocks from 
demolition have been 
branded as "crazy" 
by the residents. 
Flats backers slammed 
The Architectural Heri-
tage Society of Scotland 
say Cairngorm House and 
Grampian House - built 
in the Sixties - are "too 
Important aDd valuable to 
be destroyed". 
The ~AIInburgh-based 
SO<'iNy l!OI)'ll the blocks 
,hllulcl ht· SC~ved bcl'ause. 
by PETER LAING 
Emrias News 1 Mlldll992 
"1'11eJ are of uncompromis-
iD&IY anlptural boldoesa 
llld were slpif~nt in uno 
precedented use of modenl 
materials and techniques." 
Junkie• 
"They're crazy!" said 
Catherine McLaren. who has 
lived in Grampian House for 
nine years. 
"It's temble - >'OU have 
JUnk•e:> on the stairs and 
people having sex on the 
stairs. Last year they pul In 
new beating and the bi!ls 
have gone sky·h•eh.'' 
~reen MC'Philhps. a 
resident for 13 yt>ars, said 
'1'he architectural society 
are nuts. The council ought 
to put them m there for 
three or four year.; and see 
how they hkc them then." 
Another resklfnt. Hnan 
Walson, added: "Tbey ~tre 
JU.•I rldat'ulou.' and out of 
toudl Thr fl~ts are 
horrendtou, m.wl1· .md 
ou~~ldf' They ~r~ Mt lit for 
human ht•mK' ·• 
Edinbur ~ DL,lrwl c 'uun· 
elllor I ounc:illor !\tl've 
C~trdownal' :la)'l the bl111·k~ 
mu~t go '"l'hf>y ~re u.:ly a 
two-hn&"r~ wiU\l' h• the 
rest of 1-:thnburgh." 
The AIISS 11re )\ll'kang to 
th~ar .;un' "I thmk tbey 
have &rt~ndeur and bold~ 
of coneerion." liilld ~:mma 
Crawfor• •h'\•l•J•II~nt 
oflirl!r 
Figure 5. 32 Negative opinions towards the tower blocks, Evcnang news, 7 ;'o.larch 1992 (5 32] 
5.4.7. Cultural Value 
The debates over the cultural and architectural value of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses were however undertaken amongst the people involved with Architectural 
Heritage Society of Scotland. In the actual decision making, the cultural value was 
considered to be irrelevant. The Housing Committee was not legally obliged to 
consider cultural value because the tower blocks were not listed buildings. Unless it is 
in the owner personal interest, if a building does not have a statutory listed status that is 
being legally protected, the cultural value will, in practice, normally have no impact on 
decisions on the future of buildings. The following discussion will consider cultural 
reasons for and against conseiVation of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses. 
To begin with, the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland appraised the tower 
blocks thus: 
"The 21 storey blocks were the tallest buildings under construction in Scotland 
in 1960, are of uncompromisingly sculptural boldness and were significant in 
their unprecedented use of modem materials and techniques. (Emma Crawford, 
the Scotsman, 12, February, 1992) 
According to the principle of listing, principle- 1.7c states L'l-tat a building may be listed if 
it was of "technological innovation or virtuosity, e.g. cast or wrought-iron, 
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prefabrication, early use of concrete.'' 1 Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were the 
modern buildings with innovative technology. Therefore the tower blocks could have 
been listed for its use of precast concrete panels. 
Secondly, the tower blocks represented an important period of the social history of 
housing reform in Scotland. Their designed follow directly Le Corbusier visionary of 
modern urban development2 as well as being aware of sociological science of habitat.3 
Le Corbusier saw high density as a prerequisite for mechanised mass-production. His 
idea of high density was "to decongest the centre of cities, increase mobility and 
increase amount of parks and open space "4, and his solution was high-rise buildings. 
Le Corbusier proposed high-rise block to accommodate not only houses but also the 
facility required for modern living such as school, shops, services and employment. 
The principle- I. 7b stated that a building may be listed if it was of "the special 
particular building types either for architectural or planning reasons or as illustrating 
social and economic history." According to DoCoMoMo Scottish National Group the 
Leith Fort was praised as "an extraordinary and unrivalled microcosm of all the UK's 
most advance housing design tendencies of the year around 1960. "5 Leith Fort was the 
first of its kind and marked a changing point in the history of Scotland's modern 
housing. The existence of the tower blocks was contributed significantly to the history 
of social housing development in Scotland. Dr. Stefan Muthesius wrote a letter to 
Historic Scotland describing the significance of the tower blocks as; 
a) Significance ... 
maybe not realised that this scheme is not just of Scottish but UK-wide and 
even international significance. On my experience in England as Vixoc 
lobbyist, I can state that in this country it would merit Grade 1 status-equal e.g. 
to the Royal Festival Hall. ... -thus, in Scotland, presumably Category A ... ? 
Stress ... as architecture not for social/historical reasons ... (Letter of Stefan 
Muthesius, October 1991) 
1 Historic Scotland, Memorandum of guidance on listed buildings and conservation areas (Edinburgh, 
HMSO, 1998) 
2 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 25 February 1992 
3 Miles Glendinning and Stefan Muthesius, The Tower Blocks. (Yale University Press.1994) 
4 David Rudin and Nicolas Falk, Building the 21'1 Century Home, (Oxford. Architectural Press. 1999,) 34. 
5 DoCoMoMo Scottish National Group. Report on Leith Fort. January 1992 
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The society argued for retaining original appearance of the tower blocks because it 
believed that the original design and materials of the tower blocks were of high 
historical and architectural merit in terms of the history of the modern movement in 
architecture in Scotland. Accordingly, the pressure group proposed to Historic Scotland 
that Leith Fort Housing Estate should have been listed as a Category-A building of 
architectural importance. 
The Chief Inspector of Historic Buildings explained some of the reasons why the 
proposal for listing Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was rejected, none of which, 
however, were given from a cultural standpoint. The Chief Inspector refused to 
designate the tower blocks as listed buildings of special architectural merit because the 
rehabilitation of the tower blocks was economically unviable due to the lack of support 
from Scottish Homes. The Chief Inspector claimed that Historic Scotland could not 
contribute to the rehabilitation of the tower block. He said: 
"Even if we could have contributed, without the involvement of Scottish 
Homes, nothing could be achieved anyway. Against that background there is 
nothing to be gained and only local authority goodwill to be lost by spot-listing 
the Leith Fort complex." (Letter from Chief Inspector of Historic Buildings, 
Historic Scotland, 4 February 1992) (See details in figure 5.19) 
The Chief Inspector of Historic Buildings evaluated Grampian and Cairngorm Houses 
from a socio-economic viewpoint, focusing on negative image, performance in use and 
financial viability of the refurbishment. In principle, these criteria were irrelevant to the 
practice with regard to the protection of the building which has cultural value. 
According to the Principle of Listing "no worthwhile building should be lost to our 
environment unless it is demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that every effort has 
been exerted by all concerned to find a practical way of keeping it." The Chief 
Inspector of Historic Buildings did not demonstrate that Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses were unworthy of statutory listed status. Economic considerations should not 
be Historic Scotland's primary criteria, whether or not its conservation policy was 
committed to the modern architecture. 
Historic Scotland may, however, have deliberately denied the buildings' cultural value 
due to political pressure. If Historic Scotland had listed Leith Fort, it may have caused 
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conflict with the City Council, because the listed building control would have given 
legal protection to the tower block, which the City Council preferred to demolish. 
Although the listing consent can be cancelled, the process would delay the demolition 
and resulting in extra cost of securing the buildings. Gavin Stamp, conservationist and 
senior lecturer at the Glasgow School of Architecture, commented on this conservation 
case that " ... the issue is too politically sensitive and historic Scotland lags behind 
English Heritage in its commitment to Modern architecture." 1 Therefore there is no 
counter-argument given from a cultural standpoint and, to some extent, it would appear 
that the cultural value of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was politically dismissed. 
Reasons against conservation of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses were discussed in a 
letter dated April 151 1992 from Mr. Oliver Barratt, a life member of Architectural 
Heritage Society of Scotland to Mr. Cordon Steele, chairman of Architectural Heritage 
Society of Scotland. As a life member of the society, Mr Barratt expressed his wish to 
disassociate himself from the campaign to preserve the Leith Fort tower blocks. He also 
asked the society to campaign for the demolition of the tower blocks. The debates over 
the architectural merit of the tower blocks were based on three basic components of 
architecture given by Vitruvius since the Roman time. Figure 5.32 shows his 
explanation in details. 
Mr Barratt argued that the tower blocks should be demolished because they had failed as 
architecture on the Vitruvius's criteria of Firmness, Commodity and Delight. 
Concerning 'Firmness', the tower blocks did not have problem with skeleton structure 
but had problems with their external panels which were deteriorating severely. 
According to the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland, the external panels of the 
tower blocks were the element that had architectural value. The external panels were 
original historical fabrics that were unable to be preserved. Mr. Barrett explained that 
on the criterion of commodity, the tower blocks failed to perform as good dwelling. 
The value of pioneering housing project could not compensate for failures of the tower 
blocks' performance. John N Boyce presented his argument in the Scotsman, that 
1 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 12, February. 1992 
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"Housing architecture must be about designing buildings for people. and not some 
giant experimental canvas." 1 Edinburgh City Council should not have built the 
experiment housing project in such an enormous scale. 
Concerning the aesthetic value of tower blocks, from the public viewpoint, the tower 
blocks were described by the public as "hideous monstrosities, a blight on Leith which 
make Alcatraz look like the Taj Mahal ". A local newspaper referred to a visit to the 
tower blocks as 'a shock trip to dirt and despair'. From a viewpoint of an architect, Mr. 
Barratt said in his letter that 
"Of course, beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but I regard the towers as 
hideous, as well as being visually intrusive in many views of North Leith, to the 
detriment of the conservation area as a whole, and especially to the setting of 
North Leith Church .. .I do not suggest that a building should be conventionally 
beautiful in order to be regarded as architecturally important, or listable .. .I 
would strongly support the society taking an initiative in seeking to persuade 
Historic Scotland to list some of the few buildings of this unfortunate 
period ... these might include, for example, Edinburgh University Library ... and 
if tower blocks must be included, those at Callender Park, Falkirk. These stand 
in an attractive parkland setting (as Le Corbusier intended) and have always 
well managed." (Oliver Barratt, letter to Mr Cordon Steele, 1992) 
On various occasions, the society pointed out that its observation on the appreciation of 
the recent past were often against the protection of buildings of historical importance. 
"The society is concerned with architecture of all periods and recognised, as 
history has repeatedly shown, that the aesthetic of the recent past are the most 
difficult for any generation to evaluate." (The Scotsman, 25 February 1992) 
"Ms Crawford however argues that taste is too short lived to be a central 
element in the debate over the demolition. Each generation rarely appreciate 
the immediate past: the Edwardians pulled down Victorian gems and the 
Victorians despise the Georgian" (The Scotsman 17 June 1992} 
The debate over aesthetic and historical value was an issue which was philosophically 
related to the tower blocks and clear-cut answers may not be found by this generation or 
in the near future. Nevertheless, during the decision-making process, the negative 
history of the building had left a strong mark on the public opinion and this was 
unlikely to change in the near future. The tower blocks were perceived purely as 
troublesome buildings for which demolition was the most preferential solution. In the 
1 Scotsman (Edinburgh), 25 February 1992 
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late 1990s. the negative social value of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses appeared to be 
strong enough to overshadow all the positive characteristics of the buildings. 
~~~ 
1 LONDON STREET EDINBURGH EH3 6LZ 
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Before cominq to the point of this letcer, I must confirm my 
And qood wishes on your appointment as Chairman of AHSS. 
Society has made a wise choice, and I hope that the job 
pleasure as well as the inevitable buzdcns of office. 
1 April 1U2 
congratulations 
I &Ill sure the 
qives you solfte 
1 wish to raise three matters in connec:ion with the Society's recent campaign 
to prevent the demolition of the two t950s tower blocks at Leith Fort, with 
tho request that they be raised at your Council meeting tomorrow . 
1 As a life member of the Society. I wish ~ormally to dissociate 111ysel f 
from the campaign to preserve th~ Leith Fort tower blocks, and for this 
to be recorded. 
2 I ask that the Society should rnconsider its position on this matter, 
and actively campaign fo~ the d~lition of the buildings. 
J I ask the Society to consider cttefully how it deals with an obviously 
.. c-:.:'1~~~·.:,.·•.: 1·:d.3!. c .... :re -of .. :..hi.;- l:-n.., , :t· -..~~~ Go vi:o: t.:. p:~t.6Ct.·ing--th 
reputation or the Society as a s~rious conservation orqanisation, as 
well as with protecting Scot.lol.: I'~ real architltctur .. l hltritaqe. 
ln raisinq these three related matters, I must state briefly my views on these 
tower blocks. They !ail as architectu a on grounds of co=modity (because the 
flats a::e generally rega.:ded by t~ . ., ;: fo~r,e~ and rof!ll\ining occupants as 
intolerolblol; fi=ess (because. alth,•uqh only 34 years old, the structures 
have fundamcntoll defects which aro partly duo to inherently faulty design, 
although lack of r.~&intenanco has al: o contributed t.o thia) 1 and delight 
(because they h~~e none, and never had). Of course, beauty is in tho eye or 
the beholder, but. I reqard t.l":e to,..e::s as hideous. as well as being visually 
intrusive 1n m11ny via'"'' of Nocth Leith, to tho detri:r.ent of the conservation 
area as a whole, and ospecially to thf setting of North Leith Church. 
I do not suqqest that a bu~lding shouli be conventionally beautiful in order 
to be toqard<!d as architeeturally iru;ortant, or listeblo. There are many 
buildings, especially industriel ones, which aro of qroat importance, though 
mi9ht only be regarded as attractivt by a few ~ople with a sjacialist 
interest. Leith Fott is clearly o! int:rost. as an exo1:rplu of a structural and 
soc~al experiment in the provision of ublic housing; but an experiment that 
tailed badly on social, economic and alchitectural grounds. For this reason 
the towers should be carefully recor< .,d by RCAHMS before deii\Olition. The 
record, with the Corporation records o: the tirr~ , and the subaequent history 
ot Leith Fort, will serve as an awtul ~arn~ng to future generations of what 
happens 10he:1 socic~t.y tries to ouild houses on the cheap, and to impose 
~ag~lded social ideals on its least rrivileqed ~~rs . 
1 a::t no:, I hope, the Hubert Fenwiclt of the 1990s. (He .:esiqned from the 
Scottish Georgian Society in a huff in ~l":e late 1960a when we decided to take 
an interest in buildings othor than Gc~•gian ones.) I would stronqly support 
the Society ta~inq an initiative in aeokir.q to persuade Historic Scotland to 
1 iet so11>0 of th" fe~ buildings of this unfortunate period which might be 
regarded aa qood architecture of th< ir time. These llliqht include, for 
I 
I 
Figure 5. 33 A letter date 1 April 1992, from Oliver Barratt to Cordon Steele concerning 
the conservation of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses [5-33] 
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5.5. Summary and Conclusions 
The decision making applied to the future of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses began in 
1986 with the aim of solving their persistent problems related to structural defects, 
social problems, vandalism and a high proportion of unoccupied flats. The decision-
making was delayed for several years because no funding for demolition had yet been 
available. During that time, new information was given to the Housing Committee from 
the public. On the one hand an architectural conservation society requested Historic 
Scotland to list the tower blocks in order to prevent the demolition. On the other hand, 
residents of Leith Fort demonstrated their full support for the demolition programme. 
These two opposing groups perceived the values of the tower blocks from different 
viewpoints. The conservation group evaluated the value of Leith Fort based on 
architectural history. Residents of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses had first-hand 
experiences, which were very negative. The contention that Leith Fort had such social 
historical value appeared to be provocative and offensive to the residents who would 
rather to forget the depressing past of living in the tower blocks. The Housing 
committee had no legal obligation to take cultural value into account because Grampian 
and Cairngorm houses were not listed buildings. As a result, it would appear that 
cultural value was irrelevant criteria to this decision making. 
From a socio-economic standpoint, the demolition of Grampian and Cairngorms Houses 
seemed to be the most reasonable decision. A main reason was that Muirfield Glen Ltd 
could not provide a financial guarantee for its proposal. It was ambiguous as to whether 
the buildings would become economically sustainable after the refurbishment. 
Nonetheless, it seemed that the City Council intended not to take any risk with the 
refurbishment of these buildings, because their negative image had undermined the 
Housing Committee's confidence in the existence of the tower blocks. 
Regarding the decision on the future of the tower blocks, the City Council ~ad to take 
into account multiple factors, including the cost of repair, the performance of the 
buildings, the administration and management of public funding, and the resident 
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opinions. The criteria by which decision on the future of Grampian and Cairngorm 
Houses were made are: 
• Structural integrity: the fundamental information from which other options 
derive. 
• Economic viability: these factor constitute another condition forming the 
practical framework for decision-makers 
• Functional performance of the building: a reason used mainly to assess 
efficiency of buildings. Records of the buildings' past performance assist 
decision makers to make decisions in this respect. 
• Negative image and appearance: these criteria which have a psychological 
impact on the decision maker, investors and general public. These are an 
intangible value however the case study has demonstrated that they have a 
strong impact on the future of buildings. 
• Cultural value: it was considered irrelevant to the decision making due to the 
absence of legal protection of the building. To some extent the cultural value 
was overshadowed by negative image that was held by the decision maker and 
stake holders. 
CHAPTER 6 
An Examination of the Decision-making Criteria applied to 
the Futures of MacRae's Housing Estates 
6.1. Introduction 
This case study aims to examine decision-making criteria applied to 20th century social 
housing estates. It takes examples from the works of Ebenezer James MacRae (1882-
1951), a prominent figure in social housing development in Edinburgh. During the 
1930s, MacRae, the City Architect, Edinburgh Corporation, designed social mass-
housing with the concept of modern housing that was being widely used on the 
European continent. Examples of his work included Craigmillar Castle housing estate, 
Piershill Square, Saughton Hall and Colinton. Despite the modern influence, these 
1930s housing estates were built in a traditional form- a pitch-roof, low-rise building 
with local materials. Around the 1970s, these housing estates inevitably went into 
decline. Many became unoccupied. Edinburgh City Council launched a housing 
rehabilitation programme in order to improve the housing and to attract more residents 
to live in the area. Despite its strenuous attempts, the City Council was unable to 
sustain the housing in satisfactory conditions. As seen in the previous chapters, by the 
end of the 1990s, demolition of unoccupied housing was carried out extensively. Some 
of MacRae's design housing estates were demolished to allow the redevelopment of the 
areas while some were refurbished. This case study undertakes a comparative analysis 
of criteria used in decisions on the future of two housing estates with almost identical 
characters, Piershill Square and Craigmillar Castle estate. The analysis will reveal the 
extent to which application of the same criteria may have an entirely different impact on 
essentially similar 20th century ordinary social housing. 
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6.2. Background of the Housing Estates 
6.2.1. A Brief Background of the 1930s Housing Improvement 
Piershill Square and Craigmillar Castle housing estate were part of a housing 
improvement programme commissioned during the 1930s. In the inner city area of 
Edinburgh the housing problems were considerable, especially with regard to the 
standard of sanitation in the housing. Horsey explains that Scotland's municipal public 
health controls had been tackling diseases and overcrowding in deprived housing areas 
since the mid-19th century, the situation however remained unsatisfactory. 1 After World 
War I, the City Council carried out a large scale improvement programme aimed at 
refurbishing deteriorated houses, improving and expanding overcrowded flats, and 
building new houses. A report of the Housing Corporation in 1934 showed that: 
"Since the War, large Improvement Schemes have been and are still carried out 
involving the demolition of about 4,000 houses and the re-housing of about 
15,500 people in various areas at a total cost to date of about £1,500,000". 
(MacRae, E.]., Note on Rehousing, 1934,) 
Most of the Corporation houses - approximately 10,500 units - are three-apartment 
dwellings, while over 2,250 have two-apartment and more than 1,500 four-apartment. 2 
By the 1930s, it seems that Edinburgh had already had considerable experience in 
various aspects of mass housing.3 Various Housing Acts were passed in order to deal 
with specific housings problems. At the time, one of the most serious issues was 
overcrowding. The 1935 Housing Act was passed to deal with this problem. It was 
reported that 17, 101 houses in the City were overcrowded. This led to slum clearance 
and construction of new housings. The Scotsman described the situation: 
"Altogether the corporation has dealt with nearly 7000 slum houses since the 
beginning of the campaign. No fewer than 22000 persons have been affected 
by the various schemes, and the majority of them have been accommodated in 
the new housing areas. (The weekly Scotsman (Edinburgh), 13 May 1939) 
During the 1930s, new housing estates were built at various locations around the city of 
Edinburgh, for example Craigmillar, Piershill Square, Granton Mains, Stenhouse, 
1 Horsey, M .. Tenements & Towers (Edinburgh, RCAHMSIHMSO, 1990), 8. 
2 The weekly Scotsman, (Edinburgh), 13 May 1939 
3 Hurd, R., "Clearing the Slum of Edinburgh" (Edinburgh, the Architectural journa1,1930, photocopied) 
and MacRae, E.]., Note on Rehousing. (Edinburgh, 1934, photocopied) 
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Criagentinny and Saughtonhall. The programme was carried out under the commission 
of Edinburgh Housing Corporation. Ebenezer James MacRae was the City Architect, 
and his idea of modern housing had a considerable influence upon the design of these 
housing estates. 
6.2.2. An Important Local Architect: Ebenezer lames MacRae 
Ebenezer James MacRae (1882-1951) came to Edinburgh when he was about 15 years 
old. He was trained as an architect and practiced in the city. He joined the Department 
of the City Superintendent of Works in 1908 and in later years became a city architect. 
During the First World War, he served with the Royal Engineers. MacRae was a highly 
experienced architect whose work included Portobello power station. the extension of 
the City chambers, Heriot-Watt College and the nurses' home at Bangour Hospital. He 
was also involved in the design of social housing, to which his contribution was highly 
appreciated. Sir John Falconer, former Lord Provost of 
Edinburgh praised MacRae for his interest in domestic 
architecture. He said designing social housing "is the least 
independent of the arts and [. .. } for its appreciation requires 
an intimate knowledge of the social. political. and religious 
conditions of the people by whom it was produced ". 1 
Between the 1930 and 1940, the later period of his career, 
MacRae made considerable contributions to the reformation of 
Scottish tenement design. His idea of social mass-housing was 
Figure 6. 1 Ebenezer 
James MacRae 16·11 accumulated during his visits, in private and on-duty, to various 
housing estates in Europe. MacRae travelled, extensively, through most parts of 
England and Scotland as well as through many parts of Europe. In 1930 and 1931 he 
went to Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia. In 1934, he repeated this visit as a 
member of a deputation from the Scottish Department of Health. In 1935, he travelled 
to Prague and Paris, in 1936 to Copenhagen, and in 1937 to Paris again. One of 
MacRae's most important visits was that of 1934 when he was accompanied by John 
1 The Scotsman, (Edinburgh) 19 January 1951 
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Highton, the Secretary of Health Department. Mr Highton selected three senior 
companions for the trip to Europe, to visit selected housing estates. Mr. Highton' s 
choices were Dr. W. G. Clark, senior depute medical officer of Health Department for 
the City of Glasgow, John Wilson, Chief Architect to the Scottish Department of 
Health, Edinburgh City Architect Ebenezer ]. MacRae.1 MacRae expressed his 
appreciation of the visit: 
"It was of very great value to have this opportunity of studying on the spot the 
varying methods in which the different problems connected with the design, 
construction and general arrangement of housing schemes are being 
solved ... the visit has been worth while." (MacRae, 1934, the Notes on 
General Impressions of Continental Housing) 
In spite of the fact that the Continental visit was described as 'hurried' and 
'impressionistic' ,2 MacRae demonstrated his critical opinions on the sanitary and 
hygienic arrangements of the Continental houses in comparison to those in Scotland. 
He wrote: 
"There is no question that the provision in the present Scottish tenement is, as a 
whole, superior to what is to be found in any of the countries visited ... While in 
the Vienna tenement the principle has been to give access to a practically 
corresponding number of houses from one stair by having the house back-to-
back, so that each landing serve directly four houses, an arrangement which is 
obviously not in accordance either with building By-laws here or with modern 
opinion as to hygienic housing". (MacRae, 1934) 
His impression was not only reflected in his notes but also in his buildings. A good 
example of Continental influence in his work is Piershill Square, whose layout MacRae 
described as a 'continental arrangement' .3 It is obvious that a number of MacRae's 
housing estates were influenced by the Continental housing development. 
During his career, MacRae was always interested in new ideas. According to his 
records and actual design, MacRae's criteria for housing design were based on practical 
aims rather than avant-garde architectural ideas. A comment by Sir John Falconer, who 
wrote MacRae obituary in the Scotsman, dated January 19th 1951, probably best 
captured the core strength of MacRae 's designing skill. He wrote: 
1 John Frew. "Ebenezer MacRae and reformed tenement design 1930-1940" (St. Andrew. University of 
St. Andrew, 1991), 80. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
" ... through his training and practical experience he was keenly conscious of 
practical construction and working fitness in domestic architecture, combining 
an unusual knowledge of new and old materials, and always ready to 
investigate new products." (Scotsman, Edinburgh, 19th January 1951) 
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MacRae's opinion derived from his knowledge and experience in practical housing 
work, particularly with regard to health and safety and economic consideration. From 
an aesthetic viewpoint, MacRae 's design was never totally influenced by the modern 
idea. Frew comments that MacRae was a traditionalist whose passion was for 
Edinburgh Old Town, but, somehow, had an open-mind to the new. He adds 'Despite 
this, MacRae would never be more than a half-hearted convert to the Modernist cause. 
As Piershill Portobello and Restalrig Road elevations clearly reveal ... ' .1 The modern 
idea did not influence his design in terms of form and appearance but rather in practical 
aspects. He worked as the City Architect for 20 years and retired in July 1946. He died 
in 1951. 
6.2.3. A Building Description: Craigmillar Castle Housing Estate 
Craigmillar Castle housing estate was built in 1936. · It comprised 624 units of three-
and four-apartment flats. The estate was designed to accommodate families with 
children who needed to be relocated as a result of slum clearance in the city centre. The 
estate was situated adjacent to the junction of Peffermill Road, Niddrie Mains Road and 
Craigmillar Castle Road. The layout of the scheme was composed of six enclosed 
courtyards, one of which accommodated Peffermill Primary School. The estates 
covered Craigmillar Castle Road, -Avenue, -Terrace, -Loan and -Garden. Although 
such courtyard layout was usually found in traditional Scottish housing, MacRae 
expanded the scale of the courtyard in order to achieve modern standards of hygiene -
maximum sunlight, open-space and fresh air for all housing units. The large courtyard 
reflected MacRae's influence, which was also found in Piershill Square. 
The buildings were built with concrete but in the traditional form of two or three storey 
buildings with pitch roofs. The interior-space arrangement was described thus: 
1 John Frew, "Ebenezer MacRae and reformed tenement design 1930-1940" (St. Andrew, University of 
St. Andrew, 1991). 84. 
"The various apartments are reasonable in size; one noticed built-in wardrobes, 
electric plugs for fires, for other electric appliances or the wireless sets; neat 
bathrooms, press accommodation, a useful size kitchenette and low set windows 
that housewives will not find awkward to becomingly and economically 
curtain ... in the rear of the scheme is a grand open-space ten acres, which 
extends to the wall that surrounds the ground of Craigmillar Castle - which 1s 
reserved for a recreation ground by the Education Committee." (Evening News 
(Edinburgh) 16 June 1938) 
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The estate underwent a modernisation programme in 1972. Some parts of the concrete 
floors were removed and replaced with timber, 1 which would prevent problems related 
to condensation. Electricity, plumbing and drainage were upgraded to the standard of 
building in 1970s. Ventilation systems were introduced to the kitchens and living 
rooms. The ftreplaces were covered and replaced with central heating systems. The 
layout of the interior space remained as in the original design. In general, the buildings' 
functional performance was in good conditions. Although housing in Criagmillar 
Castle Road was built with concrete but its appearance looked like traditional harled 
tenement, with pitched slated roof. In some parts there were also forestanding stair 
towers, with vertical lights, used by MacRac elsewhere. 
Figure 6. 2, right, Layout of Craigmillar Castle Road, 1972 (6-2] 
1 Architectural drawing of Craigmillar Castle estate cross-section, dated 1972, Neil Alexander, Record 
Office, the Housing Department, Edinburgh. 
A corner or one or the latest dcvclopmcnt~:\t CT:\l~lnill:lr. 
on the left havio~ a du :ll C:lrrl:u:cwa·" 
Figure 6. 3 Cra.igmilbr Castle Road housmg esmte; \'1ew from Craigmillat ( as de road, from 
Evening '\.ews dated ~lay 13th 1939 [6 3] 
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1972: Record Office Housing Department 
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Figure 6. 5 Floor plans of 3-bedroom flats at Craigmillar Castle Road housing estate [6-5] 
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6.2.4. A Building Description: Piershill Square East & West 
Piershill Square was designed by Ebenezer ]. MacRae in association with A. Rollo, ]. 
A. Tweedie and M. Merchisen. The estate was built in 1937-39, in the later period of 
MacRae's career. The estate aimed to accommodate families with children 
dispossessed by the slum clearance programme. It comprised 234 three-apartment and 
108 four-apartment dwellings. The main bedroom was 150 sq. ft., the second bedroom 
120 sq. ft.. the third bedroom of 116 sq. ft. and the living room 180 sq. ft. Each 
apartment had a scullery and a bathroom with hot and cold water and gas 
Upper Floor Plans ofPicrshill Squarc,Edinburgh 1937, E. J. MacRfte 
Figure 6. 7 Upper Floor Plan of Piers hill Square (6-7] 
The construction of Piershill Square was of traditional stone masonry. It reused the 
stone of the Old Cavalry Barracks which previously occupied the site. Additional stone 
was from Northumberland and was of a type which had been found to weather well in 
Edinburgh. The buildings were given local traditional stone face-work under the 
supervision of Mr james Walker, 1 the clerk of work, who was an experienced 
stonemason. External walls on the front were of rubble stone masonry. The rear 
external walls were brick harled.2 The foundation and the ground floor were made of 
concrete. The upper floor was timber with acoustic insulation. The pitch roof was of 
timber structure, with Welsh or Scottish slates. The stairs were built with rolled steel 
1 MacRae. E J.. (Official Architect. September 1941). 427-429. 
2 (Scottish) a form of roughcast widely used throughout Scotland and the north of England. in which a 
mixture of an aggregate (usually small even-sized pebbles) and a binding material (traditionally sand and 
lime. latterly Portland cement) is dashed. or hurled (harled) on to a masonry wall. 
http://www.trp.dundee.ac.uk 
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joists (RJS) encased in concrete. This type of structure was blast resistant which was 
also used for buildings built during World War II. Piershill Square East also had 
underground shelters. After the war, the shelters were no longer necessary and were 
covered under the pavement and courtyard areas. 
s.'' }IAU:· C>I&CI<W SA'I><IHG 
ltOOPJHG Pf!L.'r 
1£U C'AST 




Figure 6. 8 Cross 
section ofPiershill 
Square (6-8] 
The flats were planned at 29 feet in width instead of the conventional standard of 24 
feet. Consequently, the angle of the courtyard was also widened so that the necessary 
number of houses could be retained (See Figure 6.9). At the rear, drying areas were 
provided with clothe-poles and screens. An objective of the design concept was to 
create a very large open-space, comprising a bowling green and a children's 
playground. Eighty two per cent of area in the estate was open space. 
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Figure 6. 9 Aerial v1ew ofPiershlll Square Housmg estate, 1991 (6-9) 
Figure 6. 10 lne rear courtyard of Piershill square \~"est, vtewed from sou m Qeft) and (agbt) the front 
courtyard of P1ershill ~uue East wttb playground, [6-10] 
Piershill Housing estate had two open courtyards from which the names Piershill Square 
East and West derived. The estate was composed of 3- and 4-storey buildings linked to 
create an interesting skyline. MacRae gave high priority to the favade design. He made 
extra efforts on the elevation design by applying two types of floor-plan in order to 
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create unity in the fac;:ade. To obtain the desired elevation, MacRae rearranged 
staircases to the front or back of the buildings. Some flats also had balconies at the 
front elevation but they did not provided easy access. (See figures 6.7 and 6.11) Soil 
pipelines were hidden in the rear wall to minimise frost damage and to avoid an 
unsightly elevational effect 1 
Figure 6. 11 shows 
views from East 
Courtyard [6-11] 
figure 6. 12 Front elevation (left) and rear elevauon of Piersh11l Square West (nght} [6-12] 
1 MacRae, Official Architect, September 1941. 
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6.3. Background to Problems related to the Social Housing Estates 
6.3.1. An Outline of the Housing Situation during the 1970-1990s 
During the 1970-80s, the increasing number of unoccupied social houses caused 
r-----------------------~ 
considerable concern for Edinburgh District SHATTERING 
EXPERIENCE! 
• :11 r and )1 rs Edwanl 
CORPORATION 1.10d~~ 'll'm del~bted 
------ to receive the ke) for 11 
rorporatloa hou5t-uatil 
HOUSE they saw tbr boast Ill 
\\ P~t PIJtoa. Edlnburp, 
u They eaU that a .\)oUsel KEY ready' for ~patlon ? l 
wouldn't put a' pig In Jt.') 
OPENED , atd Mr Lindsay. " l"m going stnJgb,t bidt to th.: 
House .~Jet~ Depart· 
DOOR To ment to ~ ~ bJln." He · 'coaipl&lDed of 
broke~~ w.m4ows , . • -
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dn the~ .a:dllpped 
E-*'Q-23~1• lsmk .... .. ~otm!salna 
plaster : ~; '¥ i., iJ'ackecl ce.~l· 
tng. ~ ~ ;  ~~- . 
Figure 6. 13 The rejection of a housing offer 
[6-13] 
Council. Although there was a great demand 
for social housing in Edinburgh, large 
numbers of social housing remained 
unoccupied. A number of prospective 
residents refused the offer of council flats 
due to their deplorable condition. As seen in 
Figure 6.13, for example, Mr Edward 
Lindsay and his family had been waiting for 
a council flat for 4 years. but decided to 
refuse the offer when they saw the flat's 
condition. In 197 4, the number of people on 
the waiting list for social housing was 
reportedly reaching nearly 10,000.1 Muriel 
Poole of the Evening News reported that the 
number of unoccupied houses was quoted by the District Council as 1.543. To a certain 
extent, this problem was the result of the dilapidated physical condition of social 
housing which made the houses undesirable for prospective residents. This problem 
occurred not only in Edinburgh but also in many cities throughout the UK where large 
numbers of social houses had been built. 
The housing stock required repair, modernisation, and some form of comprehensive 
rehabilitation in order to be brought 'up-to-date'. The local authorities were unable to 
deal with dilapidated houses on such a large scale, and therefore an alternative solution 
was introduced.2 The scale of housing problems seemed to be immense. The Scotsman 
dated February 24lh 1970, reported that among 4 cities in Scotland, 270,000 houses of 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 2 April 1974 
2 Balchin and Rhoden. Housing: Essential Foundation. (London. Routledge. 1998). 20. 
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the 900,000 council houses required remedial measures. There was a speculation, by 
news paper, that an enormous amount of funds would be · d " h h · reqmre tOr t e ousmg 
Problems in Scotland and that the probl ld · · · · ems wou reqmre tmmedtate acuon to prevent 
them falling into an irreversible state. 
Figure 6.14 The serious decline of social housing came under public 
scrutiny [6-14) 
The problems were greater and more urgent in Edinburgh and Glasgow since greater 
numbers of social houses had been built in these two cities. Many of the dilapidated 
houses were in the 1930s housing schemes. The City Council launched housing 
improvement programmes to modernise housing standards, focusing specifically on the 
improvement of environmental conditions. In the Scotsman, Mr. Peter James, a deputy 
city architect for housing, said "the older schemes were often visually unsatisfactory 
and suffered from the Jack of proper landscaping, unrestricted use of cars, neglect of 
private gardens, lack of play spaces and substandard dwelling. 1 He explained further 
1 The Scotsman (Edinburgh) 24 February 1970 
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that .. or the £883,681 rehabilitation fund, 36 per cent would be spent on introducing 
new housing, 40 percent on environmental improvement, 15 per cent on general repair 
work and 9 per cent on general improvement" .1 The improvement programme was not 
sustainable and the housing had often been vandalised and fallen into disrepair. 
The situation of unoccupied housing and large waiting list was not improving. 
According to Councillor Sleigh, the number of people on the waiting list for social 
housing in Edinburgh had increased to 13,000 and the number of vacant houses 
increased from 2.500 to 4,000 during the early 1980 up to 1986.2 Ken Smart reported in 
the Evening News that of all 4,000 unoccupied council-houses, 700 had been vacant for 
a number of years.3 Ken Smart referred to a report which showed that 300 houses had 
been pending demolition. At that time, the City Council was being criticised for its 
ineffectual housing policy. 
1 Ibid. 
Edinburgh DOW has 4000 
EMPTY council houses. 
And 700 of them have beell . 
vacant for a rmmber. of ~ :, 
- because they are In 
lar areas or run down. . J. n 
Evening News 12 August 1986 
By KejSMART . . 
O&bei~ 7"nJiilit":'the 
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"vojds " 300 vacant pendtng • • 'ne . Baal~ ~· AG:l~ on 
~ llJid a farther uoo empty - ~for certidD ~~areas 
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Figure 6. 15 report on the numbers of redundant soctal housing in Edinburgh 
[6-15] 
2 Evening News (Edinburgh) 27 May 1986 
3 Evening News (Edinburgh) 12 August 1986 
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In the 1990s, Edinburgh social housing however went further into decline and the 
numbers of unoccupied social housing remained substantial. It was said that 4,543 
houses were classified as ·Below Tolerable Standard' .1 These houses were not up to 
tolerable standard such as: 
1) A flXed bath or shower with hot and cold running water; 
2) A wash hand basin with hot and cold running water; 
3) A sink with hot and cold water running; 
4) An inside toilet. 
According to figure 6.18, in 1993, the Evening News claimed that there were 1,120 
houses without a hot water supply or an inside toilet and there were 1,910 houses had 
neither bath nor shower. These houses were classified as uninhabitable and required 
immediate improvement. Otherwise, such houses should be demolished. 
Figure 6. 16 Evening 





~ stan'J/d£t~=fn in 
Edinburgh fs d g, 
according to a new study. 
Government statistics show 
the number of sub-standard 
homes in the Capital is on the 
increas6. 
Between 1991 and 1992 the 
number of dwellings in the 
city officially classified as 
"below tolerable standard" -
BTS - rose from 4369 to 
4543, an increase of 4 per 
cent. 
BTS is defined as lacking 
one or more of the following: 
• A fixed bath or shower with 
hot and cold water running 
water. 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 13 January 1993 
• A wash band basin with bot 
and cold nmnlng water. 
• A sink with hot and cold 
running water. 
• An inside toilet. 
The figures show that of the 
4543 sub-standard houses, 
1120 were without either a hot 
water supply or inside toilet, 
while 1910 bad neither a bath 
nor shower. 
The figures brought con· 
demnation from Edinburgh 
South MP Nigel Griffiths who 
demanded Secretary of State 
Ian Lang launches an immedi-
ate aid programme for these 
homes. 
He said: "For nearly 2000 
Edinburgh residents not to 
have a bath or even a shower 
in 1993 is a disgrace. 
"The picture in LothJan Is 
even worse - 2060 homes 
lack a bath or a shower wbUe 
1578 have DO bot water and/or 
DO l.nslde toilet. 
"A total of 6867 homes in 
LotfUan are below tolerable · 
staDdard accordJDg to these) 
figures. I 
Evening News 13 janwuy 1993 
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Around the mid 1990s, a policy of demolition has been applied to most severely 
declined housing estates. According to Peter M cLean. business manager of the Housing 
Department, general decision making criteria employed to deal with the social housing 
are 1) Conditions of the houses; 2) Investment planning framework and 3) social 
indicators. The conditions of the houses include issues such as the life span of the 
buildings. the investment requirements, and the maintenance programme. The 
investment planning framework is concerned with investment policy and the availability 
of funding from both public and private sectors. Social indicator is an overall result of 
multiple factors. It includes ownership, the proportion of vacant flats in the buildings, 
demographics, age groups, ethnicity, people with special needs and the homeless. 
These three broad criteria are employed by the Housing Department when dealing with 
social housing. The next section will examine in detail the way in which the Housing 
Committee employed these reasons to deal with Craigmillar Castle road and Piershill 
Square housing estates. 
DearChanen 
I have been passed your question from Stephen concermng your e maol 
The answer to your question Is not really straight forward. However as a starter the following might be useful, if you 
have further questions I will be pleased to assist. 
The Housong sites which are identified for redevelopment or regeneration are currently identified by myself and 
debated and decided on by our senior management team. The information used for thiS exercise is analysed from 
our stock condition survey and our investment planning framework databases. To this Is added information concern-
ing social indicators, suitability of property types and external environment indicators. The resultant analysis allows a 
phys1cal indicator in terms of life span. Investment requirements and 30 year programme of Investment with mainte-
nance and repairs taken into consideration. Le. physical with financial characteristics. The social characteristics, 
although in some cases can be subjecUve in analysis 1nclude items such as reletting , turnover penods vo1d distribu-
bon levels of nght to buy levels of soc•allnclus•onlexclus,on age profile and area profile. 1.e. soctal indicators. all are 
given points within a matrix and weighted where necessary. The above is usually completed agaonst any now housing 
legislation and the like and the availability of levels of funding form both private and public. 
I trust this helps meantime, if you require further information please contact accordingly. 
regards 
peter macfean 
tel 0131 529 7228 
Figure 6. 17 An electronic mail dated 25 February 2003 from Business manager Housing 
Department (6-17] 
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6.3.2. The Demolition of Craigmillar Castle Housing Estate 
Craigmillar Castle Road housing estate had been left to decline for a long period. From 
the public viewpoint, Craigmillar Castle estate was visually appalling resulting in the 
••. ~ ................... ~: .·· . . ··.·.;!.<'i::.';-}1~ .. ·.-.-·,., .. :,: ··.>~·.··'\1 
KN.OCK THISSii~J 
SCHEME DOWN,.: ..• ·~;~ 
- - --·· . _ .._ ... ·. ·.· ;- ~.:. ~. 
Th11t's what Edinburgh should do .to : . 
Croigmi1111r, says Councillor Kane ':· 
Figure 6. 18 Evening News 14 March 
1967 (6-18] 
area having a deprived image. 'Knock This 
Scheme Down' and similar stories were 
continuously in the headline from the late 1960s. 
The estate was cited as 'soul destroying'. It was 
'the most obvious example of the need for 
rehabilitation within the city' by the City 
Architect Department.1 In 1967, Councillor John 
Kane claimed that many houses in the Craigmillar 
housing estate were overcrowded. He argued that 
demolition would be the best solution for this horrendous residential area and new 
houses with higher density were needed. Nonetheless, residents of Craigmillar Castle 
estate were of a different opinion. They refuted Councillor Kane 's claim and said that 
the estate was good housing with adequate facilities. The estate was situated near many 
playing fields, a library, four schools, five churches, bingo hall and golf courses. 
Residents of Craigmillar argued that the problem of overcrowding resulted from 
mismanagement by the Housing Corporation. There were many 4- and 5-apartment 
flats that were occupied by single residents, elderly people, and widows while large 
families with many children were allocated to 3-bedroom flats. Lack of maintenance 
was another cause of decline. Councillor Kane 's claim was seen as a pretext to 
demolish the housing in the area to make way for redevelopment. In 1972, the housing 
estate was modernised in 1970s building standards. According to Neil Alexander of the 
Record Officer of Edinburgh Housing Department, the 1970s improvement programme 
included repairs, renovating the physical appearance of buildings and upgrading 
building services such as the electricity and plumbing system, kitchens and bathrooms. 
There were no significant changes to the structure and form of the buildings. 2 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 23 March 1967 
2 Conversation with Neil Alexander, February 2003 
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During the mid 1980s, problems in the Craigmillar housing estate worsened. The estate 
became known as one of the worst residential areas in Edinburgh. It was reported that 
the estate was deprived in various aspects, and that the population of the area was in a 
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Figure 6. 19 Evening News 3 
September 1983 [6-19] 
men was among the highest of urban areas in 
Scotland.2 Mr Robert Hunter, the co-ordinator of the 
Council's programme for Craigmillar Castle housing 
improvement, showed the Evening News a report 
concerning social problems in the area. The report 
indicated that local doctors feared that the incidence of 
alcoholism, drug abuse and suicide was on the 
increase. Local people were subdued. Many were 
having financial problems. 3 The report concluded that 
"a major clean-up of gardens of empty houses and the 
open spaces was a top priority task, and also that 
urgent attention was required in the area of 
unemployment and job creation. 
In 1983, the Housing Committee seemed to believe 
that if the area had a better appearance, more people 
would be drawn to live in the area. Accordingly, the 
1980s improvement programme for Craigmillar Castle housing estate remained focused 
on the visual image of the area. Fences were built for each house's garden. New 
pavement and rubbish bins were provided. However this programme only had short-
term effects. The Craigmillar housing had been in a state of severe deprivation and was 
known as an area of concentrated social problems. Poverty was the most pivotal 
problem in the area and had a direct impact on housing problems. There were a large 
number of empty houses, which deteriorated rapidly. With the benefit of hindsight, it 
1 Evening News (Edinburgh) 8 June 1984 
2 Ibid. 
3 Evening News (Edinburgh) 27 May 1983 
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appears that the problems had become too complicated to solve by merely improving 
the landscape or appearance of the buildings. 
Figure 6. 20 Evening News reported on social problems and redundant social housing in 
Edinburgh (6-20] 
Around the end of the 1990s, Edinburgh District Council fully realised that the 
magnitude of housing problems in the Craigmillar Castle estate and launched a 
comprehensive urban regeneration programme. In 1999, the estate underwent an 
extensive demolition programme, to make way for the redevelopments. The 
programme was aimed at improving social structure on the estate and creating more 
jobs and commercial activity. It also involved minor upgrading of the building services 
such as the ventilation, heat insulation, and the heating system. The refurbishment 
programme was applied privately owned houses (marked in dark colour on the map) 
and to most of the houses situated close to main roads (left unmarked on the map). All 
the other 1930s that were unoccupied were demolished, regardless of its types. Some 
single houses. which theoretically were ideal residential buildings, were also 
demolished. The demolitions therefore gave a fresh impetus to improvements in 
Craigmillar area. 
ISO 
Figure 6. 21 Map of Crrugmillac Castle housmg estate showtng demol.tshed build.Jngs marked m 
red; dark colour cepresenung privately owned buildings [6-21] 
In 2002, Craigmillar Castle estate contained a small proportion of its original 1930s 
buildings. The new houses were low-rise semidetached buildings with contemporary 
elements, for example glass-canopies at the entrances, projecting window frames. The 
layout and appearance of the area had changed significantly. 
Figure 6. 22 \'iews from Crrugmillar Castle Gardens looking at Cra.tgmillac Castle Terrace. On 
Lhe lefr are new houses and on the nght ate office builclings, 2002 [6-22) 
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Figure 6. 23 \'iews of Cmigmillar Casrlc esmte in 2002: \) r rouses in Cmign11.1lar Casrlc Term cc; 
B) Houses with the onginal ~lacRae design in Craigmillar Castle Loan; C) Detached houses wah a 
~mall from garden and a modem glass canop~ at the from door [6 23] 
6.3.3. The refurbishment of Piershill Square Housing Estate 
Piershill Square has generally been recognised as a good housing estate. Residents 
were satisfied with the functional performance of lhe buildings. The environment was 
reported to be pleasant and social problems low. According to Stcphcn Whitehead,1 an 
architect with the Edinburgh Housing Department, the housing estate never encountered 
serious problems related to antisocial behaviour or substandard facilities. The 
building· s structure had usually been in good condition. In the early 1970s. Piershill 
Square also underwent a refurbishment programme similar to that of the Craigmillar 
Castle estate. The aim of the refurbishment was to improve the environment and 
landscape including the pavement the drying area. car-parking spaces and truck-access 
to paladin bins in the waste disposal areas. The most serious problem was with 
1 ConversaLion with Stephen Whitehead. FebruaJ) 2003 
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drainage, and was caused by underground bomb shelters.1 This problem caused a delay 
to the refurbishment programme which had to be postponed until the following years. 
The cost of refurbishment was estimated at £50,000. 
Figure 6. 24 





i\farch 1974 [6-24) 
During the 1980s, when Craigmillar Castle housing estate was having problems with 
anti-social behaviour and appalling environmental conditions, Piershill Square seemed 
to have relatively few housing problems. Nonetheless. Piershill Square underwent a 
period in which certain numbers of flats were unoccupied. The vacant Oats were used 
as furnished accommodation for homeless people and single youths. This was a result 
of the housing allocation policy which aimed to maximise the use of all unoccupied 
housing units. The introduction of homeless people and single youths in the community 
caused anxiety to the other residents. In 1992, Piershill Tenants Association made a 
complaint to the Housing Committee about this allocation policy. Mr Robert H Allan, a 
representative for Piershill Square, wrote a letter of complaint to Mr W. Stackhouse, of 
Committee Services. 




Date. u. OJ. 9Z 
DQar sir, 
Mr.R.H.Allan 




Furth~r to our tQlgphone conversation of Fr1.1lth 1nst. 
this 1s to confirm that the subjgct to be discussed at 
thll Housing committe" on 24th March 92 w1ll consist of 
two propQrtills within this area but 1 also apprQciatg 
that Pllrsonal problgms cannot bll gnterQd into.My main 
purposll of ~rtnotng thQSQ housQs to thll fore is usll thQm 
to show a w1der problem of thll situation i n Plllrshlll 
and ~h" further problems that are devllloping bllcaus" of 
Houstng Allocation Pol1cy of the District council,one being 
the effect on housing single youths in family houses and 
secondly refurbishment of homeless properties abovQ the 
standards of the surrounding proPilrties.This of course 
Wlll bll fully llXPlained at the timg of the meet1no and a 
attempt made at establishlnO communication betwgen council 
and all communtty groups, 
Yours Faithfully, 
Bob Allan. 
Figure 6. 25 A letter of complaint dated 14 !\larch 1992 from Piershill Tenants 
Association to the Housing Commmee [6-25J 
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The letter referred to the increasing problems of antisocial behaviour in Piers hill Square, 
which the tenants association claimed to be a consequence of the allocation policy. 
Piershill Tenants Association considered that it was inappropriate to allocate homeless 
people, single youths into a housing estate designed for families with children. The 
association was also concerned that the homeless flats were being refurbished to a 
standard above the surrounding flats. The Housing Committee responded promptly to 
the complaint. In a meeting of the Housing Committee, held on April 7111 1992, three 
weeks after the letter was submitted, the Housing Committee resolved that immediate 
action was required to stabilise the community and that the proposal to use unoccupied 
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flats for homeless people and single youths would be abandoned. This was one of the 
few social problems in Piershill Square which were reported to the Housing Committee. 
In the early 1990s, the Housing Department was preparing a modernisation programme 
for Piershill Square as part of a 30-year chronological programme for the modernisation 
of interwar housing. Piershill Square was considered for a modernisation programme 
by the Housing Committee on June 51h 1990, but no further action was taken. In June 
1992, Piershill Tenants Association sent the Housing Committee a letter complaining 
that Piershill Square was deteriorating rapidly and the decision-making process on 
refurbishment of the housing estate should be accelerated. 1 
Houllng~ 
7 A(Jrl/1~2 
(I) PlershiU Acea: Housing Allocation Pollc~ - Refw~J~ce was made to item 2(b) of the said 
minute v.nen. hailing heard a deputation om the Piershal T~J~ants Associatioo, the Sub-
Committee had resolved to recomm~J~d on a division that the Director of Housing be lnslructed to 
report on the points rei sed by the deputation. 
N. this meeting Councillor Bumett, seconded by Councillor Samuel moved the recornmendatJon of 
the Sub-Committee. Figure 6. 26 A 
Councillor Manson. seconded by Councillor Wals. moll&d, as an emendment, that Committal i\linute o f the 
recognise the acute problems of Plershll Sq.Jares East IW'Id West as outlned by the Piershll r-.Ieeting o f the 
TeniW'ItS Association In that thei'e was now a pr~onderance of s~le ~e housed In homes Housing Intended for larger families and escalating lnci ences of Mtl-s al aiAour: accordingly. 
Committee resolves to instruct the Director of Housing to take immediate steps to stabiise Commin ee held 
this community. speclflcally, In the short tenn, to ~J~sure that future allocations 'MII be made on 7 April 1992 to !amities from the waiting fist and that current proposals to utilise empty houses for 
furnished accommodation be abandoned. [6-26) 
On ad\4slon the mollon was Cllrled by 7 YOt81 to 4 and the Committee r~ ecc:ordl '4'(. 
In a meeting of the Housing Committee held on June 2nd 1992 the Housing Committee 
acknowledged the problems and resolved that refurbishment should commence in the 
following year 1993. Modernisation began at the end of 1993 and was divided into 5 
phases through 1992-1996. 
In phase 3 of the modernisation programme, the Housing Department had to rebuild 
part of the buildings. Some sections of the buildings had sunk as a result of a serious 
foundation problem. The problems were likely caused by the underground bomb 
shelters. The City Council decided to build new foundations and to reassemble the 
sunken section so as to retain the original appearance of the building. In 2002, Piershill 
1The Minute of the Meeting of the Housing Committee. 2 June 1992 
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Square was considered a desirable residential area and also recognised as a good and 
safe environment for children. 
Upd,:~f,~~- ~=-:n:,o.::,rr:~ ~J1 ;tf· systems and windows wUI 
for· ~~r~nlll ==u:.~Apri· 
homes ~~compteted 
ei\J f • 2 ·q S' During the modemJsatlon 
A£1.5 million~ i tenants and thelrfamltle8 ' 
l'salfon Di'oGJ--fot80 1 Jilllbe decaailed to 
cttyCoUnciJhousee has . ~'I caravan homes 
beiMi Unveiled. at~ Pat1c. 
The home$ In PfershiiJ Details ot the plana were 
Square ~~to be fully I"Miedtotenants at a 
modemiSed by the end of ~last night wfth 
this yeer. Oftlclals from Edinburgh 
Tenants have been told they Dlslrlct Council. 
will be given a choice of ~housing convener Mary 
kitchen and bathroom ~ulllgan aald the WO ril ls the 
deslgna. ~latest Pllrt of the council's 
ment scheme tor 
houaes In the Plershlll ....... 
Figure 6. 27 Eveing News 8 February 1995 16-27) 
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Figure 6. 28 Layout of P1ershill square, showing 5 phases of the refurbishment project during 
1993-1995 (6-28) 
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From a cultural viewpoint, the estate benefited from a window conservation programme 
in 1995. The aim of the programme was to enhance the visual image of the area by 
changing the windows within the area to double-glazing with timber frames. In legal 
terms, the housing estate had characteristics which could qualify for statutory listing 
status and should have been listed as buildings of architectural interest. The design of 
Piershill was a result of his long experience, collected from extensive travel to the 
Continent, as well as from his practice in building construction - in Scotland in 
particular. The architectural design concept of the estate is recognised as integrating 
modern mass-housing design and the traditional Scottish tenement. Its large open 
courtyards and the layout of the buildings are of European continental influence. The 
construction and materials use traditional Scottish methods. Piershill Square would 
have been listed as an example of "reformed tenement design" 1 in Scottish housing 
during the interwar period. The estate was an outstanding example of early municipal 
mass housing. However statutory listing of Piershill Square did not take place. 
During the period of research for this thesis in November 2001, Piershill Square had not 
yet been protected by statutory listing. Historic Scotland explained the reason in a letter 
to the researcher, dated January 26th 2002. The letter explained that the estate was 
listed in December 2001 but that new listed buildings may not yet be recorded on the 
computer data base. An explanation given by Miss Louisa Humm implies that a key 
factor for the non-listed status of Piershill Square in the earlier period was the Historic 
Scotland's perception of the value of 20th century buildings. In December 2001, ten 
years after the modernisation programme commenced, the estate was listed category 
C(s) for its importance as an example of the work of Ebenezer James MacRae. 
1 John Frew, "Ebenezer MacRae and reformed tenement design 1930-1940" (St. Andrew, University of 
St. Andrew, 1991), 80. 
HISTORIC 
Chanen Munkong, 
School of Arts, Culture And Environment, 
University of Edinburgh 
20 Chambers Street 
Edinburgh, 
EHI IJZ 
Dear Chanen Munkong, 
PlERSHlLL HOUSING ESTATE 
SCOTLAND 
26th January 2002 
Thank you for your letter dated 27'h January, which Mr Haynes has passed to me. I have 
recently completed the Listing Resurvey of the area around Piershill housing estate, and you 
will be pleased to know that the Piershill estate has been included in the new list, which was 
issued on 19th December 2002. It is possible that this new hsting had not been entered onto 
our database when you spoke to our listing officer. I enclose a copy of the list description. 
The original lists of buildings of special architectural and historical interest were mostly 
drawn up in the 1970s, when attitudes to architectural merit were much more conservative 
than they are now. Historic Scotland is currently carrying out a resurvey of the whole of 
Scotland, and all the buildings not currently listed arc reconsidered. This is done on a parish 
by parish basis, and you will understand that it is a very long process. However, we also 
consider individual buildings that are proposed for listing by members of the public, and arc 
happy to receive any other suggestions that you may have. 
I wish you all the best in your PhD, 
Yours Sincerely, 
MISS LOUISA HUMM 
Assistant Inspector of Historic Buildings. 
Figure 6. 29 Letter dated 26 January 2002 from Historic Scotland [6-29] 
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6.4. A Comparative Analysis of Decision-making Criteria 
6.4.1. Essential requirements 
Essential requirement is an important factor when deciding whether or not to refurbish a 
building. It involves structural condition, practicality of space arrangement and 
adaptability. Piershill Square was built of stone masonry and had good structural 
stability. In comparison with concrete structure of Craigmillar, stone masonry endures 
Scotland's severe weather over a long period of time. When repairs were needed, the 
building also benefited from the established knowledge of Scottish stone masonry. 
Despite an unpleasant image, the Craigmillar housing estate was in good structural 
condition. At each interview with three housing officers, Stephen Whitehead, a city 
architect, Neil Lawrence, a record officer and Peter Mclean, a business manager, they 
confirmed that both Piershill Square and Craigmillar Castle Road had satisfactory 
structural stability. 
Refurbishments of social housing depend on the adaptability of the buildings, in terms 
of structural and spatial arrangements. In the case of Piershill Square, Mr. Whitehead 
commented that there was no problem with the modernisation of Piershill Square. The 
buildings required minimal adaptation in terms of structure; however, slight adjustments 
of the kitchens and bathrooms were required to accommodate new appliances. 1 
Modernisation usually involved service systems such as electricity, plumbing and 
acoustic and heat insulation. All these are fundamental elements for the effective 
performance of the housing. The high degree of adaptability in these buildings was a 
result of MacRae 's concern for the practical aspects of housing design. MacRae 
realised that basic building services would require periodical upgrades in order to 
accommodate improved standards of living. As a result, MacRae 's design was highly 
flexible and remains functional today. The modernised plans of Piershill Square (Figure 
7.34) demonstrate that the buildings required minimum alteration in order to 
accommodate a modern lifestyle. Buildings with high flexibility generate better 
potential for refurbishment. 
1 Conversation with Stephen Whitehead a city architect in February. 2003 
original floor plan, 1937 
L.R. L R 
I. 
Piershill Square Housing Estate 
( .. -
F igure 6. 30 Comparison of the original floor plan, 193 7, and rhe refurbished 
floor plan, 1995 (6-30] 
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Craigmillar Castle housing estate should have had the same degree of practicality as 
Piershill Square, since both housing estates had almost identical floor plans. This also 
implies that their functional performance, as dwellings, should not have been 
significantly different. Although both estates appeared to have similar qualities, they 
were destined to different futures. It would appear that structural integrity, functional 
performance of the buildings and adaptability are not decisive criteria by which the 
decision to refurbish a housing estate may be made. 
Comparison of Piersbill refurbished floor plans and the original floor plan 
of Craigmillar Castle estate 
refurbished floor plan ofPiershill Square 
iijt_ 
original floor plan ofCraigmillar Castle estate 
Figure 6. 31 Comparison shows minimal adaptation of floor plans would have been 




The location of a housing estate can have impacts on the buildings· functional 
performance and on the residents. MacRae realised the importance of location and 
therefore devoted his best effort to finding the right location for new housing estates. 
Firstly, new housing estates for relocated residents should not be situated too far from 
I
IToo Far From Work 
One of the rent difficulties experienced 
in rehousing fhe people lies In providing 
them w1th houses in the centre, or com-
1 paratlvely near the centre. ot the city, 
close to their work. For this reason, 
many !amihes have had, perforce, to 
refuse alternative accommodation offered 
' them on the CIUtskirts They could not. 
indeed. afford to leave the city as their 
daily bread depends upon their being 
within reach of :heir work. And so they 
sit 10 thP most horrible discomfort, 
r unable to mt.Ve. One of the worst houses 
: I have ever seen houses a family in such 
circumstancPs. They soy the7 have been 
I offered a house in one o the new suburbs but lt is of no use to them for 
I the husband has got a small business together and to move out of the central 
part of -the city would mean that he 
I could not afford the transport. and that the business would go. He also has a young son who has started to work and 
he. too, would lose his Job were he 
I transferred to an outlying district as he has to start very early in the morning. · 
. This means that the whole. family would I 
have to go. on Publlc Assistance. This 
family's position In regard ' to the 
necessity for obtaining a house near their. 
work has many ?arallels. and is a . 
strong argument tor the building qf new 
houses ~n city sites wherever possible. 
Figure 6. 32 Evening News dated 21 
January 1939 [6-32) 
the city centre and work places, to minimise 
changes in life style. If their new houses are in a 
reasonable location, a group of residents should 
experience less housing problems. Secondly, the 
city council would not have to invest in the 
provision of infrastructure and services for the 
new housing estate, such as new schools and basic 
services for the everyday demands of those who 
have made the con1pulsory migration. MacRae 
showed that an urban environment where 
workplace and market were available was 
preferable for most working and middle classes 
people. Mass housing required that its location be 
situated near commercial and business activity in 
order to generate a balanced urban environment 
Piershill Square and Craigmillar Castle Road were built on locations that had different 
development potential. In practice. it had always been difficult to obtain appropriate 
sites near the city centre of Edinburgh. MacRae (1934) explained that, within the 
vicinity of Edinburgh, the sites of reasonable size were mostly occupied. When the Old 
Cavalry Barrack reallocated itself to a new site, the Housing Corporation had a 
tremendous opportunity to acquire the vacant site for a new housing estate. The 
location of the Old Cavalry Barrack offered considerable advantage to Piershill Square 
since 1930s. The site was adjacent to a main tramline and within a reasonable distance 
of the previous housing area. Craigmillar Castle Road was unfortunately situated in a 
suburban area of Edinburgh. Although the Housing Corporation arranged amenities and 
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facilities for Craigmillar Castle Road estate, the facilities went into decline because 
there were lack of business and commercial activities within the area. In the 1990s. 
central Edinburgh expanded and Piershill Square became a housing estate in the city 
centre area. Craigmillar Castle Road housing estate remained a suburban area and its 
environment did not undergo sufficient development. The initial facilities and 
amenities became deficient due to the stagnant local economy of Craigmillar area. 
Since the mid 1980s, prospective residents for Craigmillar Castle Road were reportedly 
reduced because of the unpleasant location. The area was condemned as a ·No Go 
Area' or 'uninhabitable'. Due to the numbers of unoccupied buildings and the demand 
WhetheJ:. tbe.y'i'e what are ·called 
"desj.rable ;. pr()perti~,'' howeVer, is 
another matte,r - altog~ther. ·They 
happen to be. in ~e£ eity_'s housing 
"no go" areas, ythere t~urgl{Cor-­
poration find 1t diffid.tlf "to let a 
house, far less sell . one. · 
Housing a.J;eaS such as • .t~ 
West Piltou C~cus and. ''.·~ : -~~,·-­
Cralg~lar O~e Road. · ~. f ~~-- .(\ · 
Figure 6. 33 James Gray's report in the 
Evening News 12lh October 1973[6-33) 
for accommodation for people who were 
desperate for a place to live, Edinburgh 
Housing Committee encouraged the 
Housing Department 'to rent the houses at 
all cost' and ·regardless of their 
backgrounds'. in order to reduce the 
numbers of redundant social housing. As a 
result, the housing estate lost its social-
economic balance which in turn exacerbated 
social-economic problems in the area as well as the number of unoccupied houses. 
In 1999, Craigmillar Castle Road was demolished and rebuilt in semi-detached style due 
to low demand for the housing in its original design. The new appearance of the area 
was considered to be satisfactory. Demolition and rebuilding apparently generated 
improvements. During an interview in February 2003 with Mr. Stephen Whitehead. a 
city architect. he inserted a sceptical view of the new houses in Craigmillar Castle Road. 
He comments that we will have to wait and see whether or not this process will really 
work out because problematic people are still residing within the area. He suspected 
that residents and their relationship with the housing could turn the housing estate in 
either a positive or negative direction. In general, location is one of crucial factors 
when making decision on the future of redundant housing estates. The impact of 
location and environmental conditions on the demand of housing is vitally important. 
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6.4.3. Cost of refurbishment and scale of the problems 
The cost of the refurbishment of Piershill Square was economically viable because the 
housing only required improvements for buildings and landscape. In contrast, 
Craigmillar Castle housing estate had greater problems related to social and economic 
deprivation. Large sums of money would be required for the redevelopment of the 
Craigmillar area, beyond refurbishing the buildings. It was realised that the magnitude 
of the housing problems in Craigmillar was greater than previously understood in the 
1970s. During the 1990s, a different approach was employed to tackle housing 
problems in the Craigmillar area. The 1990s improvement programme for the 
Craigmillar area focuses on comprehensive socio-economic development such as land 
use, social and economic activity, and the rate of employment. The City Council has 
paid more attention to job creation and community services. If the area comprises 
workplaces, business services and recreation activities, it is likely improve social and 
economic situation. Thus housing problems would be alleviated. 
6. 4. 4. Appearance of the buildings 
Piershill Square and Craigmillar Castle Estates had a traditional appearance - low-rise 
buildings with pitch roofs. Nonetheless, they were built with different building 
materials that seemed to have impact on the ways in which these buildings were 
assessed. Piershill Square benefited greatly from the obsolete buildings of the Old 
Cavalry Barracks. The existing military buildings provided MacRae with valuable 
stones, which were scarce at the time. The stones passed on their appearance to the new 
housing, thus harmonising it with the Old Town of Edinburgh which lent its historic 
characters to this 1930s housing estate. By the contrast, Craigmillar Castle housing 
estate, with its traditional form had potential to become a popular residential area, but 
large a proportion of the housing estate was demolished. The main reason was low 
demand for social housing in the area rather than quality of the buildings. Craigmillar 
Castle housing estate was built with concrete, which tends to appear dirty in high 
humidity, such as is found in Scotland. In the public eye, it had the image of a decaying 
housing estate, even though the structure of the houses was in good condition. In order 
to attract new residents, the City Council decided to demolish a large proportion of the 
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housing estate and built new houses with a different appearance. The finding of this 
case study is that the quality and appearance of buildings are not the most critical factor 
influencing the decisions taken on their futures. When considering housing problems 
from the viewpoint of urban planning, social and economic factors are given priority as 
a critical criterion. 
6.4.5. Value of Community 
The relationship between residents is a vital factor for creating a secure community in 
housing estates. Strong community values usually go hand in hand with low rate of 
social problems and high demand of housing estate. Accordingly, community value can 
have an impact on the decision making applied to changes in housing estates. As seen, 
residents of Piershill Square had established a strong community which the City 
Council also considered vitally important. On the contrary, Craigmillar Castle housing 
estate experienced disintegration of the community since the 1980. One cause of the 
disintegration was poor allocation policy. The Housing Department had used some 
particular housing estates to accommodate people with social and economic problems 
such as the homeless, antisocial people and drug addicts. When these problematic 
residents started causing problems, other residents was compelled to leave the housing 
estate. This policy had been applied to many social housing estates in Edinburgh. In 
most cases, it generated social disintegration. In practice, the concept of mixed classes 
of tenants did not produce the expected result in social housing. Instead of creating a 
balanced social profile, the concept led to 'class collisions', resulting in conflicts and 
instability in the community. 
6.4.6. Cultural Value 
The cultural value of these housing estates did not contribute to the decision on 
refurbishment of Piershill Square, nor did it affect the decisions on the demolition of 
Craigmillar Castle Road. The City Council was not legally obliged to consider the 
cultural value of these housing estates because they were not protected by the statutory 
listing of buildings of special interests. The cultural value therefore appears to be an 
irrelevant factor. From a viewpoint of the conservation of historic buildings, the result 
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of the 1995 modernisation programme did not affect the layout of the housing estate or 
the form of the buildings or the original fa<;ade. Therefore, the cultural significance of 
this housing estate is not compromised by the programme. This case study has shown 
that the modernisation of Piershill Square was carried out at minimum degree of 
alteration. The main characteristics of Piers hill Square remain without much noticeable 
change. Even the housing was a listed building during the modernisation, the same 
degree of alteration would have been undertaken in order to keep the building in use. 
Piershill Square was listed in 2001, six years after its modernisation programme. 
Whether or not Piershill Square was a listed building, the housing was likely to be 
sustained because it was desirable place in the housing market. Piershill Square was a 
valuable building in terms of quality of building, physical environment and visual 
townscape. 
6.5. Conclusions 
Piershill Square housing estate satisfied almost all of identified criteria by which the 
decision to refurbish unoccupied social hosing may be made which are: 
• Essential requirements 
• Location and environmental condition 
• Cost of refurbishment and scale of problem 
$ Appearance of the building 
• Value of community 
Craigmillar Castle Road, however, satisfied only essential requirements. The housing 
estate encountered severe social problems and was situated in a deprived location. 
Despite similar characteristics and being assessed by the same set of criteria, both 
housing estates were destined to different changes. This seems to be a result of the 
location and characteristics of residents and the existence of strong sense of community. 
The case study also demonstrates that change in the buildings and environment is as 
much a psychological demand as anything else in the case of Craigmillar Castle housing 
estate. A major psychological stimulation is needed in order to eradicate its former 
'deprived image'. Only then can further development of the area be attractive to private 
sector and prospective residents. Comprehensive redevelopment has become a solution 
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for problematic social housing. For Craigmillar Castle Road, demolition of the 1930s 
housing was to initiate significant change to the image of the area. The demolition of 
Craigmillar Castle Road did not derive from a defective architectural character or 
technical problems with the building. However, it was part of an urban regeneration 
programme which aimed to revive the confidence of the population. It is psychological 
factors which are believed to contribute to a successful project. 
CHAPTER 7 
Decisions-making Criteria for 20th century social Housing 
7.1. A Summary 
The case studies have analysed the decision making processes employed by the Housing 
Committee of the City of Edinburgh Council between 1980 and 1997, in order to deal 
with increasing social problems in council housing estates. Both the City Council and 
Edinburgh public considered that many estates had declined into an irreversible state of 
decay. Hence, the primary goal was to eradicate the immediate causes of the problems 
before a positive use of the housing was to be considered. As the study has shown, the 
City council employed rather radical solutions, such as demolitions and comprehensive 
redevelopments of residential areas. Such approaches were adopted, because most of 
the solutions employed during the 1970s-80 had proved ineffectual. For example, 
garden clean-up, repainting the buildings, emergency repair and small scale 
refurbishment. In the early 1980s, the Housing Department reconsidered the causes of 
the problems and shifted its focus to the actual underlying causes of decline, namely, 
the social and economic structure of residential area, architectural characteristics and 
antisocial behaviour. Security oriented design was adopted as a core solution, which to 
a large extent conforming with the theory of Oscar Newman (Defensible Space, 1973). 
In 1983, the concept was applied to the refurbishment of West Granton scheme-B as an 
experimental programme, which was considered successful. A similar approach was 
applied to other problematic housing estates. Buildings were adapted and upgraded to 
meet this new standard of housing design. In some severely declining areas, the extent 
of changes were considerable, such as the comprehensive refurbishments of Craigmillar 
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and Niddrie. In West Granton and West Pilton, the City Council decided to undertake 
complete urban regeneration of the whole north Edinburgh and waterfront areas which 
has been an ongoing initiative for over 15 years and continues to the present day. In 
this context, the decision-making process is an activity that instigates area 
redevelopment and urban regeneration. 
The new, open-ended strategy had a noticeable impact on residents. When making 
decisions on changes in housing areas, the Housing Committee simultaneously carried 
out multiple tasks such as economic assessment of housing improvement programmes, 
reallocation of current residents, and redevelopment of subsequent vacant sites after 
demolition. As seen in the case studies, the shortest decision making process was that 
ofTweedmuir and Teviotbank at Niddrie House, which took 6 years from 1985 to 1991. 
The decisions to demolish West Granton and Grampian and Cairngorm Houses, took 10 
years from investigation of problems to actual decision to demolition. During this 
complex process, some of the social housing was still partially occupied, despite its 
appalling condition. The Housing Committee reduced the extent of management and 
maintenance work because of the reduced number of residents. The reallocation 
programme was only fully implemented when decisions to demolish had been officially 
confirmed. The delays in reaching final decisions caused psychological distress to the 
residents and promoted vandalism. This happened at Leith Fort, Niddrie House and 
West Granton-A. Nevertheless, it is critical to be aware that in practice, reallocation of 
residents requires considerable time in order to match residents to their desired areas. 
Such problems may not have occurred in other demolition programmes. 
Although the Housing Committee is the decision maker that holds ultimate authority on 
the issue of social housing·. 1 it was supported by other working parties, such as the 
Director of the Housing Department, Special Sub-committees, Scottish Homes, the 
Planning Department, and experts from the private sector. No working party had 
authority in the actual decision-making but rather provided expertise on specific aspects 
of housing problems. The Housing Department was responsible for reports on 
1 Nonetheless, if the land is being sold, the decisions have to be rectified by the City Council and the 
Government. 
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structural integrity and building performances, which are normally undertaken by one of 
its units, namely, Building Design & Services. Financial and economic consideration is 
the responsibility of various departments of the City Council, such as City Development 
and Finance Committees. After the housing budget-cut in the 1970s, the City Council 
had to rely on Scottish Homes as a main source of funding for large-scale 
refurbishment. Scottish Homes was a national housing agency for Scotland and 
working in partnership with the Housing Committee. Scottish Homes, however, 
reserved full-authority on its own financial decisions on investments relating to 20th 
century social housing. Accordingly, it was an influential eo-decision maker whose 
opinions could change the course of decision making. Sociocultural value involves 
matters of townscape, social development, and cultural heritage. These issues were 
normally dealt with by the Planning Department in conjunction with Building Control 
and the Social Work Department. Exactly how the Housing Committee established 
sociocultural value is unclear. The documents concerning this category of judgement 
appear almost statements of opinion rather than recommendations. According to the 
case studies, sociocultural issues were raised by groups of people who did not have 
authority in decision making, such as residents of social housings, a pressure group for 
heritage conservation, academics, and the public. Some were in the form of open letters 
to the Housing Committee. Many were in the form of public opinions presented in local 
and national newspapers. Often the most useful information and insight into the 
housing problems were contributed by residents. Nevertheless, the inclusion of 
sociocultural value was entirely dependent upon the Housing Committee's decision on 
whether to consider or dismiss any opinions or information. 
There was considerable argument over the definition of sociocultural value of 20th 
century social housing and its inclusion in the decision making process. In 1992, a 
pressure group attempted to persuade the City Council to reverse the decision to 
demolish Grampian and Cairngorm Houses, a twin tower block in Leith Fort Housing 
estate. There was no legal obligation for the City Council to consider the tower blocks 
as architectural heritage because they were not protected by inclusion in the statutory 
list of building of special architectural interest. Although the Director of Historic 
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Scotland did not deny the architectural and historical values of the tower blocks, he 
decided not to designate the buildings for economic reasons. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the rationale behind changes in the man-made environment 
is an interplay of multiple reasoning methods. Concerning with 20th century social 
housing, the rationale involves three broad categories of reasons: essential requirements, 
economic consideration and sociocultural values. The thesis is concerned with the 
particular way in which these reasons contribute to the decision making. It focuses. on 
sociocultural value in terms of its practical definition and its impact in practice. Each 
housing estate had specific problems, hence different degrees of intervention were 
required. In general, there were two options: conserve/ refurbish or demolish and build 
new houses. The Housing Committee, the final arbiter, decides on the optimum option 
or a combination of them. Understanding their functions sheds light on the rationale 
behind changes in redundant zoth century council housing. 
7 .2. A Change in the Strategy of Housing Improvement 
The case studies illustrated two p~riods in which the Housing Committee employed 
different strategies to deal with the decline in 20th century social housing. During the 
1970s, the Housing Committee tried to create a good visual image for declining housing 
estates in order to draw people back into the estate and there were initiatives to 
encourage a strong community to be formed. Despite the further decline in many social 
housing areas, the City Council still attempted to solve housing problems in 
impoverished estates by means of landscape and building renovation projects. This 
gave immediate visual improvement and received positive responses from residents and 
others. Nonetheless, the results were short-lived. The case study demonstrates that the 
sustainability of a housing area requires improvements in socioeconomic structure such 
as employment, commercial activities, transportation, schools, shopping areas, leisure 
and sports facilities, in conjunction with an effective management plan. The landscape 
renovation project is an example of a misunderstanding of the nature of the problems. 
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Around the end of the 1980s, the Housing Committee approached housing problems 
from both urban planning and building design perspectives. Analysis of urban-scale 
problems was the first stage of sequential assessments by which causes of housing 
problems were identified. A result of this stage is generally known as location of the 
housing. If the location of a problematic residential area is to be redeveloped for other 
uses such as commercial or education, any existing ordinary housing will usually be 
demolished. Between 1980 and 1997 many residential areas in Edinburgh underwent 
large scale regeneration, for example Craigmillar Castle Road, West Pilton and West 
Gran ton areas. On the other hand, if the land use policy for an area remains unchanged, 
decisions on changes in existing housing will be made from building design perspective, 
which involves criteria stemming from three categories of reasons: structural integrity, 
economic practicality and sociocultural value. 
This study focuses on the rationale behind decisions on changes to 20th century council 
housing from the building design perspective. Nevertheless, it is necessary to discuss 
the analysis of urban problems, namely evaluation of location. Evaluation of location is 
a complex process carried out by a group of experts. It provides specific context for 
decisions on the future of buildings. The following explanation will treat the urban-scale 
analysis as an initial stage of decision making in order to focus on building-scale 
decision making. Therefore, this simplified process consists of two distinguishable 
stages: evaluation of location and evaluation of the future of buildings. 
7 .3. The Evaluation of the Location 
The evaluation of location aims to determine the cause of housing problems in a broad 
context. It investigates the socioeconomic structure of the housing estate in question 
and its neighbouring areas. In Edinburgh, a business-management team of the Housing 
Department is responsible for the evaluation of housing areas. One evaluation 
technique is matrix scoring, in which each factor is given a score by experts from each 
field, such as Social Development, Economic and Business Development, 
Transportation, etc. Apparently, there is no universal formula for the scoring method. 
According to Peter M cLean, a business manager of Edinburgh Housing Department, the 
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analysis of urban context is a series of assessments that have unique sequence, varying 
from case to case. The Housing Department refers to the result as 'socioeconomic 
indicators'. It represents the overall social and economic appraisal of a housing estate. 
Evaluation of location can also be carried out by means of visual inspection. The 
results, however, may not be as conclusive as the systematic evaluation method. Visual 
inspection of a housing estate give an impression of a location which is subject to the 
viewers personal standards. It is common practice for most prospective residents and 
home buyers. They normally observe signs of deprived environment and social 
problems such as 'decaying townscape', unoccupied buildings, vandalism, graffiti and 
litter on the street. 1 The results of visual inspections may contradict the resident's 
viewpoint and the socioeconomic indicators. 
It is critically important to differentiate between socioeconomic indicators that are 
obtained via scientifically systematic evaluation and that results gained from visual 
inspection. Although public opinion can be an influential factor by which demand of 
housing in particular area is measured, its validity is limited. Public opinion can 
certainly be used as valid evidence in housing marketing research. Nonetheless, from 
the urban planning perspective, such information appears to be inaccurate and 
insufficient. Scottish Homes, for example, also relied on this type of information when 
makingjudgements on housing investments. Around 1991, its market research on Leith 
Fort's low-rise housing identified low-demand for housing in this area and proposed a 
comprehensive redevelopment of the estate, in other words, demolish all buildings and 
build new housing. In this case, the Housing Committee decided not to demolish 
because the Housing Department did not report any serious problems of social 
disintegration in the area. Besides, residents of Leith Fort low-rise housing expressed a 
desire to remain living in the area. Consequently, public perception of location seems 
to be have been an insufficient indicator by which decision on urban development can 
be justified. Misjudgement may have destructive effects on well-functioning housing 
estates, interruptions in social development and unnecessary housing redevelopment 
projects. 
1 See Coleman, A .. (Utopia on Trial, 1986) for further information on the investigating method on 
housing problems 
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7 .4. An Explanation of Decision-making Criteria 
7. 4.1. Structural integrity 
Structural integrity remains an essential prerequisite for the continuing existence of 20th 
century social housing. As discussed in Chapter 1, it is a fundamental criterion for all 
buildings in use. Structure of the housing in question must conform to safety standards 
of civil engineering. Sound structural condition offers greater opportunities for reuse 
while deteriorated structure means that the housing is unsafe for users and requires 
repair or refurbishment. Structural condition determines options for the future of 
housing in question. With redundant 20th century social housing, it is critical to be 
aware that the structural condition of the housing may not be reflected on its 
appearance. Visual inspection is an insufficient means of structural investigation 
because of the nature of man-made materials and the complexities of the structural 
systems. The materials' appearance can often be misleading to visual inspectors. 
Character and colour of material are a poor indicator of structural conditions. For 
example, the external appearance of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses gave the image 
of decaying structure. The external-wall panels of grey precast -concrete were, in fact, 
decaying. According to the structural report by Ove Arup & Partners, the concrete 
panels and their fixings were the only parts that suffered from severe decays. The 
skeleton structure was an in-situ concrete column and beam system, which were still in 
good condition. But, deteriorating structure was wrongly used in public debate over the 
future of the buildings. Most passers-by presumed that the buildings should be 
demolished because of its structure defects. (See also, evaluation of location) 
Tweedmuir and Teviotbank Houses of Niddrie House underwent misappraisal, in which 
the tower blocks were claimed as having structural problems due to their appalling 
appearances. The structural conditions of both were proven to be 1n exceptionally good 
condition, when one of them failed to collapse during an attempted explosive 
demolition in 1989. The complexity of modern structure and materials requires 
scientific investigation and accurate assessments enables decision maker to exploit the 
structure to its full potential. The case study found instances of buildings of sound 
structure demolished while buildings that had structural failure were refurbished. 
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Structural integrity is an important factor in establishing the options for the future 
viability of zoth century social housing. 
7. 4.2. Sociocultural value 
Since the early 1980s, the Housing Committee re-emphasised the aim of sustaining, 
consolidating or recreating 'community' in problematic estates. As seen, social 
problems had caused disintegration of community in each of the case studies. The 
objectives were to eradicate the causes of the problems and to recreate community 
value. Most of the decisions conform to these objectives. For example, when Piershill 
Square Tenants Association submitted a letter to the Housing Committee concerning 
allocation of homeless and antisocial residents to the estate, the Housing Committee 
immediately reallocated those people to other areas and resolved that such allocation 
policies were to be abandoned in order to prevent disintegration of community in 
Piershill Square. The demolition of Grampian and Cairngorm Houses was an extreme 
measure taken in regard to the security and stability of the community. These twin 
tower blocks had witnessed social problems for nearly the whole 30 years of their 
existence. Such negative experiences were imprinted on the public memory and the 
very existence of the tower blocks was completely rejected by the public, including 
residents in the neighbourhood. A reason given for demolition was simply hatred of the 
buildings. It appears that security and stability of the community was valued more 
highly than architectural merits and opportunity to reuse the buildings. 
Stability and security in a community can be established among residents, regardless of 
the quality of the buildings. The case studies have demonstrated that a strong 
relationship among residents reflects community value. Strong community existed in 
many problematic housing estates, even though they had serious social problems, 
substandard building performance and facilities, and low economic profile. For 
example residents of Tweedmuir and Teviotbank Houses had their community in which 
they helped one another when problems occurred in the buildings. Vandalism and 
antisocial behaviour was by non-residents. As seen, a resident group at Tweedmuir 
House started the Niddrie House Rehabilitation and Planning Group (NHRPG). Similar 
initiatives were launched at Leith Fort low-rise and at West Granton-A. Even though 
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high-rise may not be an ideal form of residential buildings, residents were somehow 
able to establish a sense of community. It is also evident that the buildings characters 
affected quality of life but they did not generate social problems. The situation in 
Niddrie House in 2001 supports this view. Niddrie House comprises two housing areas 
owned by the City Council and by Hunter Hall Housing Co-operative. As seen in the 
case study, the privately managed housing area was problem-free while the Council-
owned housing had serious social problems like those of high-rise housing with 
antisocial residents. This suggests that behaviour of residents is a pivotal factor of 
strong community value and subsequently good image of housing area. The idea was 
shared by the public at large, local politicians, and Scottish Homes, the grant holder 
during the 1990s. Residents and local housing officers knew that all forms of housing 
may encounter serious problems if they accommodate antisocial people. In practice, 
recognition of community value can only be realised through formal expressions of 
resident's opinions, in written forms through formal meetings, or questionnaire surveys. 
Without concrete evidence, community value may be presumed to be absent. 
Accordingly, the perception of residents is the mechanism that dictates the image of 
good buildings. Buildings of the same design therefore enjoy different fortunes 
depending on the perception of residents. 
The visual appearance of 20th century social housings is an subjective factor for decision 
making. It is a psychological factor that affects the way residents and owners perceive 
the buildings. Modern housing, particularly high-rise buildings, represents poverty, 
social problems and deprived areas. Building materials of the earlier period have 
become comparatively substandard. Pure geometrical forms were perceived as ugly and 
inhuman. Undesirable appearance had an impact not only on the confidence of 
residents, but also their quality of life. The case study of Niddrie House shows that 
residents in Niddrie experienced difficulty in procuring property insurance in the 1980s 
because the area was perceived as a high risk for vandalism and crimes. Changing the 
image was considered necessary and the appearance was transformed by the addition of 
pitched roofs. Viewed in this way, Tweedmuir and Teviotbank House were demolished 
because their appearance could not be transformed in terms of appearance and height of 
the buildings. The tower blocks were seen as intruders in a low-rise housing area. 
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Nevertheless, public rejection of the 'Modern' appearance is not conclusive. The case 
study of Craigmillar housing estate demonstrated that, social housing of traditional 
design could also be demolished if there was no demand to live in the area. The 
traditional 1930s social houses were demolished and replaced with semi-detached 
houses contemporary appearance. The new houses were colourful with modern 
elements such as glazed porticos. (See chapter 6) The new buildings were calculated to 
attract new residents to the area so that a sense of community might eventually be 
established. 
In conjunction with problematic residents, disintegration of community is a result of 
both residents and buildings. Nonetheless, it is unclear how these two components 
interrelate. Evidence from the case studies suggests that neither buildings nor residents 
can be held fully responsible for problems. From a social viewpoint, the solution is to 
arrange buildings that are compatible to residents or vice versa. The decision to 
demolish buildings or to evict problematic residents, or a combination of both would 
appear to be justified insofar as such decisions would strengthen community values 
within the housing estates. 
Compatibility of buildings and residents is a criterion which matches the functional 
performance of the buildings to the social demands of residents. From a technical 
viewpoint, standard functional performance for the zoth century social housing involves 
sanitary system, natural light, ventilation, heat insulation and acoustic insulation. In 
addition, the case studies illustrate that it is necessary to consider the compatibility of 
building characteristics with the residents' lifestyles. Compatibility involves issues 
such as social behaviour, economic status, and types of tenures. In the case studies, 
most social housing estates that were demolished were considered as having functional 
performances incompatible with the resident's life style. For example West Granton-A 
and all high rise housing. The City Council and Scottish Homes were inclined to 
demolish socially-incompatible buildings. In its letter concerning this issue, Scottish 
Homes expressed clearly that high rise buildings were an inappropriate form of mass-
housing and refused to provide financial support for any project involving high rise. 
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7.4.3. Economic practicality 
A constant factor in any decision about the future of buildings is economic. In practice, 
it is common to encounter substandard performance or technical problem in all types of 
building, particularly residential buildings, because of the advancement in technology 
which leading to higher building standards. It would be economically impractical for 
all obsolete buildings were to be discarded without upgrading and improving their 
structure and social compatibility. Accordingly, economic practicality is particularly 
important in decision making because theoretically it is possible to solve almost every 
technical problem relating to 20th century residential buildings. Technology can provide 
efficient facilities and a high of standard functional performance and even structural 
integrity can be restored. Any buildings can be improved to current standards. 
Nonetheless, not all solutions are economically viable. Due to restricted resources, the 
City of Edinburgh Council had to ensure that any decisions on the future of 20th century 
social housing were taken with reasoned justification and economic practicality. The 
interplay between economic practicality and structural and sociocultural reasons 
generates sub-criteria by which changes in buildings can be assessed objectively and by 
which the future of social housing is decided. The economic practicality of structural 
integrity and compatible functional performances are separate issues. It is critical to 
distingl:lish between these two requirements because, in the arguments for and against 
the reuse of 20th century social buildings, they sometimes appear to contradict each 
other, simply because sturdy buildings may have obsolete functional performance. 
The running cost and maintenance of buildings is a criterion by which compatibility of 
buildings functional performance and resident's economic status is assessed. This is 
specifically important for affordable social mass housing which aims to serve low-
income residents. As seen in the case studies, high-rise building is not a compatible 
form of low-income housing because the building demands a high degree of 
maintenance and services such as lifts, high use of electricity and expensive plumbing 
systems, and full-time caretakers. They thus require a larger maintenance budget than 
low-rise housing while the City council preferred housing with lowest-operating cost. 
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Adaptability of the structure is a criterion that assesses economic practicality in the 
decision to improve structural integrity. The structure of a building usually has a certain 
degree of adaptability which allows it to accommodate new uses. From the structural 
viewpoint, if the improvement of the building's functional performance does not 
interfere with the structural stability, there is no reason for discarding it. Tweedmuir 
and Teviotbank Houses were demolished as a consequence of their rigid structure. 
These two tower blocks were considered socially incompatible with the residents so that 
alterations were required. However, it would have been very expensive to adapt the 
internal space to accommodate new uses because the structure of these tower blocks 
used load-bearing walls. Besides, the stability of the structure would have been 
compromised if internal structural components had been altered. Adaptability also 
means that improvement in structure must achievable at reasonable cost. West Granton 
Scheme-A was demolished because it required extensive refurbishment and structural 
alteration in order to eliminate defective design features. Although it would have been 
possible to carry out the alterations, the estimated cost was £15 million, which was 
extremely high in 1988. As a result, the buildings were considered to be of low-
adaptability and demolished. Therefore, the adaptability of the building's structure is 
fundamental in deciding its future. 
To conclude, the interplay between economic practicality and structural and 
sociocultural reasons generates sub-criteria for changes to 20th century social housing: 
• Adaptability of the building's structure 
• Compatibility of the buildings in terms of: 
o Functional performance and residents' demands 
o Buildings characters and social economic behaviours of residents 
o Operational cost of buildings and economic status of residents 
7.4.4. Political Factors 
Political factors govern the dynamic of decision making. Among four case studies, 
there are a number of similar problems which were treated with different solutions. The 
solutions, however, were based on the same criterion, namely, compatibility of the 
buildings and residents. As a criterion, compatibility appears to have dynamic logic. It 
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can be assessed either from the building centre or human centre perspective. Validity of 
the assessment depends on the perspective of the decision maker. In the context of 20th 
century social housing, this is official housing policy. The Housing Committee of the 
City of Edinburgh Council considered social-housing problem from a human-centre 
perspective. Analysis of housing problems and solutions were directed by benefit of 
residents and Edinburgh people. Edinburgh's council housing policy aimed to fulfil 
simultaneously two objectives: 1) to address social problems in social housing estates 
and 2) to ensure that affordable housing is available to people in economic difficulty. In 
order to accommodate problematic residents or people with economic difficulty, the 
most compatible form of accommodation must be provided even though it is arguable 
that social problem may re.occur because of these people. Nevertheless, the second 
objective is a political obligation that obliges the City Council to give prime priority to 
residents rather than buildings. To understand the political position is to understand the 
way in which the decision maker perceives the core issues of each problem and the way 
options of decision are selected in order to solve housing problems. This political 
position is the logical mechanism that explains why problematic housings were 
demolished. 
As it is clear that, at present, arguments driven by cultural perspectives alone are 
insufficient to support decisions to conserve 20th century heritage. Unlike their older 
counterparts, survival of 20th century heritage does not seem to benefit from a general 
consensus on special cultural merits. With an aim of protecting heritage of the 20th 
century, UNESCO ICOMOS and DoCoMoMo, in collaboration with UNESCO world 
heritage centre, have requested their member countries "to explore the ways and means 
to develop methodologies for a critical process for the analysis and assessment of the 
significance of the twentieth-century heritage in its various forms and in relation to the 
social, political, economic and cultural context." 1 In practice, this is a recognition of 
vital relationship between the existence of 20th century buildings and their contemporary 
1 Finnish National Committee of ICOMOS. 1995, Seminar on the 2rJh century Heritage. International 
Seminar held in Helsinki, Finland, 18-19 June 1995. Database online. Available at 
http://www.international.icomos.org/20th_heritage/ helsinki_1995.htm 
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context. Without this relationship, their existence would appear meaningless and the 
conservation efforts are likely to be impractical. 
The role of ordinary 20th century buildings is to accommodate everyday demands. It is 
this very essential role that makes their existence meaningful in the contemporary 
context. While these buildings accumulate greater heritage status, conservation efforts 
should be made to sustain this vital relationship. Consequently, a practical and 
sustainable protection of this potential 20th century heritage may be achieved. 
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